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This year we celebrate the 25th anniversary of the downfall of communism in 
Europe, the fall of the Berlin Wall and the end of the Cold War. Students who 
started their academic education this year were born about seven years later, 
around 1996. And the freshmen of 1990 are now in their early forties. The latter 
generation is about to take on the political leadership in Europe and may still 
be aware of the ‗Idea of Europe‘ as advocated by one of the fathers of the 
European Union, Jean Monnet. No more war on this continent, we will build 
institutions and peace, instead. Today‘s enrolling students probably do not 
remember this forceful idea; nor do they realise the significance of this 
inspiring idea to overcome the great difficulties to achieve a peaceful, 
democratic and prosperous EU. The freshmen of today may take this for 
granted while being rather more disturbed by the confusing world of 
globalisation, populist slogans as ‗War on Terror‘, multilevel governance and a 
rippled sense of direction and political effectiveness in the EU or, for that 
matter, NATO. In short, the Transatlantic world. 
For my generation, security, defence and strategy were relatively easy to 
understand. Realism and Cold War logic prevailed vis-à-vis a pacifist and 
rather weak opposition. But then, all of a sudden we had to adapt ourselves to 
post-Cold War circumstances. We tried, but with mixed results. What about 
our experiences in the former-Yugoslavia, Afghanistan, not to mention Iraq or 
today Ukraine? However, the next generation at the political helm will face an 
even more demanding job because of the sheer complexity of security and 

strategy and because of the need for some radical changes in our approaches to 
security and strategy.  
Today, I deal with this complexity throughout my presentation while 
addressing two questions in particular: what has been done in face of the new 
challenges and what has not been done and is still neglected? Let us try to 
understand some of the reasons for and causes of the mixed results; some 
might say failures? Let me try to explain why things happened as they did. 
Furthermore, I try to answer some questions raised by the analysis and make 
some suggestions what could or should have been done to remedy the failures 
and to improve the earlier results. In the end we may suggest what the next 
generation of political and security leaders in the West should try to do.  
I am not here to criticise past decisions. If only for one thing, namely that 
security policy is difficult and developing a sound strategy is very difficult. 
Strategy presents guidance to achieve certain objectives. It represents the realm 
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between the political and military dimensions of security. By definition, 
strategy entails conflict; political and military considerations are of a different 
order and cannot always be reconciled. Moreover, political-strategic and 
military-strategic considerations are not always the distinct spheres of the 
political leadership, on the one hand, and the military leadership, on the other. 
History shows countless examples where political leaders are inclined to 
follow a military-strategic approach relying on problem-solving by the use of 
military force. So, Saddam Hussein was a problem for most neo-cons in the US 
and was simply defeated by the vastly superior US armed forces. But the 
political objectives in Iraq have always remained troublesome, if not absent. 
Therefore, political defeat of the US was practically unavoidable. In fact, the 
political complexities in Iraq ruled out the popular, albeit short-sighted 
problem-solving approach and tempting but misleading quick-fixes. 
Military-strategic thinking is of course a historic legacy of the European past. 
While Western-Europe was trying to make the ‗Idea of Europe‘ work, the 
relations with the Eastern part were rigorously dominated by military-strategic 
concerns. Actually, there hardly were relations, for example, in the economic 
field; there was military confrontation between East and West. Security and 
defence were practically synonyms, something that was never the case 
conceptually. We spoke about defence policy. NATO was a defence 
organisation wary of security politics. Arms control was about it in our 
diplomatic efforts. Negotiations were suspiciously monitored by the military 
like at check-point Charlie on the inner-German border.  
It does not come as a surprise then that a defence organisation with a 
prevailing military-strategic culture is not well-prepared for taking up new 
missions like those in former-Yugoslavia. Those missions, soon called ‗peace-
keeping missions‘, were useful for legitimising sizable armed forces and the 
ongoing existence of the Alliance. ‗Out-of area or out-of-business‘, as 
Secretary-General Manfred Wörner aptly formulated the danger of doing 
nothing. Indeed, troops for peace-keeping were sent to Bosnia with 100 per 
cent backing by, for example, the Dutch Parliament and the Dutch Army, in 
turn, was eager to show its indispensable contribution to restore stability in 
that troubled European backyard. Some countries were somewhat more 
reluctant, but with the support of the UN Security Council, peace-keeping was 
legitimate and seen as the right thing to do. The intentions were good. The 
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cause for human rights and humanitarian assistance was a moral and rightful 
duty, so it was widely perceived in the West.  
Yet, preparations for the mission were poor. Commanders, both in capitals and 
deployed in the field, had limited knowledge about the region and the nature 
of the raging conflict. The role of diplomat-soldier was unknown and 
unforeseen as was the fact that peace-keeping runs the risk of mission-creep; 
the mission can turn into dangerous peace-enforcing. Indeed, mistakes did 
take place. The drama of Srebrenica in 1995 was not the fault of any person or 
institution in particular. Nonetheless, Milošević and other bad guys were seen 
as a problem that could be handled by traditional military forces. A military fix 
of an essentially political problem. One should add, though, that the Western 
powers were pretty much divided on what to do and that, for example, the EU 
Commissioner for External Affairs, Hans van den Broek, was negotiating with 
his hands bound on his back. Four years after Srebrenica, NATO was still not 
willing to deploy forces on the ground and bombed Serbia out-of-business 
after more than 70 days of an intense air campaign. ‗Winning ugly‘, as the 
scholar-strategist Ivo Daalder, who later became the US Ambassador to 
NATO, described the campaign. Bombing as tactics of attrition is not exactly a 
strategy deserving that qualification. The use of military force, however 
powerful it may be, cannot be the exclusive answer in a post-Westphalian, 
post-Cold War world order. Cold War defence policy no longer equals security 
policy. Defence forces deployed in traditional formations with an array of 
conventional weaponry like tanks, artillery and APC‘s, are much less relevant 
than in the past. In the broader understanding of security; they have in a 
number of cases become irrelevant altogether. 
Colonial wars in Africa and Asia are a case in point as is the war in Vietnam. 
Superior armed forces of the colonial power, did not bring victory. Among the 
factors working against the traditional type of warfare, we should list the 
greater determination of the indigenous forces, their hit and run tactics which 
prevented them to become vulnerable targets for massive firepower, and, 
perhaps above all, the support of the people, the nationalists or freedom 
fighters. You cannot get at the enemy and you cannot get him down. Fighting 
terrorists is even more difficult, since they are not territory-bound. Moreover, 
they do not seek a victory on the ground like the anti-colonial freedom fighters 
did. Conventional battle groups are not the right answer against the actions of 
insurgent fighters, globally dispersed. They may be necessary, but they are 
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never sufficient for a successful campaign. The centre of gravity that must be 
attacked for a decisive victory against guerrilla fighters and insurgents is not 
defined by a concentration of military power as in classical warfare. 
Maoist guerrilla warfare and today‘s insurgent and global terrorist actions are 
first and foremost political. Guerrillas and insurgents seek to undermine their 

enemy in the long run, in particular by creating popular support for their case. 
The shocking effects of the so-called propaganda of the deed – action directe - is 
meant to mobilise more people who are willing to sacrifice their lives and to 
communicate the impact of the violence to a wider audience that is sensitive to 
the cause of insurgents. The use of media is thereby an essential tool. Besides 
the use of modern means of communication, the purposeful violence is meant 
to create a genuine security problem. The political issue at stake must be 
securitised for the target audience. At the same time, terrorist violence seeks 
counter-action by the attacked, if possible a violent overreaction. The war 
against Iraq was such a military-operational overreaction which 
unintentionally albeit effectively played in the hands of the political Islam and 
its crusaders. Violent counter-insurgency furthers the case of the insurgents. In 
Iraq itself, the tragic number of deaths and wounded among the population 
and the impossibility for the Americans to ally themselves with one or the 
other representative of the Islamist belief, were bound to undermine the 
position of the US, regionally and globally. Retreat was sooner or later 
inevitable. 
Obviously, a security problem that is essentially political must be addressed as 
such in the first place. This is not to say that the utility of military force has 
completely vanished. Of course not. But the military-strategic view should not 
be the primary or sole response, but one embedded in the political context. The 
fact is that no military action should be undertaken without political and/or 
military support on the ground. Even with such support, the decision remains 
difficult and the outcome always uncertain as we have seen in the case of 
Western support for the Libyan rebels against Gaddafi. Moreover, the battle 
cannot be left to foreign troops. Sooner or later, they are likely to be seen as 
occupiers.  
Respect some golden rules. One, if you cannot do it, don‘t start military 
assistance and do have at least a good exit-strategy. Two, if you do not have 
clear political objectives, don‘t even think about it, so Clausewitz taught us. 
The greatest philosopher of war would never have agreed with the war in Iraq; 
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nor would he have been a likely supporter of the war in Afghanistan. A real 
strategist would have listened to Clausewitz and should have said no as, 
indeed, some states did in the case of Iraq. No matter how strong we look in 
military terms (at least in our own eyes), political-strategic considerations 
should prevail. These considerations should include a thorough knowledge 
and solid analysis of the forces one is going to engage. Make sure that you 
have a good understanding of their culture and their political motives as well 
as a clear view on the warring parties. All these elements were insufficiently 
known in Bosnia, totally lacking in the case of Iraq, and painfully forgotten in 
Afghanistan with ominous neglect of the colonial as well as the Soviet-era 
history of that country.  
Let me be fair and say that in hindsight it is easier to come to these conclusions 
than it was at the time of action. Sometimes you have to do something. Bosnia 
is an example of the need generally felt by the so-called international 
community. And in the end, a reasonable stability has been established in the 
region with the prospect of Western assistance and EU-integration. And look 
at Mali today. The French government decided last year in January that the 
advance of Muslim groups and Jihad terror had to be stopped. Also, the 
danger for a terrorist basis from which European countries could be or would 
be attacked was seen as a valid reason to do something. The French moved 
swiftly and took advantage of military-strategic surprise. They had forces in 
the region and combat capabilities ready for deployment in Mali. From the 
very beginning they enlisted the Malian army. No matter its deplorable state, it 
meant indigenous support. In addition, the armed forces from neighbouring 
countries of the African Union were asked to assist as was the formation of an 
UN force. Eventually, the EU was engaged in training of the security forces of 
Mali. Some individual countries are supporting the French combat units like 
the Dutch do in gathering intelligence and delivering transport, of course 
under the flag of the United Nations. In other words, the mission was 
welcomed on the ground and supported by regional forces and international 
organisations. Of course, it remains to be seen how successful Mali‘s defence 
organisation can be built and when external powers can leave security policy 
to the proper national authorities.  
So, the utility of military force cannot be disregarded that easily. But the use of 
the armed forces cannot bring a decisive victory as happened in some historic 
battles as an essential means for the goals of warfare. Today, military force is 
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much more explicit in shaping the right conditions for politics to pursue its 
objectives. You cannot eliminate the Jihadists, but you can complicate their 
mission with the help of force. 
There is a caveat in this post-modernist logic of strategy, though. What about 
the fact that Jihadists, active in Western Europe, are often not recruited in Mali 
or Afghanistan, but at home? They are often well-educated citizens in the 
West. Clearly, the utility of military force is seriously in doubt in this case. 
Here, we need intelligence services, police and law enforcement authorities, 
not the armed forces and their battle groups. By and large, counter-insurgency 
is not terribly well served by the regular armed forces. Intelligence services are 
the logical choice to go after an invisible or hiding threat. Indeed, the utility of 
military force has dwindled in both international security policy and safety at 
home. The security problems have changed and the security institutions 
should follow this reality. 
To change institutions and the way of thinking proves to be a daunting task. If 
one looks at the changes since the end of the Cold War as regards force 
structures in NATO, for example, one is struck by the slow pace of genuine 
reform. Please take note: reform is not the same as downsizing. Reform needs 
a concept; downsizing is merely a struggle between vested interests. Looking 
at the forces, it seems that the state of the national economy and the temper or 
personality of the Finance Minister are more important than anything in the 
realm of strategy. Peace dividend was quickly cashed and today a balanced 
budget is overruling the sparse protest of a weakened security community, not 
to mention the apathy of the public at large. That is what we have seen in 
Eastern and Central Europe in a dramatic way after 1989 and since 2008 in 
Western and Southern Europe as well. Just a few examples. Czechoslovakia 
had no less than 4000 main battle tanks in 1989. (The Netherlands 900) Twenty 
years later the Czech Republic and Slovakia had 245 and 180 tanks 
respectively. Still a lot. (The Netherlands had 60 by then) In 2013 these 
numbers are cut back to 30 tanks in each country, thanks to the economic crisis 
we must assume (Today the Netherlands has zero tanks because of the 
conviction that we cannot do anything useful with them) In France and 
Germany we count 1340 and 5000 main battle tanks in 1989. Twenty years later 
there are still 640 tanks in France and no less than 2000 in Germany. Today, 
after the six years financial and economic troubles, these numbers are down to 
250 in France and 322 tanks in Germany.  
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The situation as regards combat aircraft – a very expensive weapons system – 
is also radical. The numbers are by and large cut in half in Western Europe, but 
in the Eastern part of Europe reduced to 20/25 percent of the inventory of 
1989. Defence-spending levels also decreased significantly over the first 20 
years, but drastically over the past three years. Overall spending in Europe 
decreased by 7.4 per cent, but varied significantly among the individual 
member states of NATO. Of course, the absolute levels are very different. 
France and the UK are big spenders, relatively speaking, with some $52 billion 
and $57 billion in 2013. Romania spends barely $2.5 billion; Poland some $9 
billion.  
But what kind of combat power do the countries get for their defence money? 
They spent at least between 50 and 60 per cent on personnel; in Romania even 
up to 80 percent. Acquisition is troublesome and modernisation is very 
expensive, for everybody. The rich Netherlands will spend almost a full-year 
defence budget for less than halve the originally planned Joint Strike Fighters – 
39 instead of 80 which it could no longer afford. Others are struggling with 
their budgets even more and thus get stuck with old equipment. In Romania 
there is still an impressive number of main battle tanks (437). Yet, 250 of them 
are T-55, a model produced in the 1960s and 1970s and some 130 TR-580 and 
TR-85, models from the 1980s and 90s. The inventory counts for a meagre 54-
TR M1 tanks produced in this century. I am not going to bother you with 
fighter aircraft in Europe. This is simply an example among many others and 
true for many member states. 
This is not so say that the West does not spend enough money on defence. The 
US spends around $700 billion and deploys over 8000 tanks, 25.000 armoured 
vehicles and over 13.000 aircraft. The EU spends almost $200 billion and fields 
6500 main battle tanks, 46.000 armoured vehicles and some 2000 combat 
aircraft. One must ask: what are armed forces for? There is no question that the 
West does not spend enough, say vis-à-vis the Russian Federation with her 
modest $70 billion defence spending. We drastically outspend Russia, while 
there is no doubt about its dated inventory. Moreover, this dubious inventory 
is significantly outnumbered by NATO. Therefore, the Pavlov reaction of 
NATO officials and member states to increase the national defence efforts, in 
response to the Russian annexation of Crimea and aggression towards 
Ukraine, is not really justified. The point is that we do not spend our money 
‗wisely‘ as Lord Robertson put it at the time when he was Secretary-General of 
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NATO. The real problem is that the Western defence organisations and 
member-states pay too much for a number of disputed capabilities of defence 
and too little for some other and less disputed issues of security. Let me dwell a 

little on both views. 
First, we do not get much value for defence money after years of unguided, 
haphazard downsizing across the board. The bedrock success of NATO, 
namely integrated planning, has been disregarded, if not given up. Instead we 
are witnessing uncoordinated, national decisions – not even strict planning – 
and this has led to fragmentation of the common output. Individual 
capabilities have become very costly in maintenance and overhead and too 
small for robust and sustainable combat power. With the exceptions of France 
and the UK, no European ally can field an independent, sizable battle group 
for a longer period of time. It should be noted that France and the UK also 
need support from the US as to capacities like intelligence, target acquisition, 
airlift and in-flight-refuelling. There is a mismatch of individual, national 
capabilities impeding the deployment of coherent and balanced international 
forces. The EU was not capable of putting together the Rapid Reaction Force of 
60.000 men as envisaged years ago in spite of the fact the member states have 
more than a million men altogether. By the same token, the EU has never 
offered one of the EU Battle Groups of 2500 men to any mission, Mali included 
where the much acclaimed units would have been more than welcome. 
Communiqués of both NATO and EU meetings call time and again for more 
cooperation and smart planning, but to no avail. Ministers return home and 
are more inclined to comply with domestic politics. Even the EU summit in 
December 2013 ridiculed the much heralded agenda on defence by addressing 
the issue for less than an hour, notwithstanding the fact that was the first 
discussion on the subject in five years. The communiqué is dull reading; many 
old wishes, good intentions, but no commitments to genuine action and 
reform. Back home, very few people asked for an explanation. In general, 
defence issues are already for years way down the list of priorities, both for 
parliamentarians and the public at large. The Ukraine crisis is unlikely to be a 
real wake-up call for the same reason. 
As regards the issues that are not so important in a strictly military sense and 
yet are put on the agenda of defence issues, particularly in NATO, cyber 
security stands out as an example. Recently, the Alliance even applied article 5 
to the case of a cyber attack. As if an attack would stand on its own and 
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nothing else would happen in a political-strategic sense. Moreover, there is no 
compelling reason why NATO as a defence organisation should take on such 
tasks.  
This is not to say that the subject is not important. Far from it. But it makes 
much more sense, as the EU does, to have a civilian body to oversee a given 
problem and only then to address the specific military aspects of cyber 
warfare. But NATO has not evolved as a more political organisation – on 
purpose for some allies – and a civilian and comprehensive approach to 
security is underdeveloped. Therefore, NATO has made itself much less 
relevant in the post-Cold War environment than necessary as, for example, her 
very modest role during the Maidan crisis has shown. Bringing up issues like 
cyber attack is not going to give the Alliance more relevance; rather, it looks 
silly.  
When we turn to some issues that are not disputed, but insufficiently brought 
out in the open, we should first mention the priority of the political-strategic 
approach. Again, NATO as an outspoken defence organisation puts too many 
restrains on herself. Interdependence has grown immensely - financially, 
economically - but also in terms of employment and education, migration and 
humanitarian concerns and the like. The military-strategic approach is 
certainly not absent and should not be ignored. As said before, the European 
countries should do more as regards the combat power of their armed forces. 
They must strengthen the output of defence expenditures for expeditionary 
mission and redress the by now serious neglect for a common European 
defence. The two go hand in hand; without robust defence forces, 
expeditionary missions are wishful thinking.  
All the same, even the 19th century behaviour of Putin in his campaign to grab 
land in Crimea was not primarily a military-strategic threat. With tens of 
thousands Russian soldiers on the ground and huge indigenous support Putin 
posed everybody for a political fait accompli. He did not need to send regular 
combat units and infiltrated the peninsula with so-called self-defence forces 
without Russian insignia. In the Eastern part of Ukraine, fear for Russian 
domination was not created by the threat of a military invasion, but by pro-
Russian demonstrators and self-proclaimed regional and local administrators 
and, indeed, sneaky Special Forces. Military exercises near the border 
increased pressure on Ukraine leadership to eventually consider more regional 
autonomy or federalisation. Putin‘s objectives were political-strategic. His 
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calculations of costs and benefits were part of an interdependent world and, 
rightly or wrongly, he seemed to accept the likely setbacks in his international 
position, perhaps putting his bet on the temporary nature of Western sanctions 
and feeble Western cohesion. For Putin, the stakes are high as regards the loss 
of the Soviet empire. Indeed, the significance of Ukraine‘s choice as to its place 
in Europe is incomparably higher for Putin than for the West. Interdependence 
of interests does not mean symmetry of interests, however. Ukraine as part of 
Russia‘s sphere of influence is an essential political-strategic goal of Putin. 
Military capabilities of the West are unlikely to bring this asymmetry of 
interest back into balance. However, the Western military preponderance in 
showed the usefulness of defence against conventional aggression. Ultimately, 
deterrence of afor large-scale conventional incursion in Ukraine worked, in 
this case by the possibility of air superiority and denying entry of Russian 
fighter aircraft into Ukrainian airspace. 
All the same, most security concerns depend on other things than defence 
forces, also for the transatlantic world. Security involves disputed political, 
economic, social and other issues that can lead to violent behaviour and the 
threat of using violence. That is how former-Yugoslavia exploded. The 
differences between regions, ethnic groups and economic circumstances had 
grown too big. The outcry ‗enough is enough‘ was the popular refusal of the 
setbacks in Ukraine. Antidemocratic measures, concessions favouring Russia 
and the decision against EU association, all imposed by Yanoukovich were too 
much for the people. All together, the autocratic and corrupt regime brought 
insecurity for large parts of the population, particularly for that essential part 
of a vibrant state, the civil society. Rampant corruption, despicable 
inequalities, poverty, powerlessness, betrayal, etc. justified Maidan and the 
demise of the president, if necessary with violent resistance against the interior 
forces of public order. Ukraine does not stand alone in this kind of 
experiencing of what is security. Indeed, future security issues are likely to 
mirror such concerns and we may add some others like water shortage, 
environmental threats, climate change, land degradation and the unrelenting 
suppression and violence by domestic rulers. 
Security is not a matter of ‗normal‘ political conflict, but conflict that runs out 
of arguments and eventually out of control. You no longer want to argue since 
there is no reasonable response and, therefore, the threat of using violent 
means and violence itself are legitimised, at least in the eyes of the desperate 
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actors in conflict. These matters have little to do with military-strategic 
considerations. Unstable and failed states are looking for a political-strategic 
approach, for economic or social security as a precondition for individual and 
national development. Of course, police and armed forces are effective means 
against political insurgents as we have seen after the so-called Arab Springs. 
But such intranational ‗solutions‘ based on domestic politics are not suitable 
for international military interventions vide Syria, the Central African 
Republic, Sudan and many other horrible examples. By and large, countries 
that have seen political and economic development have first of all succeeded 
in bringing security at home themselves. Brazil, Argentina, China or India 
come to mind.  
External military force may contribute to establishing or restoring domestic 
security, but only if the external player is really knowledgeable about the 
political situation and the cultural-societal motives and reasons for insurgency. 
These motives and reasons never have an ephemeral nature and cannot be 
fixed by short, quick action. A political-strategic approach requires deep 
understanding, patience and long-term vision. The future of Georgia, 
Moldavia or Ukraine depends not so much on military strengths of the EU, but 
on diplomatic perseverance and loyalty to the advocated moral values of the 
Union, in particular the soft power of democracy and the rule of law, the 
original ‗Idea of Europe‘. Self-confidence should then be backed up by 
military-strategic strength. In that order which should also be understood in 
NATO. Sans stratégie, pas de régie. 

Hopefully, the present generation of students that will make up the political 
leadership in Europe in some twenty years, will be aware of this vision and I 
am happy and honoured today to be their teacher.   
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Abstract 
There is no doubt that the European Union is at a crossroads. The recently 
(arguably) ended economic and financial crisis has left serious marks on the 
deep structure of the Union, which seems feebler than ever in its history. What 
is currently contested by politicians and people alike is the very raison d‟être of 

the European project: do we need a Union anymore? Should the European 
Union be abandoned or should it be revived and consolidated? These are 
serious and timely questions that require urgent attention. The 2014 EP 
elections offered a platform spread across Europe where issues such as the 
future of the EU could have been addressed. In this paper, we analyze the 
three debates between the candidates to the Presidency of the European 
Commission. We particularly focus on the scenarios for Europe proposed by 
three of the five main participants and examine their proposals against the 
arguments on the future of the European project made by established scholars 
and experts (i.e. federation, supranational democracy, Europe of nation states, 
an association of sovereign states, fiscal union, banking union, etc.) 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Today‘s European Union is a fuzzy, unclear, goal-lacking structure 
undermined by the policy mistakes, bad economic reasoning and state-centred 
decision-making that more often than not has simply disregarded public 
consultation. The crisis has triggered disaffection among member states and 
has shaken the very idea of European unification that had originally stirred the 
pioneers of the Union to action. The crisis has impacted the European Union at 
all levels – political, economic, social – and the measures proposed to 
overcome it, particularly the austerity policies, have led to severe cuts to public 
spending and services, to failing incomes, high unemployment and 
deterioration of living standards in the countries that have been doubly hit by 
the crisis and austerity, too. Naturally, austerity policies have generated 
popular resentment and strong discontent with the Union. Furthermore, the 
significantly different ways in which member states (and especially the 
Eurozone countries) viewed the (counter-) productive nature of the imposed 
policies of austerity have contributed to the deepening of the gap between 
richer and poorer countries, between North and South, between responsible 
and irresponsible states. These powerful oppositions have been reflected in the 
Us vs. Them rhetoric of ―the thrifty North and the lazy South‖ (Bohle 2010, 8) 

that is so widespread in the public discourse.  
However, there is a silver lining in all this increasing irritation and contempt 
towards the EU‘s response to the crisis. While admitting that the EU has not 
yet found a strategy for exiting the crisis, there are voices who stress that the 
European project should be granted the needed support and that it should be 
redesigned according to the new political, economic and social realities of the 
global world. One of the enthusiastic supporters of the EU, Jürgen Habermas 
has mentioned in an interview that ―Greece‘s debt crisis has had a welcome 
political side-effect‖ (Jeffries 2010, 8), in the sense that it has reinvigorated the 
debate over the future of Europe; the central problem of economic and political 
unification has been brought back to the fore. 
The economic crisis has resurrected the old inquiry of the finalité of the 
European unification project: what kind of Europe? In an editorial in The 
Guardian, Ulrich Beck remarked that the crisis of the European Union could be 
turned into an opportunity for democracy (The Guardian, November 2011). Will 

Europe become a transnational democracy? A federal state? Will it become a 
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transnational democracy ―overcoming social division and stratification within 
a global society‖ (Habermas 2003, 99)? Or will it transform into a more 
sophisticated intergovernmental organization? These are questions raised by 
both the critics and the supporters of the European project and they are well 
timed in a period of uncertainty and serious concern about the future of the 
European Union. A firm grasp of the pros and cons of European integration is 
required and the results of the analysis need to be presented and further 
discussed with both decision-making actors in member state and, more 
importantly, citizens across Europe. Who else than the elected President of the 
European Commission (EC), the executive body of the EU, would be more 
suited to lead the efforts to combat the lack of vision of the European project 
and to propose solutions to consolidate its viability? In this paper, we use 
discourse analytical tools to examine what and how have the candidates to the 
2014 elections for EC presidency communicated about their vision of a united 
Europe. We analyze candidates‘ proposals for the future European integration 
against the models of conceptualizing the European Union, as described in the 
literature. 
 
 

2. CONCEPTUALIZING THE EUROPEAN UNION: STATEHOOD-
CENTERED AND INTERGOVERNMENTAL INTERPRETATIONS 
 
Defining the EU is a difficult task; a useful starting point in attempting to 
describe the Union is to compare it with the most important type of political 
organization that exists – the state. To a certain extent, the EU displays a 
number of typical characteristics of statehood. Therefore, the concept of state is 
helpful in understanding and promoting the nature of the EU. Thus, the key 
characteristics of the state – territoriality, sovereignty, legitimacy and 
monopoly of governance (Nugent 1999) – are present with the EU, although in 
a partial and limited way. To the traditional statehood-centred 
conceptualization of the Union, an intergovernmental perspective is added, 
which helps provide a view of the EU as voluntarily based cooperation 
between national governments that agree to work together for reasons of 
mutual benefit. To the current stage of its development, the EU has progressed 
beyond the strict cooperation of member states favoured by economic and 
political mutual advantages. The Union has incorporated many of the features 
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of a supranational unit into its structure and functioning. Nonetheless, there is 
still evidence (usually surfacing in times of crisis) of self-interested decisions 
made by member states with respect to various EU-related policies and 
actions. Perhaps the most difficult to solve shortcoming of the EU as an 
intergovernmental organization is that, within this type of arrangement, 
―political calculations are driven by domestic concerns‖ (George and Bache 
2001, 13). Replacing the state-centred political calculations with the EU-centred 
political decision-making is an arduous journey that the national government 
representatives together with EU officials have to make together.  
As far as the more commonly used conceptualizations of the EU are 
concerned, we will briefly outline three of them. First, the federalist model; 
there has been a constant preoccupation, and disagreement, at the same time, 
among member states with respect to a prospective evolution of the EU into a 
federation. There was even a clash between the UK government and other 
member state governments whether such a provision should be included in 
the Maastricht Treaty or not (Nugent 1999). The Union does display some 
federal traits, while, at the same time, falling short in some respects of the 
federal model. Power is divided between central decision-making institutions 
(e.g. the European Council, the EC, the EP, etc.), the nature of decisions made 
at the level of the EU is specified in official documents and there is a supreme 
judicial authority (the European Court of Justice). However, despite the fact 
the power is divided, the policy balance is tilted towards the member states. 
For instance, there are still cases where the unanimity rule applies in the 
Council (e.g. enlargement, fiscal policies), although the responsibility of the 
respective policies lies with the European Commission. Finally, a major 
difference between the EU and a federal state is that there are policy areas that 
normally are the responsibility of central authorities, but in the case of the EU 
these areas are primarily national responsibilities (e.g. security and defence, 
foreign affairs). In light of these facts, it appears that a more appropriate way 
of labelling the EU would be as a confederation, a union of sovereign nation 
states defined by treaty and in which supranational institutions exist, but their 
power is dependent on the power of their counterparts in national states 
(Nugent 1999).  
The second model that we briefly discuss here is the state-centric one 
advanced by those who take an intergovernmental approach to the integration 
process. From an intergovernmental point of view, the EU as a supra-national 
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structure rests on nation states that have chosen to cooperate for precise 
purposes, provided that this cooperation serves their interests. Consequently, 
no government is obliged to accept any decision made at the EU level on issues 
to which they express an opposition. National governments control the overall 
direction in which the EU should develop. Supranational institutions (the EC, 
the European Court of Justice, the EP) do not have powers in their own right, 
instead they function as ―agents and facilitators of the collective will‖ (Nugent 
1999, 498).  
Finally, the multi-level governance model conceives the EU as a polity in 
which power and influence are exercised at multiple levels of government. In 
contrast to the intergovernmental view in which national governments could 
ultimately limit the power of EU institutions, in the case of multi-level 
governance, supranational European institutions are created to assist nation 
governments, but they are not under close control of the latter. Critics of the 
multi-level governance model focus on the difficulty to secure unanimous 
agreement among member states that could facilitate the functioning of 
supranational institutions (George and Bache 2001, 26). 
These three commonly used approaches to conceptualize and explain the EU 
attempt to adapt democratic models of governance from state-level to 
European-level. However, such a transference is not unproblematic since there 
are significant and apparently insurmountable differences between the 
inherent features of statehood and the structure and operation of the EU.  
 
 

3. THE EUROPEAN UNION AND THE PARADOX OF 
DEMOCRATIC DEFICIT 
 
Much scholarly debate over the functioning and the performance of the EU is 
organized around the existence of the so called ‗democratic deficit‘. However, 
when it comes to pinpointing what precisely the democratic deficit is, how it is 
manifested within the EU and how it impacts upon the future of the 
integration process, many opinions arise and it is rather difficult to find the 
lowest common denominator of such points of view. Summarizing the 
discussions so far, we can explain the EU‘s democratic deficit in terms of 
ineffective performance of EU democratic politics (Koopmans and Statham 
2010), lack of responsibility and accountability of EU decision-makers (Trenz 
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and Eder 2004; Scharpf 2003), the increasing legitimacy crisis of the Union 
(Scharpf 2003, 2012), the weaknesses and the institutional deficit of the 
Eurozone exposed by the crisis (Habermas 2011). Furthermore, Habermas 
considers that the democracy deficit is also directly connected to European 
leaders‘ continuously decreasing devotion to the European integration project 
and to the idea of a genuine federal union. It seems that the European leaders 
experience a fatigue, which makes them focus less on solutions to the current 
problems of the Union and more likely to dodge them (Habermas 2012).  
Since there is no unifying account of the EU‘s democratic deficit, and there is 
even less consensus over the solutions to this problem, alternative radical 
proposals concerning the matter under discussion have been put forward. 
According to Moravcsik, such democratic deficit is a myth, ―whether we 
define it as an absence of public accountability or as a crisis of legitimacy‖ 
(Moravcsik 2008, 340). Moreover, he adds that ―there is little evidence that the 
EU suffers from a fundamental democratic deficit‖ (Moravcsik 2002, 621).  
However, the intensification of the debate over the democratic deficit of the EU 
has proven to be beneficial to the process of democratizing the Union. This is 
the ―paradox of democracy within the EU‖ (Trenz and Eder 2004, 7): the 
discourse on the democratic deficit is itself part of the European public sphere, 
of the public communication of EU-related issues, which contribute to the 
unfolding of the process of democratization within the EU. 
In addition to the democratic deficit (and as a proof of its existence), growing 
voices from the academic community have warned about the absence of a 
genuine ‗European demos‘ (Trenz and Eder 2004; Moravcsik and Sangiovanni 

2002; Eriksen 2009). The flourishing literature in the field shows an evolution 
of the views on the possibilities of existence of a European public from ―stark 
pessimism – no European demos – to stark optimism – a European demos sui 
generis (de Beus 2010, 32). Some scholars even admit that the lack of a 

European public is perpetuated by the fact that discourse on the topic is 
deprived of mobilizing power. Thus, ―in order to give individuals a reason to 
care about EU politics, it is necessary to give them a stake in it – a fact that 
many discussions of a demos, ‗we-feeling‘, ‗community‘, and ‗constitutional 

patriotism‘ elide (Moravcsik 2002, 616). 
The question of the absence of a European demos is relevant to the prospects 
of democracy within the EU. A more pronounced democratic deficit within the 
EU results in a greater remoteness of the Union from its citizens, which 
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naturally leads to a decrease in solidarity. European solidarity is a question of 
specific mechanisms, of common interests and of shared responsibility of all 
member states; at the same time, solidarity is also a matter of communicating 
and sharing common experiences in the EU. The crisis has contributed to the 
exacerbation of the ‗solidarity deficit‘ within the EU, and especially within the 
countries of the Eurozone that have been severely hit by the financial and 
economic downturn. Additionally, political detachment from the popular 
voice, lack of supervision and accountability in the decision-making process 
and the absence of a homogenous European demos have led to a crisis of both 

input legitimacy – people‘s consent and agreement with EU‘s policies and 
actions – and output legitimacy – the results of EU‘s actions and their 
acceptance by the people (Scharpf 1998, 2003, 2012; Moravcsik and 
Sangiovanni 2002). The acknowledgement of the democratic deficit currently 
characterizing the European Union has led to subsequent calls for re-
democratization (Eriksen 2009). 
 
 

4. MONITORING THE DEMOCRATIC EUROPEAN UNION 
 
There are several criteria for auditing the democratic practices in the European 
Union; however, the elections to the European Parliament provide the primary 
mechanism for monitoring democracy and, more importantly, for attributing 
accountability within the Union (Hobolt and Tilley 2014). The EP elections 
offer European citizens the opportunity to assess the performance of the EU 
and the results of such assessment could undermine the output legitimacy of 
the EU and the public support for European integration (Scharpf 2003). 
Democratic theories describe elections as a control and sanctioning mechanism 
exercised by voters who either reward of punish the performance of 
governments and politicians. By means of elections, voters assign 
responsibility and attribute blame for what they consider inefficient policies 
and bad governance. However, assigning responsibility and blaming are no 
clear-cut tasks, especially within supra-national political entities such as the 
EU, where voters are often confused by the multiple levels of government 
which they are supposed to evaluate and assign responsibility to for particular 
policies and actions. Despite successive treaty reforms aimed at consolidating 
democratic accountability and reducing democratic deficit within the EU 
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(Hobolt and Tilley 2014), the quality of the democratic process is still doubted 
by many experts and scholars.  
As far as the elections to the European Parliament are concerned, the literature 
in the field focuses primarily on their second order nature. In their analysis of 
the first direct elections to the European Parliament in 1979, Reif and Schmitt 
(1980) contrast second-order elections (e.g. regional, municipal, county, etc.) to 
first-order elections (national parliamentary elections, presidential elections), 
arguing that the most important aspect characterizing the former is that there 
is ―less at stake‖ (1980, p. 9). Thus, not only do the EP elections fail to spark 
public interest in themselves, but they also fall short to motivate citizens to 
develop interest and engagement in EU politics (de Vreese 2009). The second 
order nature of the European elections raises questions with regard to the 
extent to which these elections actually allow voters to assign responsibility 
and to hold EU institutions and their leaders accountable for their 
performance. Hobolt and Tilley reasonably make inquiries into the possibility 
that the link between economic performance and electoral outcomes (the so-
called economic voting) could be transferred from national to EP elections 
(Hobolt and Tilley 2014, 126). While economic voting is clearly important to 
exert democratic control, democracy is more than evaluating policy outputs in 
the interest of citizens (Follesdal and Hix 2006). A genuine representative 
democracy, which the EU apparently aspires to be, requires competition, 
deliberation and contestation of political leadership. The Union currently lacks 
such democratic tools to be used in a genuine electoral contest where both 
political leadership and policy performance could be contested by voters. 
The recent 2014 European Parliament elections have set the scene for an 
indirect contestation of EU policymakers and EU leadership, which is still 
better than no contestation at all. For the first time in the history of European 
elections, voters had an indirect say in the election of the President of the EC, 
the executive body of the Union, the main institution responsible for the 
performance of the EU. The candidates were nominated by the major political 
parties and alliances in the EP and their electoral success depended indirectly 
on the Europeans‘ vote for those parties and alliances.  
Thus, contrary to previous elections, during this year‘s round, there has been 
electoral contest for political leadership at the European level. Five nominees 
have entered the race for the presidency of the EC. In what follows, we analyze 
the three debates between the five candidates to the Presidency of the 
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European Commission. We particularly focus on the scenarios for Europe 
proposed by three of the five debaters and examine their proposals against the 
possible models of the European Union discussed in the literature (federal 
state, intergovernmental organization, a special type of multi-level 
governance, etc.). 
 
 

5. THE FUTURE OF EUROPE SEEN BY CANDIDATES TO THE EC 
PRESIDENCY IN THE 2014 ELECTIONS 
 
In an attempt to bolster voter turnout, the official run-up slogan of the 2014 
European elections read ―This time is different!‖. For the first time in the 
history of the EP elections, Europe‘s political parties proposed their candidates 
for the European Commission presidency ahead of the citizens‘ vote and 
governments‘ proposals, with the intention to change the general perception 
that European elections are second-order elections. This move is certainly an 
indication of an increasing quality in European democracy. It sets the scene for 
genuine political contest over different leadership visions for Europe and over 
competing political agendas. Despite being the first exercise of democratic 
contestation and deliberation of political leadership within the EU, the race to 
EC presidency did not lack heated debates over the direction the European 
Union should take and the most appropriate policy agenda that it should have. 
Given the context outlined in the previous sections of this paper, we have 
focused on the solutions that the politicians who entered the race have put 
forward to solve the pressing issue of the EU‘s lack of strategic vision for the 
future. We have analyzed three electoral debates held in April and May 2014, 
in different member states.  
 
5.1. The debates and the candidates 
 
For methodological reasons, we have analyzed only the contributions of three 
of the five candidates in the race for President of the European Commission, 
namely Jean-Claude Juncker, proposed by the European Popular Party, Martin 
Schulz, whose candidature was supported by the Party of European Socialists 
and Guy Verhofstadt, nominated by the Alliance of Democrats and Liberals for 
Europe Group. There were three other candidates that were screened out of 
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our analysis for different reasons:  first, Alexis Tsipras, candidate of the Party 
of the European Left, who only used Greek in the debates, which made it 
impossible for us to follow his arguments. Second, we also excluded Ska Keller 
and Jose Bove‘s contributions from the analysis. They were both nominated by 
the European Green Party, a rather bizarre approach, considering that the 
position was originally designed to be filled by only one person. Furthermore, 
the two candidates alternated their participation to the debates, which led to 
different views on the future of the European Union held by two people 
ideally fulfilling the same leadership position.  
There were three debates reuniting all candidates, which we have included in 
our study (there was one exception to this rule: Alexis Tsipras did not 
participate to the debates held in Maastricht and in Florence, respectively, but 
this did not impact on our findings, since his contribution was excluded from 
out analysis, based on the above-mentioned argument). Thus, the first electoral 
debate was held on April 28 in Maastricht and focused on three main themes: 
the European economy, crisis and growth; the future of Europe and rise of 
Euroscepticism; and Europe‘s foreign policy role. The second debate was held 
in Florence on May 9, 2014, and tackled topics such as: the EU‘s future, actions 
to improve EU governance, institutional challenges to the functioning of the 
EU, voter turnout for the EP elections, the EU‘s role in the globalized world. 
Finally, the third and last debate was held in Brussels on May 15. The main 
topics addressed by the candidates were: Europe‘s financial crisis, 
international affairs and Europe‘s social and ethical issues.  
  
5.2. Three visions of the future European Union 
 
As per rule, in their opening statements, each of the three candidates described 
their vision with respect to the future of the European Union. During all three 
encounters, they successively reinforced their views with respect to the model 
that the European integration should be built on. When analyzed against the 
established models of the European Union described in the literature, only one 
of the candidates has put forward a vision of Europe compatible with the 
federal model. Guy Verhofstadt of the ALDE Group repeatedly emphasized 
the need for a more integrated Europe. 
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―…with are with our European consistent and European Union on a crossroads. We need 
to make a very important choice; or the choice to go back to our nation states as 

some…some candidates are proposing, or to go forward in the sense of a more integrated 
Europe. […] We need European cooperation, we need a European Union who is stronger 

and can defend its model against China, against India, against the US‖ (Brussels Debate, 
15 May 2014). 

 
Verhofstadt envisions a Europe strong enough to compete with established 
and emerging economies of the world. He considers that the future of the EU 
is a question of choice between a limited national government-constrained 
agreement between member states and a strategic vision of a more integrated 
Europe. Interestingly, he uses a common metaphorical framing used in politics 
too, namely progress is going forward. If the Union is to perform better and 

become a powerful player on the world‘s chessboard, then it should definitely 
make efforts to foster economic, political, social integration.  
 

―…I think we can only emerge from this crisis if you do a jump forward in European 

integration. And that is at stake in these elections. […] I think the way forward is not 
making EU debts, is not the status quo or saying for example that we are already outside 
of the crisis. […] We are still in the middle of the crisis and the way out is to do a more 

integrated Europe, integrating our banks, integrating our capital markets, integrating our 
energy markets, integrating digital services in Europe, integrating telecom. If we do that 

we use the scale of Europe to emerge from the crisis. What I want to do if I become the 
President of the Commission is what Delors did in the ‗90s: a new wave into the internal 

market so that we use the scale of Europe to emerge from this crisis and to create also 
companies from the size as Twitter, as Google, as Facebook who are today only American 
companies. Why we could not make also big European ones?‖ (Florence Debate, 9 May 

2014). 

 
By contrasting the EU to the US, Verhofstadt is reinforcing the old idea of 
United States of Europe as a model of consolidated federal Union. Despite the 
enthusiasm and the involvement that the ALDE candidate put into this view of 
Europe, it is unlikely that the US-inspired super federation would ever come 
into being. Nonetheless, it would be unfair to simply dismiss Verhofstadt‘s 
vision of a federal Europe by qualifying it overenthusiastic. In fact, the idea of 
a federation is not entirely new and, more importantly, this idea should not be 
considered as some kind of revelation that struck politicians in the context of 
the economic crisis. Jean Monnet is reported to have held similar views, 
mentioning that the goal is to produce the political union, which could be done 
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via money, the European economic unity being a means to achieve the 
ultimate goal – EU as a self-contained political entity (Duchene 1994). 
A different but not entirely opposing view of the future of the EU is proposed 
by the socialist candidate Martin Schulz. He has almost obsessively repeated 
the idea that the Union should be ―just and fair‖ and that its main goal should 
be combating tax evasion, tax fraud and speculating techniques in the EU.  
 

―…in the European Union, speculators make billions of profits and don‘t pay taxes, but 

when they make billions of losses, the tax payers have to pay for them. […] Whole 
generations in some of the member states of our continent run the risk to pay with their 

life chances for a crisis that other irresponsible people have caused‖ (Brussels Debate, 15 
May 2014). 

 

As a German, Schulz‘s view of the future of Europe is tributary to the politics 
run in the EU and especially to the austerity measures imposed on the crisis-
hit Eurozone countries by Chancellor Merkel. Schulz apparently makes no 
effort to sweeten the moral judgment that he makes when referring to 
countries that behaved irresponsibly during the crisis. He seems to believe that 
there is an economic discipline that should be enforced upon some of the 
member states and that this is the right way to advance the European 
integration.  
 

―…the fight against tax evasion and tax fraud is one of the highest priorities; secondly, the 
many we get out of the fight against tax evasion and tax fraud we use to overcome the 

credit crunch, especially in those countries where the relaunch of economy is most 
difficult‖ (Florence Debate, 9 May 2014). 

 

Schulz emphasizes the importance of maintaining the austerity measures 
where they are needed in order to impose a fiscal discipline, an idea that is 
rejected by Verhofstadt, who agrees with fiscal discipline, but fears the 
unproductive discussion surrounding the austerity measures. However, the 
candidate of the Party of European Socialists states that the austerity measures 
are unavoidable, but, at the same time, he acknowledges that these measures 
(especially budgetary cuts) should have been accompanied by a growth and 
investment strategy. 
 

―….the combination between budgetary discipline on one hand, which is unavoidable and 
necessary, and strategic investment in growth and employment, that was the better way. 
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[…] what we never discussed is the fight against tax evasion and tax fraud‖ (Brussels 
Debate, 15 May 2014). 

 
The third view on the future of the European Union is more in line with 
defending the current status quo of the Union. It is held by the candidate 
nominated by the European Popular Party, Jean-Claude Juncker, who 
eventually won the race and became the President of the European 
Commission. Throughout all three debates, Juncker voiced the opinions held 
by people who are in favour of keeping with the current policies and actions of 
the Union. He holds a sort of idealistic view of a Union of solidarity, in which 
attention should be paid to the ―big issues‖. Also, he is the only candidate to 
use both French and English in his interventions. 
 

―…Je voudrais que l‘Europe devienne solidaire ; je voudrais qu‘on mette fin à la division 

entre Nord et Sud, qu‘on remplace la dette par les idées. […] L‘Europe aura un grand 
problème si elle s‘occupe de petites choses‖ (Brussels Debate, 15 May 2014). 

 
Juncker is also the only one to defend the Barroso Commission against the 
criticism coming from both Schulz and Verhofstadt. He reminds the two of 
them that they have also been part of the current functioning of the EU, and 
that they could have done more instead of only sanctioning the performance of 
the Commission.  
 

―…the problem with this Commission (i.e. The Barroso Commission) was the leadership. 
The Commission cannot be the secretary to the European Council, they have to lead, it is 

the only institution that has the right of initiative in Europe; the only one that can put 
proposals on the table; we cannot ask for green light in Berlin‖ (Verhofstadt – Florence 

Debate, 9 May 2014). 

 
―...I am the only one who can defend what has been done, because the others give the 
impression that they were nowhere when it came to the responses that we had to give to 

the crisis. I don‘t‘ think that the Commission has made major mistakes. At the very 
beginning of the crisis we didn‘t have tools and instruments to fight against the crisis and 

together with the Parliament, that behave responsibly, we tried to define these instruments 
and now we have them. What I don‘t like is that these instruments are an 
intergovernmental creation; I would have liked these instruments to be introduced in the 

Treaty‖ (Juncker – Florence Debate, 9 May 2014). 

 
Juncker is pleading for a Europeanized Union, a Europe of nation states with 
institutions that govern, as it‘s already happening, through mutually agreed 
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treaties. He is mostly in favour of maintaining the current status quo as long as 
it is refined so as to ensure solidarity among citizens and member states.  
 
 

6. CONCLUSION 
 
There is little doubt that the European Union is currently at a crossroads. This 
has been long acknowledged by European experts, politicians and more 
recently by the candidates to the EC presidency during the 2014 European 
elections. Whether openly put forward or not, Europe‘s lack of strategic vision 
is the strongest threat to the future of the European project. The alternative is 
grim: breaking up the Union may be more costly than keeping it together. 
Thus, there was hope that the 2014 EP elections will put forward a future 
model of the Union, a solution to the uncertainty surrounding the evolution of 
this project. Apparently, such hope is yet to be fulfilled since the problem of 
the future of the EU has been pushed farther into the…future. Meanwhile, the 
EU is muddling through the current status-quo. 
The new algorithm used in the 2014 EP elections in order to elect the President 
of the European Commission has set the scene, for the first time in the history 
of European elections, for a genuine political contest in which different 
leadership visions of the EU have been proposed by the candidates who have 
entered the race. In this paper, we have analyzed the prospects of the 
European Union as viewed by three of the five politicians who fought to 
become President of the EC. We examined their participation to three electoral 
debates and found out that only one of them has strongly advocated the need 
for a new model of the EU. In spite of the fact that his proposal of a federal 
European Union similar to the United States has little support among scholars 
and other politicians, this was the only radically different approach to the EU 
and to its problems that a candidate brought to the electoral debates. The 
contributions of the other two candidates investigated in this paper did not 
include suggestions of distinct models of the Union. The socialist and the 
popular candidates have chosen to support and only slightly refine the current 
organization of the EU.  
There are at least two interesting remarks that can be made on the electoral 
debates analyzed here. First, none of the three candidates has explored in any 
way an innovative vision or model of the EU worthy of implementation. They 
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all focused either on idealistic and improbable solutions (the United States of 
Europe), or on limited changes to the current status quo, which does not seem 
to be working well either. Secondly, on a positive note, these elections were the 
first to open the way for authentic political competition within the EU, which 
can only lead to an increase in the quality of democracy of the EU and, in the 
long run, to a more viable and widely accepted solution for the EU‘s lack of 
strategic vision. 
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Abstract 
Ever since last year‘s refusal of former Ukrainian President Viktor Yanukovych 
to sign the EU Association Agreement, there has rapidly been unfolded a 
series of events leading to an ongoing internal crisis and regional security 
issue. The growing trend of this development has revealed the lack of rapid 
and effective structured response by the West to deal with the continuing 
crisis. What are the reasons for which the Trans-Atlantic community‘s efforts 
have not met the expected results? The current paper seeks to show that the 
Ukrainian crisis is linked to other regional security issues, which, as 
consequence of their inter-connectivity, attract the Wider Black Sea cluster of 
states into a process of regionness based on security matters. In order to 
provide evidence in this regard, the paper will look through the Regional 
Security Complex Theory‘s reference factors‘ lenses to analyze the reactions of 
the regional states based on patterns of amity-enmity, ―weak‖- ―strong‖ 
typology of states, and the modalities through which the conflict has 
reverberated across the region enabling security dynamics. The employed 
methodology is partly based on content analysis and partly on discourse 
analysis. The findings of the paper reveal that the Ukrainian crisis influences 
and is influenced by the overall security dynamics in the region, and the inter-
state relations, respecting a pattern of long-lasting relations of amity-enmity, 
and power relations.   
 
Key words 
Amity-enmity, crisis, power relations, Regional Security Complex, Ukraine, 
Wider Black Sea 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
On the 21st of November 2014, the former Ukrainian President Viktor 
Yanukovich sparked mass protests on Kiev's Independence Square due to the 
former president‘s decision to halt negotiations with the EU on signing the 
Association Agreement and to strengthen the trade ties with Moscow (Gotev 
2013; The Guardian 2014a). The Ukrainian crisis is soon to have lasted for one 
year. What at the end of last year‘s November seemed to be solely public 
protests shaking the domestic political stability, the March 2014‘s annexation 
of Crimea by Russia followed by the action of sending Russian troops into 
Eastern Ukraine, supported enough evidence to show that the domestic 
protests have reached regional consequences. At the same time, this 
development showed the formation of a crack in the Russia and the 
transatlantic community‘s relationship. The West has one more time had to 
face the cold reality that Russia is not a trustworthy partner1. The fact that the 
latter not only stated but also acted upon promoting its regional interests by 
any means necessary gave evidence in this regard, and generated the 
perception that it might similarly pursue territorial expansion further to 
neighbouring countries. The relationship with Russia was hoped to turn a 
positive direction after the Obama administration initiated the Reset policy 
(The White House 2010), however the Ukrainian crisis undermines all efforts 
pursued in this regard. Ever since the Georgian war there have not been any 
other issues with such vexing power on the relationship between the two great 
powers.  
The counteractions pursued by the West in determining Russia to step back 
and bring stability in Ukraine, mainly in the form of travel bans and asset 
freezes (BBC News 2014), have had limited results. A ceasefire agreement to 
put an end to the war in the Donbass region has been reached on the 5th of 
September 2014, when the Minsk protocol was signed between the two 
belligerent parties and the Donetsk and Lungansk post-Euromaidan separatist 
regions. Apart from stopping the military conflict, the agreement also offered 

                                                             

1 When annexing Crimea, Russia broke the 1994 Budapest Memorandum, signed by the US, UK 

and Russia, in which it promised to guarantee Ukraine‘s security in exchange for its dismantling of 
its nuclear arsenal. 
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the breakaway regions special status provided by the law ―On the special 
procedure for local self-government in separate districts of the Donetsk and 
Luhansk regions‖, which practically made Kyiv give up its political 
jurisdiction over them (Brzezinski 2014, 2). In spite of strong concessions 
having been made to Russia‘s benefit, currently the status quo is far from 
being stable. New allegations of Russian interventions in the Eastern part of 
Ukraine made by Kyiv and Moscow‘s accusations of Ukraine not sticking to 
the peace process prove its resilience (RT 2014). The agreement has only 
managed to stop intense military conflict to take place, however, the war is 
only temporarily frozen and the battle still continues in the political and 
diplomatic spheres, with strategic facilities such as the Donetsk International 
Airport being on the line (Brzezinski 2014, 1).The newly elected pro-Western 
government is seen with good eyes by the Western community and by locals. 
However, its unity and stability will be put to test, as it will have to face very 
difficult challenges, such as frozen conflict in Donbass, economic crisis, gas 
crisis, domestic social tensions, and strained relations with Russia (Wojciech 
2014).  
Russia‘s annexation of Crimea and the remaining challenges sought to be 
avoided by the Western community, however any attempts made could not 
inflict change in the course of the events led by Russia, in spite of strong 
expectations from the EU-oriented and EU member regional states. Why have 
the West‘s efforts not met the expected results? The present paper seeks to 
show that the Ukrainian crisis is not an isolated conflict. It influences and it is 
influenced by other security issues in the region, which, as consequence of 
their inter-connectivity, enable a process of regionness between the Wider 
Black Sea cluster of states, based on security matters. The main inter-related 
security issues are connected to the transit of energy, the sea-based missile 
defence system in the Black Sea, and the unsolved conflicts. The hypothesis of 
this paper is that the Wider Black Sea Region (WBSR) is defined as a 
macroregion in its own right, namely a distinct geographical area or regions in 
which common challenges which states are facing with, or specific set of 
practices and patterns of interaction, lead to the formation of a process of 
regionness (Konończuk 2014). 
The methodological apparatus of the present paper consists of content analysis 
and partly of discourse analysis, supported by empirical evidence. The former 
analyzes official documents and reports, while the latter takes into 
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consideration speeches of heads of states and declarations by analyzing frames 
of reference through which decision makers have interpreted the events in 
Ukraine and the actions pursued by Russia. The two methods have been 
combined for depicting the patterns of interactions between states and the 
extent to which the states‘ reactions to the Ukrainian crisis have been 
influenced by socially constructed images of the ―self‖ and the ―other‖.  
The analytical framework is supported by the conceptual framework of 
Regional Security Complex Theory (RSCT), as defined by Barry Buzan and Ole 
Waever (2003). RSCT is a theory at the crossroad between neorealism and 
constructivism, for it includes both system and subsystem levels of analysis 
(domestic political processes) and includes the examination of patterns of 
amity-enmity as independent variable, when explaining the formation or 
development of a regional security complex (RSC). In ―Regions and Powers - The 
Structure of International Security‖, Buzan and Weaver have provided evidence 

of the fact that the post-Soviet space is a regional security complex (Buzan and 
Weaver 2003, chap V), in which ―strong instances of interregional dynamics 
may be indicators of an external transformation (merger) of RSCs‖ (Buzan and 
Weaver 2003, 49). 
According to Buzan and Weaver, security complexes are constituted in deeply 
intertwined security interdependent relations, which due to the fact that they 
are more likely to travel over short than over long distances, they take the form 
of regional coagulants and determine the formation of regional security 
complexes. On this account, security issues automatically involve or influence 
the actors in the region and the non-regional actors who have a constant role in 
influencing the security status of the specific area. Identity factors are 
downplayed by security issues, therefore regardless of the fact that the states 
do or not have common identity, they can nevertheless be attracted into a 
process of regionness if they share common or inter-related security concerns. 
According to the theory, ―a security complex is defined as a group of states 
whose primary security concerns link together sufficiently closely that their 
national securities cannot realistically be considered apart from one another‖ 
(Buzan 1983, 105). In spite of a concrete degree of autonomy over security 
developments within a region, the dynamics of RSCs are however not solely 
dependent on what happens on the ground, but they can also be influenced by 
outside actors, more often interested great powers (such as, in our case, the EU 
and the US). The WBSR is composed of small, medium and strong powers, but 
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it is mainly dominated by a great power, namely Russia, and it is at the 
crossroad between global (international great powers) and system level 
powers, and regional security interdependences. According to the RSCT, great 
powers have the capacity to penetrate RSCs by taking advantage of regional 
rivalries and establishing security alignments with individual states (Buzan 
and Weaver 2003, 3-4).  
As required by the theory, the paper investigates whether the regional states‘ 
reactions to the crisis have occurred respecting a pattern of amity-enmity 
(historically driven, or showed by a long-term policy), and power relations 
(between the countries within the region, and in relation to the interplay of 
international great powers, such as the US, the EU and Russia). These points of 
analysis show which are the patterns and driving agents of interaction 
between the states in the region. The theory uses a four dimension framework 
of analysis, taking into account the domestic vulnerabilities (categorizing 
countries according to the weak-strong typology of states)1, security concerns, 
inter-state relations, and the role global powers play in the region (Buzan and 
Weaver 2003, 51). For this reason, the policies pursued by the US, NATO and 
the EU will also be touched upon in this paper.  
 
 

2. DOMESTIC VULNERABILITIES AND PATTERNS OF AMITY-
ENMITY 
2.1. The Less Vulnerable Regional Power: Russia 
 
According to the Freedom House‘s most recent report in 2009, Russia is an 
―authoritarianism that rests on selectively capitalist kleptocracy2, the 
dominance of informal influence groups, a decorative democracy that is often 
described as managed‖ (Kimmage 2009, 49), for the state has a strong hold on 

                                                             

1 According to Buzan and Weaver, weak states are internally fragmented and more vulnerable to 
external threats. The weak states are usually more preoccupied with domestic politics and the 
clash divergent interests and of different actors trying to capture the state, while the strong powers 

are more focused with foreign policy and external threats.  
2 The term ―kleptocracy‖ refers to a feature of political corruption usually characteristic to 

authoritarian regimes, namely the perpetual practice of the government to ensure person wealth to 
its officials from state budget.  
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power and control over the state institutions. The Constitution assigns strong 
powers to the executive and rather limited powers for the legislative (Kozina 
2010, 81). The political composition forms a one party system, which due to no 
opposition, condenses all the power around the president. As such, there is no 
fragmentation in the political sphere. Also, in the recent years there has not 
been any significant popular protest in Russia. According to a survey 
conducted by the Research Centre for East European Studies, there is a 
popular support for autocracy, and little willingness for political action among 
citizens (Carnaghan 2012, 1-14). Taking this into account and the fact that the 
annexation of Crimea has reached an unprecedented hike in popularity of 
President Vladimir Putin (Greene and Robertson 2014), we may rightfully state 
that there is no or very minimal state-citizenry fragmentation.  
Russia‘s security concerns are mainly directed at outside threats. Both the 2010 
Military Doctrine and the ―Strategy for Russia‘s National Security to 2020‖ 
identify the Anti-Ballistic Missile Defense System (BMDS) as security threat 
(The Military Doctrine of the Russian Federation 2010). In addition, the 
deployment of NATO military infrastructure to ―member countries closer to 
the borders of the Russian Federation, including by expanding the bloc‖ is also 
defined as a national security threat (The Military Doctrine of the Russian 
Federation 2010, II, 8 a). The former text provides reference also to the frozen 
conflicts as security threats, stating also that ―territorial claims against the 
Russian Federation and its allies and interference in their internal affairs‖ 
threaten its security (The Military Doctrine of the Russian Federation 2010, II, 8 
e).  
Taking all these into account, we may conclude that Russia has strong features 
of ―strong state‖ typology: there is no or very minimal political fragmentation, 
the leadership benefits from strong citizenry support, and the security policy is 
particularly focused on outside threats. These features provide Russia with 
enough strength to hold its grip on power within the region. In addition, the 
repetitive reference made to the NATO troops or facilities, to which Romania, 
Bulgaria and Turkey are member states, shows a pattern of enmity constructed 
due to a long period of time during which the Alliance has been perceived as 
security threat. 
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2.2. The Most Vulnerable states: Ukraine, Moldova, Georgia 
 
Apart from the common feature of the three countries as having a concrete 
European orientation, there is a series of common/similar security issues 
which they are facing with, such as unstable political system, strong 
opposition, separatist autonomous regions within their territories, economic 
problems and dependencies on trade ties with Russia, gas dependencies on 
Moscow, and Russian military troops stationed in the breakaway regions. 
These issues make them greatly vulnerable on both domestic and regional 
scale.  
Ukraine is currently the most unstable in terms of political and economic 
situation. After November last year, there has been created an almost absolute 
division in the country between the Western Oriented Western part of the 
country and the Eastern Russian oriented side (ESAI Energy Security Analysis 
2014). In terms of economy, Ukraine is heavily indebted ($35bn), and a large 
chunk of the whole amount of debt must go to Russia ($1.9bn) (Freedom 
House 2014). In terms of security concerns, Ukraine‘s Military Doctrine and 
National Security Strategy which were adopted in June 2012, make reference to 
the Russian Black Sea Fleet (BSF)1 seen as a threat if Russian troops are 
deployed to Ukraine without prior approval from Kyiv, and to the 
Transnistrian Moldovan unsolved conflict (Global Security 2014). 
Moldova is the next in line, having ended in 2012 a political deadlock which 
lasted for three years during which the post of president has been vacant. As in 
the case of Ukraine, the parameters of political division are also between the 
West and the East. In addition, Moldova‘s economy is also dependent on trade 
to Russia though at a lower scale. The Transnistrian conflict is a magnet for 
organized crime, human and drug trafficking, manufacturing and illicit in-
country and cross-border trade of weapons, and has impeded Moldova‘s 
efforts for state edification, economic development, and political consolidation 
(Popescu 2003, 12). In terms of security threats, in the National Security 
Concept, Moldova lists ―the Transnistrian conflict and foreign military 
presence on the territory of the Republic of Moldova‖ (with reference to the 
Russian peace-keeping forces), and ―external negative developments and 

                                                             

1 The Russian Black Sea Fleet is located in Crimea, now under the de-facto jurisdiction of Russia. 
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international crises‖ (specifying the other regional unsolved conflicts) 
(National Security Concept of the Republic of Moldova 2008). 
Georgia is better situated, having gone in 2013 through the first peaceful 
handover of power (Freedom House 2013). Currently Georgia‘s vulnerability 
is mainly caused by a lack of control over the country‘s entire territory, namely 
including the break-away regions of South Ossetia and Abkhazia, feature 
which is present also in Ukraine and Moldova. Regarding security threats, in 
Georgia‘s National Security Concept the top-ranked listed threats are: 
―occupation of Georgian territories by the Russian Federation‖, ―the risk of 
renewed military aggression from Russia‖, and ―conflicts in the Caucasus‖ 
(BTI 2014). 
Making a brief overview of the domestic vulnerabilities and security threats of 
the three analyzed states, we may conclude that they are good candidates to fit 
the ―weak state‖ typology. They have a wide range of political, economic and 
security challenges at home which makes them very prone to instability and 
vulnerable to outside threats. The most pressing security threats are seen to be 
within their borders, and the other unsolved conflicts whose dynamics may 
have negative repercussions at home due to their similarity and shared link to 
Russia. In addition, the common reference to Russia shows clear vulnerabilities 
towards Moscow and a pattern of enmity determined by long-lasting threat 
posed to the security of the three states. 
 
 

3. REPERCUSSIONS OF THE CRIMEAN CRISIS ON THE 
REGIONAL FROZEN CONFLICTS 
 
The Russian annexation of Crimea has reverberated across the whole region 
having a noteworthy impact on the unsolved conflicts, particularly on 
Abkhazia1 and Transnistria. All regional frozen conflicts have been threatening 
the security of the region ever since the collapse of the USSR, with multiple 
ups and downs in the negotiations for reaching settlements. The Russian 
widely contested move is seen by Azerbaijan, Georgia and Moldova as a 
precedent, who perceive to be a thin line between the current status quo and a 

                                                             

1 Secessionist autonomous region in Georgia. 
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situation similar to the Crimean crisis on their territories. In addition, Putin‘s 
March declaration stating that solely the people residing in the autonomous 
regions have the right to self-determination, further nurtured a sense of 
imminent threat of instability, unrest or foreign military occupation. Regions 
from within Moldova, namely Transnistria and Gagauzia, have already 
handed in official requests to Russia to also include them under its jurisdiction 
- a move less understandable for Gagauzia which is mainly occupied by Turks 
(EurActiv 2014). These developments are clear proof of the fact that the 
Ukrainian crisis is not an isolated conflict, rather affecting the region as a 
whole. Being a security issue which has occurred within the Black Sea regional 
security complex, the conflict has reverberated across the whole region 
affecting particularly the countries with similar unsettled disputes.  
The Abzhazian conflict seemed to have reached a positive turning point in 
2012 when the newly elected Georgian government publicly stated its 
willingness to restart the railway links to Russia, linking it to Armenia‘s 
railway (Babayeva 2014). The railway links via Abkhazia have been closed 
down ever since 1992, and the railway links with Russia and Armenia have 
been out of service since the 2008 war between the two belligerent parties. This 
policy had a strong effect on the Armenian economy, because its trade from 
Russia is transited through Georgia (Hendenskog and Larsson 2007, 65). 
Understandably, the decision to restart railway connections has been strongly 
supported by Russia, Armenia, and Turkey and vehemently opposed by 
Azerbaijan. Baku is worried that if this policy is implemented, Russia can 
easily transport armament to Armenia, and strengthen the former‘s power 
when defending its claims over Nagorgo Karabach. It is thus of high national 
interest for Azerbaijan to stop this from becoming reality. Until the March 
annexation of Crimea this issue was still on the agenda being under 
consideration, but since then it seems that it is no longer perceived as priority. 
In June 2014 the head of the Russian Railways, Vladimir Yakunin, said that it is 
time to ―focus on the question of opening the railroad communication through 
Abkhazia and Georgia to Armenia‖. In a much less optimistic light, the 
Georgian State Minister for Reconciliation and Civic Equality Paata 
Zakareishvili, said that restoring the rail link via Abkhazia is not being under 
discussion yet (Babayeva2014).The developments in Georgia show that the 
Ukrainian crisis has put an imprint on the Georgian orientation towards 
Russia. Its decision to halt preparations to resume railway connections with 
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Russia shows a change of heart and lack of trust in its Eastern partner. In 
addition, Georgia‘s move also affected Armenia, which was hoping for 
improved economic and military stability facilitated by the railway connection 
to Russia. 
In the aftermath of the Crimean annexation, political unrest emerged in 
Abkhazia at the end of May 2014, and protesters took over the presidential 
administration building in efforts to seek the resignation of the pro-Russian 
region‘s leader, Alexander Ankvab (Waal 2014). In spite of the fact that 
allegedly the causes of the unrest were however not linked to the Crimean 
case, but to the high corruption of the Abkhazian leader, the timing of the 
uprising which occurred during the Ukrainian crisis cannot be turned a blind 
eye on to (Vartanyan 2014). The momentum of civil unrest against the 
country‘s leadership occurring in the region may have had a spill-over effect. 
But no matter the president‘s step down, the elected leadership in Abkhazia 
cannot possibly be less Russian oriented, proof of this being provided by the 
fact that the newly elected president is the opposition leader Raul 
Khadzhimba, former KGB chief for Abkhazia.  
On the 27th of June 2014 Ukraine, Georgia and Moldova signed the Association 
Agreements with the EU including Deep and Comprehensive Free Trade Area 
(DCFTA), in spite of the Russian ongoing political, economic, and military (in 
the case of Ukraine) pressure. This outcome signifies the willingness of the 
three states to deepen ties with the EU on both political and economic levels 
(European Union External Action 2014). The Crimean annexation seems to 
have influenced the regional Eastern Partnership states to have a more 
concrete European path. However, the breakaway regions have been more 
convinced to strengthen ties with Moscow. In Abkhazia‘s case this can be 
shown by the draft alliance treaty, so called "Treaty between the Russian 
Federation and Abkhazia on the alliance and integration", signed on October 13th 

between the two parties. This treaty formalizes joint efforts for ―introduction of 
a coordinated foreign policy, formation of a common space of security and 
defence, creation of a united social and economic space, preservation of the 
common cultural and humanitarian space‖ as the main areas of cooperation, 
integration and partnership (Mehdiyev 2014). For reasons related to the 
outcome of the Ukrainian crisis and to Moscow‘s insistence for the Abkhazia-
Russia rail links to be restarted, Georgia raised concerns over this treaty. As 
stated by the Georgian Foreign Minister Senior Deputy Davit Zalkaliani 
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during a meeting with the OSCE's Special Representative and Co-Chair of the 
Geneva talks, Angelo Gnaedinger, ―Russia's such actions will be regarded as 
the next step to annex Georgia's territory‖ (Mehdiyev 2014). The meeting 
attendees also noted the fact that this draft can have possible threats to the 
security of Georgia and the whole region. This is not a far-fetched statement, 
considering the fact that, as stated by the RSCT, the frozen conflicts create 
security interdependencies between states, and any security dynamics in any 
of them may have a spillover effect to the other breakaway regions.  
 
 

4. REACTIONS OF REGIONAL STATES 
 
Romania, Moldova, and Georgia have had the strongest opposing position to 
Russia‘s move in Ukraine. The Romanian president, Traian Băsescu, declared 
that ―Kyiv and Chișinău are a priority for Vladimir Putin who wants to rebuild 
the Soviet Union‖ (EurActiv 2014). Being a bordering country with Ukraine, 
Romania is understandably worried about the last year‘s unfolding of events 
in Ukraine. Moreover, it acknowledges the influence the crisis can have on the 
Transnistrian conflict, which is particularly of concern for Bucharest due to its 
close proximity, and close historical ties between Moldova and Romania1. 
Bucharest‘s view over the regional repercussions of this event is clearly 
portrayed in the official declaration of the Romanian Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs, according to which Romania ―considers that the reality which the 
unilateral attempts today are meant to build, in violation of international law, 
is deeply worrisome and dangerous since it may generate destabilizing effects 
throughout the region‖ (Euromaidan Press 2014). Romania‘s 
acknowledgement of the Ukrainian crisis as source of instability for the whole 
WBSR provides evidence that the conflict is not considered to be an isolated 
event, but a destabilizing force for the entire regional security complex. 
Consequently, also during a meeting between the Moldovan president and 
Romania‘s foreign minister, both parties agreed that the Crimean crisis, 

                                                             

1 Moldova and Romania constituted a unified state between 1918 and 1940, when it was annexed 
by the USSR. 
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referred to as ―the context of the difficult regional situation‖, presented a 
danger for the WBS region (Presidency of the Republic of Moldova 2014).   
During his presidency, Băsescu did not hide his opinion about Russia as rather 
a source for regional insecurity, and his strong preference and support for 
reunification between his country of rule and Moldova under the aegis of the 
EU, declaring that ―the European Union will not accept a troubled country 
with territorial problems or occupation troops on its territory‖ and a solution 
would be unification with Romania (Băsescu 2014). Similarly to the former 
soviet countries now member of the EU, in Romania there is a noteworthy 
Russophobe attitude, the highest from the WBSR.1 Taking this into account, 
understandably, Romania made strong official statements condemning Russia 
for its actions, and also initiated a draft statement in this sense, to which South 
Eastern European countries were also parties. The statement was finally not 
made official because it was blocked by Greece‘s rejection (Serbia Independent 
News 2014). Greece did not have a too strong position against Russia due to 
strong energy and economic cooperation between the two, arms supply for 
Greece, and most importantly because Russia supports the Greek position in 
the Cyprus issue, against Turkey. This lack of common position between the 
EU regional states shows that the conflict can have the power to divide the 
countries in spite of their membership in the North-Atlantic structures. 
However, the positions of the EU member states also reflect patterns of amity-
enmity which have been constructed through historical ties, such as Romania 
being in an enmity relation to Russia, and Greece to Turkey, and Romania 
having an amity relation to Moldova.   
Moldova has had a concrete opposing position to Russia‘s actions in Ukraine, 
and made clear its European path by signing the Association Agreement with 
the EU. This direction however may not be sustainable, as in the upcoming 
parliamentary elections, which are due to take place in November, the pro-
Russian communist party may gain majority of votes, currently favoured by 
47.2% of the electorate. This party has made public statements that its priority 
is the annulment of the Association Agreement (Inayeh et al. 2014, 1-5). 

Moldova shows signs of deep domestic political fragmentation, with 

                                                             

1 According to Matei Udrea, a Romanian historian, these attitudes emerged in 1877, when 

Romania was occupied by Russian forces during the Russia-Turkey war, and reappeared during 
the 1940s interwar period.  
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substantial consequences on the foreign policy and relations of the country. 
Also, it shows that Moldova is easily affected by the regional security 
dynamics and the power play between the West and Russia. 
Bulgaria, another EU member state regional actor, also expressed its concerns 
over the effects the crisis may have on the security of the region. In an official 
declaration elaborated by the president‘s cabinet, Bulgaria‘s President 
Plevneliev calls on Russia ―for stopping all provocative actions that may lead 
to irreparable consequences not only for the region, but also for the 
international order‖ (President of the Republic of Bulgaria 2014). Georgia went 
even further on this line, by adopting a resolution to support the sovereignty 
and territorial integrity of Ukraine, and by officially stating that ―the recent 
aggressive acts of the Russian Federation against the sovereignty and 
territorial integrity of Ukraine, including the use of military units on the 
territory of Ukraine in violation of provisions of the bilateral agreements and 
the threat of large scale military aggression, pose a serious threat not only to 
friendly Ukraine, but also to Georgia and the entire Europe‖ (Tabula 2014). 
Georgia‘s position reflects the state‘s perception of the inter-connectivity of the 
security dynamics occurring in the WBSR, presenting the Ukrainian crisis as 
being a factor for instability within the whole region. 
Turkey is a strong regional state, NATO ally and EU candidate country, with 
ambitions of becoming a regional leader; however its reaction was far from 
being firm. This is particularly due to deep economic and energy ties to Russia, 
and the current challenging intervention in Syria which it has been drawn into. 
As such, even if Turkey presented the annexation of Crimea as a worrying 
precedent in the region, it has nevertheless sought to maintain its good 
relations with Russia while declaring that it will not provide any financial 
support to Ukraine. Even if the large Tatar community in Crimea has pushed 
Turkey into taking a restrained stance and express concern over their security, 
Turkey‘s position was nevertheless soft. The Ukrainian crisis has been used as 
an opportunity for Turkey to get benefits from Russia in the form of cheaper 
gas and increased bilateral trade up to $100 billion, and to reduce the uprising 
risk at home by projecting the idea of domestic demonstrations as posing 
threats to the national security (Elman 2014). Even if the Tatar community is of 
interest to Turkey, the lack of significant political fragmentation and domestic 
vulnerabilities allow Turkey to be in the position of benefiting from the current 
situation.  
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Azerbaijan has seen the Crimean crisis as a threat to the peaceful settlement of 
the Nagorno-Karabakh conflict, reason for which it has made clear its position 
in support for Ukraine and of condemnation to Russia‘s actions. For this 
purpose, the Azerbaijani delegation to the Congress of Local and Regional 
Authorities of the Council of Europe supported and became party to the 
latter‘s declaration according to which ―the use of military force by Russia to 
redraw national boundaries is unacceptable. The Congress therefore condemns 
Russia‘s annexation of Crimea and Sebastopol in violation of international law. 
The occupation of territories of independent states, as we saw in 2008 in 
Georgia and are facing now in Ukraine is unacceptable in international law 
and should not be tolerated‖ (Congress of Local and Regional Authorities of 
the Council of Europe 2014). Azerbaijan is more Western-oriented than 
Turkey, and it has a frozen conflict within its borders for which Russia is a 
main mediator in the settlement negotiations. For the purpose of preventing 
the Nagorno-Karabakh conflict from re-escalating, Azerbaijan has taken a 
strong position with regards to the Ukraine crisis.    
At the opposite poll, Belarus, often referred to as the last dictatorship in 
Europe and long-time ally of Russia in the region, strongly supported Moscow 
in its invading endeavour and condemned the actions pursued by the Western 
oriented Ukrainians, describing them as ―radical and unlawful methods of 
settling domestic disputes‖ (Ford 2014). On a similar note, Armenia, who later 
this year will become member of the Eurasian Customs Union, officially 
declared that the Crimean referendum is an example of peoples‘ right to self-
determination, and refused to recognize the legitimacy of Ukraine‘s current 
government (Hayrumyan 2014). This also shows that by taking into account 
the patterns of amity-enmity as stipulated by the RSCT, the pro-Russian 
regional states did not diverge from their historical bonds or animosities. Since 
the collapse of the USSR, Belarus and Armenia have been strong allies of 
Russia within the region.  
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5. WEST-EAST CLASH OF INTERESTS: FROM BOTH REGIONAL 
AND INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVES 
 
From a regional perspective, Russia‘s interest is to have a status of domination 
over its near abroad1, similar to the one held by the USSR during the Cold War 
era. Its interests are closely tied to its perception of itself as one of the world‘s 
great powers, status which can only be assured if it maintains its grip on the 
neighbouring countries. In this equation, Ukraine is the highest ranked in 
Russia‘s interests due to its geostrategic position at the heart of Europe, due to 
being the largest country in the Eastern Europe with over 45.49 million people, 
and due to long-standing good relations between the two. To put it shortly, as 

has previously been stated by Zbigniew Brzezinski, ―without Ukraine, Russia 
ceases to be Empire‖ (Brzezinski 2014, 5). In order to maintain its control and 
avoid Ukraine from taking a Western turn, Moscow has taken a series of 
measures along the way, from incentives to threats, which have ultimately 
determined the escalation of the Ukrainian conflict.  
The EU is interested in Ukraine and the current crisis from the standpoint of its 
threatened security. Being a border country with the EU, and transit country of 
Russian petrol into the Union, Ukraine has benefitted from a lot of attention 
ever since the 2004 enlargement. In the current context, the EU is naturally 
only interested in stabilizing the country in order to reinsure the safety of its 
borders and of its energy transit. For security reasons, Ukraine is of great 
interest for NATO as well, reason for which it took strong measures to protect 
the allied territories.  
Being at the cross-road of divergent interests, the Ukrainian crisis has been 
triggered by both domestic and international West-East clash of interests. 
Ukraine‘s decision to halt negotiations with the EU ahead of the summit, and 
to join the EURASIA Union was a move taken under Russian influence in the 
power play with the EU, and has brought about domestic clashes between the 
pro-western and pro-Eastern population. The West-East division has fuelled 
the Ukrainian crisis, but it has also triggered the other side of the coin to 

                                                             

1 The term ―near abroad‖ was firstly conceptualized by the Russian Foreign Minister Andrey 

Kozrev (1990-1996) at the beginning of the 1990s to denote special rights held by Russia in the 
states pertaining to the former territory of the USSR (see Martinsen 2002, 38). 
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manifest. Ever since last year‘s November, the relations between the North-
Atlantic community and Russia have gone from bad to worse, with both-ways 
sanctions being increasingly implemented.  
The US has had 5 rounds of sanctions on individuals and companies in the 
form of assets freezes and travel bans, starting with the 19th of March and until 
the 12th of September, while the EU has had 7 rounds in the same timeframe. 
The sanctions also target the Russian state banks which are prohibited from 
raising long-term loans, the military sector which cannot import dual-use 
equipment and which cannot benefit anymore from the EU-Russia arms deals, 
and the oil sector which is not allowed to import oil industry technology and 
services from the EU and the US (BBC News 2014). But yet another move 
which was particularly bothersome for Russia was the decision made by the 
seven nations1, members of the G8 group to suspend Moscow‘s membership to 
the Group of Eight. As stated in the official declaration of the G8 seven 
members, ―we also strongly condemn Russia's illegal attempt to annex Crimea 
in contravention of international law and specific international obligations. We 
do not recognize either.‖2 In addition, the G8 also withdrew from a meeting 
which was scheduled to be held in Sochi, Russia, in June. Russia however has 
downplayed the significance of this manoeuvre, turning its focus on the G20 
which has stated to be of highest interest (Zmeyev 2014). But in spite of Putin‘s 
expectations neither the G20 summit in Brisbane November 15, was not an 
easy task. The Western leaders confronted Putin and threatened him with 
more sanctions. The fact that Russia‘s leader left the summit earlier than 
scheduled may show that he was not content with the posture he was placed 
in (Anishchuk 2014) 
But Russia nevertheless managed to cut back from EU‘s successful Western re-
orientation of Ukraine, by facilitating the conditions for the EU to postpone the 
coming into effect of the EU-Moscow free trade zone as prospected under the 
Association Agreement, until 2016. More specifically, the Title IV, ―Trade and 
Trade-Related Matters‖, has been postponed for the time being, along with 
Ukraine‘s requested commitment to make a series of reforms in the economic 
sector which is not in line with the Eurasian Economic Union (EEU) rules. 

                                                             

1 The U.S., Canada, Japan, Germany, Italy, Great Britain and France. 
2 Official Declaration of the U.S., Canada, Japan and Europe's four strongest economies in The 
Moscow Times 2014. 
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Even if the EU has abolished customs duties on Ukrainian products in March, 
the legal and institutional procedures which should have been made to meet 
European standards have thus been called off (Brzezinski 2014, 4). 
In broad terms, Russia has adopted a tit-for-tat manoeuvre. It hit back at the 
EU and the US with sanctions of its own, such as embargos on a broad range 
of farm products and stated to include embargoes on imports of consumer 
goods and second-hand cars on the list (The Guardian 2014b). In addition, as 
expected, Russia also used its gas lever to determine the trans-Atlantic 
community to back down. For Poland the gas exports dropped down by 45%, 
to Slovakia by 11% (Rettman 2014), and to Romania by 10% the same week the 
EU implemented the sanctions, in the middle of September (Popescu and Dan 
2014). The underlying reason for this manoeuvre regarding the former two 
countries is that they have been engaged in shipping ―reverse-flow‖ gas to 
Ukraine in the aftermath of complete gas flow-cut from Russia. Romania is 
involved in the NATO European BMDS project by hosting Standard Missile-3 
interceptors of the Block IB variant at the Deveselu Air Base, which on the 10th 
of October has been taken over by the US naval forces. The BMDS construction 
and development plans in Romania are to be due in 2015, as part of the second 
phase of the European BMDS project. Soon after the US take-over event, 
Russia‘s Ambassador to NATO Alexander Grushko threatened NATO and 
more specifically Romania that it aims to take counteractions to ensure its 
security because it is being undermined by the Deveselu BMDS interceptions 
(Batu 2014). This is not the first threat of this kind which has been made by 
Russian high ranked officials. However, on the backdrop of intensified NATO 
troops‘ deployments and military exercises at its doorstep, and worsening 
relations with the West, Russia‘s rhetoric has become fiercer.  
Moreover, a series of new sanctions were put on the agenda by Rosneft, 
Russia‘s largest oil producer. According to the proposed list, Russia will 
request 100% prepayment provision for gas deliverable to the EU. In addition, 
among the proposed restrictions are South Stream project‘s suspension, a ban 
on the radioactive waste from the EU and the US, restrictions on the use of 
modules made by Russia for the International Space Station, and a ban on 
repayment loans for the Russian oil and gas companies to EU and US banks 
without prior approval of the Bank of Russia. The proposed sanctions are to be 
decided by the Russian president. They were elaborated as response to the EU 
and US‘s decision to sanction Russia‘s oil companies, such as Rosneft, 
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Transneft and Gazprom Neft (RAPSI 2014). If approved, these sanctions will 
put to a hard test the European economies, and will further worsen the 
relations between the West and Russia. In spite of the fact that Russia‘s 
economy has received a heavy blow from the EU sanctions, being nevertheless 
already struggling to get back on track, Russia seems to be even more 
determined to use political, financial, and security resources to get its way in 
Ukraine and the region. The newly concluded trilateral energy deal (Ukraine, 
Russia, the EU) according to which Russia has committed to resume gas 
supplies to Ukraine in return for payments partly funded by Western 
creditors, gives some hope that the gas lever will not be used to the EU‘s great 
disadvantage during this winter (Macdonald and Blenkinsop 2014). But sole 
existence of this possibility shows the effects of the Ukraine crisis over the EU 
member states from within the region.  
NATO has also reacted to the Ukrainian crisis which has further fuelled more 
tension with Moscow. In the aftermath of the annexation of Crimea and 
initiation of military conflict in Eastern Ukraine, NATO took a series of 
measures to reinforce the security of its allies at the Black and Baltic seas, such 
as air defence and surveillance, maritime deployments and military exercises. 
For air defence, NATO has deployed 12 fighter jets to the Baltic Air Policing 
mission and to Romania, and for surveillance it has run flights over Poland 
and Romania. The maritime deployments include ships transported to the 
Baltic, Mediterranean and Black seas and interoperability exercises. All the 
troops have only been deployed temporality, and will be withdrawn as soon as 
the situation cools off in the region, and the relations with Russia take a 
positive turn. The military exercises have been conducted on consecutive basis 
in Central and Eastern Europe, including a major exercise in Ukraine in 
September (Belkin et al. 2014). NATO‘s actions show that the Ukraine crisis has 

been threatening the security throughout the entire WBSR, reason for which 
the transatlantic allies have boosted their defences.   
As expected, the NATO military build-up at the Black Sea has been met with 
similar actions from the opponent‘s side. Russia has taken counteractive 
measures to ensure not only its security but also a stronger position within the 
region. It pursued with arms build-up by deploying seven submarines 
carrying cruise missiles of 1,500 km range each, to the Novorossiysk port, as 
part of its Black Sea Fleet (Turkish Weekly 2014). 
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These developments show a worrying trend within the WBSR, with both West 
and East powers building up their military capabilities at the Black Sea. This 
shows not only that the Ukrainian crisis has had regional repercussions, but 
also that the lack of trust between the two parties grows deeper, with little 
room for near future positive prospects.  
 
 

6. CONCLUSIONS 
 
Taking into account the security dynamics which have occurred in the region 
on the backdrop of the Ukrainian crisis, the RSCT has provided the theoretical 
grounds for understanding the inter-relation between security issues within 
the region. The dynamics affecting the status quo or settlement of regional 
frozen conflicts reveal that the Ukrainian crisis, due to its geographical 
proximity and similar context, has affected the security of the WBSR as a 
whole. This is made evident from the fact that Russia‘s actions have been met 
with strong divergent reactions following patterns of amity-enmity in the 
inter-state relations in line with the historical relations between states. The 
official documents on security of the states and their foreign policy positions 
with regards to the conflict provide further evidence in this regard. Romania, 
Moldova and Georgia have been the most virulent critics of Russia, while 
Belarus, and Armenia being strong supporters for Moscow. In addition, the 
Ukrainian crisis has raised security concerns for the states sharing long-term 
enmity relations with Russia, particularly Moldova and Georgia who find 
themselves in potentially similar situation to pre-conflict Ukraine. The crisis 
has resurrected to a limited extent the frozen conflicts on their territories, with 
Transnistria and Gagauzia pushing for unification with Russia, and Abkhazia 
having gone through region-wide protests. The Ukrainian crisis and the 
regional security have influenced and have been influenced also by the power 
play and counteractions between West and East great powers, establishing an 
international system level interaction perturbing into the region. Having all 
these into account, the findings show concrete evidence of the fact that the 
Ukraine crisis has had regional repercussions. For this reason, any means of 
approaching it without involving all actors in the region or without regards to 
deeply rooted relations of enmity and clash of divergent interests between 
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regional and international powers, will not have significant long-term results 
leading to its settlement.  
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Abstract 
In the summer of 2013, the European Endowment for Democracy - EED started 
to operate from Brussels, as the newest additional instrument meant to project 
EU‘s influence in its neighbourhood. Its objective is to encourage democracy 
initiatives from the emerging civil societies and to support the political 
transition in the East and South, within the geographic scope of the European 
Neighbourhood Policy. This article is examining the sui generis nature of the 

Endowment, a private foundation created and managed by the EU institutions 
and Member States, established as a result of ad-hoc negotiations within the 
EU framework, with innovative governance and operational models, and a 
hybrid budget provided by the European Commission and national voluntary 
contributions. It gives a description of the context in which the initiative 
appeared, and of the process that led to its creation. The analysis includes the 
inception phase of the Endowment, and the decisions of its governing bodies 
that led to autonomy from the EU institutional setting. It explores the added 
value of the EED by examining the new categories of beneficiaries that it can 
finance, and the new types of interventions, both not covered by other donors 
of assistance for democracy and human rights, as well as the methods it uses in 
order to increase the flexibility of its operations. In addition, there is an 
emphasis on the complementarity of the EED with above-mentioned donors or 
other institutional stakeholders. Finally, it examines the challenges that the 
Endowment is facing in terms of sustainability of political support and 
financing. 
 
Keywords 
Community method, donor community, EU neighbourhood, European 
Endowment for Democracy, governance model, hybrid budget, sustainability 
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1. INTRODUCTION  
 
Today diplomacy is practiced in a post-modern international environment, 
both integrated and fragmented, with enormous flows of information 
disseminated instantaneously. In this environment an increasingly high 
number of actors, state and non-state, rely on a wide variety of innovative 
resources to exert influence, and establish diffuse power relations.  
The European Union is an international actor aspiring to consolidate its global 
projection, through its core values – democracy and human rights.  
An example of such new innovative means of external action is the emergence 
of the European Endowment for Democracy (EED) as an additional instrument 
through which the EU provides technical and financial support to 
democratization and human rights promotion in its neighbourhood. The 
Endowment is a new independent body channelling government grants, the 
newest addition to the donor community. 
EED took shape in a fertile political context in the aftermath of the Arab 
Spring. It is based on the partnership between EU institutions, the Commission 
and the Parliament, in particular, and Member States. Although its 
stakeholders are essentially government institutions, it has been established as 
a private foundation, the decision been prepared and taken within the 
Community framework and following a light version of the Community 
method. It also has a hybrid budget, constituted of EU funds and voluntary 
contributions of European governments. 
Moreover, its governance and operational models combine the governmental 
and civic dimensions. In the decision-making bodies participate experts from 
the civil society and members of the European Parliament, alongside the 
representatives of the Member States, essentially diplomats. 
A guiding principle for EED‘s operations is to search for complementarity with 
others in the arena of international cooperation for democratization, including 
other EU instruments. It looks to the added value of its intervention before 
deciding to step in and support specific initiatives. That translates into a more 
flexible constraint-free modus operandi.  

This article aims to present the European Endowment for Democracy as a case 
study for a wider research on new forms of expression in contemporary 
diplomacy. It explores the context and reasons for its creation. It dwells on the 
uniqueness of its hybrid nature that combines public/ governmental and 
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private features. It also examines the effectiveness and viability of its 
operational model, starting from its stated objective to fill an existing gap in 
the promotion of democracy, and in supporting the unsupported. 
 
 

2. EED - A NEW INTERNATIONAL ACTOR  
 
EED is a sui generis entity established, from a legal point of view, as a private 

foundation, in Brussels, under the Belgian jurisdiction, by the EU and its 
Member States. Its aim is to support the efforts of local actors from the civil 
societies in EU neighbouring countries, by financing projects that promote 
democracy. 
As underlined in its Mission Statement, its main objective is to encourage 
democracy and support the political transition in the geographical area 
covered by the European Neighbourhood Policy, in complementarity with 
other EU instruments (EED 2013c). Beneficiaries can be: emerging pro-
democracy movements, civil society organizations, or other social actors, 
potential leaders, new media and independent journalists (including social 
media). The assistance is conditional upon a democratic clause: the recipients 
of support must adhere to democratic values, respect human rights and 
subscribe to the principle of non-violence.  
Since EED‘s inception in December 2012, its attention has been directed 
towards those local actors who act in favour of democracy and do not receive 
support from other donors. They may experience temporary difficulties in 
covering expenses (in need of bridge funding), or do not meet stricter 
eligibility criteria or administrative requirements imposed by other 
institutional donors, including the European Commission.  
The search for added value is at the centre of EED‘s activities, therefore the 
Endowment is willing to support projects originating in environments where 
there are substantial political or operational risks, such as repressive regimes 
or situations of instability, both in Eastern Europe or in North Africa and 
Middle East. It is ready to engage in pre-democratic or difficult stages of 
transition processes (such as the crisis in Ukraine) thereby paving the way for 
classical instruments of the EU, and providing an alternative source to official 
assistance. EED is also aiming at supporting emerging actors, individuals and 
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pro-democracy movements, often not eligible for official assistance because of 
their lack of experience. 
In this respect, it is essential to ensure complementarity to the work carried out 
by the European External Action Service and the Commission in the countries 
of the geographical mandate of European Neighbourhood Policy, through EU 
financial instruments such as the European Instrument for Democracy and 
Human Rights (EIDHR), the Instrument for Stability (IfS), the European 
Neighbourhood Partnership Instrument (ENPI), the Instrument for 
Development Cooperation, as well as synergy with relevant international 
organizations and Member States' bilateral instruments.  
The priorities (EED – n.d./a) established for the first three-year cycle of the 
EED activities are organized in three categories: 
● it intervenes in situations of democracy deficit or in order to strengthen 

democracy, the support being given in cases of repression to activists in situ 

or in exile, as well as in societies already in transition which aim to 
strengthen the rule of law,  

● support to pro-democracy actors - individuals or unregistered 
organizations which otherwise would not qualify for funding through EU 
instruments or from other donors, including those in repressive systems, as 
well as local communities or youth groups, journalists and independent 
media, social media, and other civil society organizations or think-tanks 
active in promoting democracy,  

● develop its own analytical capacity and facilitate networks of contacts 
between organizations in the countries of reference and European or 
international organizations, in order to make widely known the work and 
conditions under which pro-democracy actors act in the field.  

The EED Mission Statement, adopted in June 2013, explains the four key 
features of the new entity:  
● first, its European character, as a creation of European states and EU 

institutions, which operates independently, by autonomously defined rules; 
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● second, it supports democratization processes undertaken by local actors, 
in the spirit of solidarity and partnership - EED supports not exports or 
imposes democratization, which remains a national, local process1;  

● third, the assistance will be given mainly to those who cannot get support 
through other dedicated instruments of the EU or Member States or from 
other donors  - Supporting the Unsupported; 

● finally, it searches for complementarity and added value, through a 
flexible operational model, adapted to a variety of situations and specific 
contexts, in consultation and coordination with other actors from the donor 
community. 

 
 

3. CONTEXT 
 
Conceptually, the new entity is anchored in the provisions of Article 21 of the 
Lisbon Treaty, which states that the Union's external action will be guided by 
the respect for democratic principles and human rights which have inspired its 
own creation, development and enlargement.  
Delivering on an old ambition of the EU to develop flexible instruments for 
supporting democratization and human rights that allow for rapid 
intervention in critical situations, it becomes possible due to a combination of 
political leadership and favourable context.  
The historical changes in North Africa and rising tensions in Eastern Europe 
have highlighted the inadequacy of the European Neighbourhood Policy tool 
box. This policy, implemented since 2004, has been essentially inspired by the 
model of the assistance and conditionality applied successfully in the EU 
enlargement process. The fundamental difference between the two policies - 
one designed to create around Europe a „ring of friends‖, the other having as 
aim (and motivation) the accession - explains the lack of effectiveness and the 
limited degree of attraction of the Neighbourhood Policy among the 
beneficiary countries.  

                                                             

1 ―National ownership is indispensable to ignite the engine of change‖, Mission Statement of the 
EED (www.democracyendoment.eu).  

http://www.democracyendoment.eu/
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When the EU evaluated its response to the Arab Spring (European 
Commission 2011), several problems that required institutional response were 
brought to light. Overall, the EU performance was deemed unsatisfactory. The 
main issues concerned the lack of information, anticipation and, in general, 
analytical ability to decipher the dramatic changes produced in countries like 
Tunisia, Egypt and Libya, as well as the inadequacy of existing instruments 
such as the EIDHR for rapid response, in a fluid evolving environment.  
In social terms, the tension between a virtual connection of segments of the 
population in North Africa through the Internet and social media to the 
European model of society and the insurmountable physical barriers of the EU 
immigration policy became explicit. The events of 2011 have highlighted the 
contradiction between the EU rhetoric - the objective of promoting democracy 
and the respect for human rights - and the realpolitik type of behaviour that 

privileged the security and stability through cohabitation with autocratic 
leaders. The paradigm of the fight against terrorism and other strategic 
considerations enhanced the status of allies of the authoritarian and dictatorial 
regimes in the Southern Neighbourhood. The rapid succession of events in 
North Africa has taken by surprise the European Union and the European 
leaders who, at least in the initial stages, reacted hesitantly. That and the lack 
of immediate effective support for democracy activists placed the Europeans 
in an awkward position.  
On the other hand, the determination and ambitions of Poland, which in the 
second semester of 2011 held the rotating presidency of the EU Council, 
overwhelmingly influenced the chances of the EED. The Polish diplomacy and 
especially its former Foreign Minister Sikorski seized the opportunity to 
promote an initiative that was meant to become emblematic for its first ever 
presidency. Poland has found an ally in the EEAS and Catherine Ashton, the 
High Representative, who sought to dissipate the criticism for the lack of 
coherence of the Union's response to the Arab Spring. That criticism also 
concerned the existing EU support instruments.   
Finally, the additional element of a rather favourable context for the creation of 
the EED was the changing security paradigm. The US administration 
promoted the shifting of attention from military action to soft power in foreign 
policy. There was also a renewed disposition for cooperation between the 
transatlantic partners, after the 2003 schism generated by the American 
intervention in Iraq. This new syntony has been reflected in the reference that 
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the National Endowment for Democracy - NED - represented for EED. 
Incidentally, one of the first EED‘s outreach actions was the symbolic 
conclusion of a collaboration agreement with NED. 
 
 

4. PRECURSORS 
 
The idea of an EU pastored foundation through which at least part of the 
funds devoted to democracy and human rights to be channelled is not a new 
one. It was repeated in the debates which accompanied the periodic review of 
EU financial instruments.  
There is an inherent tension between the need for rapid reaction to dynamic 
events and the constraints arising from the complicated EU spending 
regulations. To allocate assistance by the rules generally applicable to EU 
money is incompatible with the flexibility required in atypical situations. The 
reality on the ground does not match the Brussels predefined funding models. 
Pro-democracy actors, individuals or groups, emerge spontaneously in 
extreme situations such as those generically called Arab Spring, or the Euro-
Maidan in Kiev. There are not officially registered, have no coherent 
organizational structure, and no previous experience in accessing funds from 
the EU or from other donors. In countries with repressive regimes, the physical 
security or freedom of potential beneficiaries, or simply the difficulty to 
operate as a pro-democracy assistance provider severely limit the support that 
the EU could (and should) offer. There is also the case of emerging political 
actors in societies that have already begun the transition to democracy, as in 
Ukraine or Tunisia, or of the rudiments of political opposition, weakened by 
the pressure from the regime as in Belarus. This category is completely 
excluded from getting assistance from the EU or many other donors.  
In other cases, relevant projects cannot be started (or continued) because of the 
temporary lack of funding (in need of bridge funding), or simply it is impossible 

to access funds for certain types of expenditure, such as premises or salaries 
for personnel, difficulties that face especially the emerging organizations 
(therefore in need of seed money).  

In the mid 1990s, EU created the European Initiative for Democracy and 
Human Rights, managed by an outside agency (Řiháčková 2013), namely by 
the European Foundation for Human Rights - EHRF. Originally EHRF 
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provided technical assistance. Then it took over the management of the 
initiative altogether. The experiment ended in 1999, with the decision to create 
the European Instrument for Democracy and Human Rights - EIDHR, within 
the Commission. That decision was taken in the aftermath of the scandal that 
led to the resignation of the Santer Commission which reinforced the 
reluctance of the Brussels bureaucracy for initiatives developed beyond its 
control.  
The subject re-emerged after the first wave of enlargement to the East and in 
the context of the negotiations on the Financial Perspectives 2007-2014. The 
establishment of the European Partnership Initiative for Democracy (EPD) has 
its origins in the 2006 debate on the reform of EIDHR. Among its promoters 
were members of the Democracy Caucus in the European Parliament, and civil 
society organizations, such as the Netherlands Institute for Multiparty 
Democracy. The Czech Republic, then the President of the EU Council, 
gathered the support of a number of like-minded countries, such as Sweden, 
the Netherlands, Britain, Poland and Slovakia. The original plan was to create 
a foundation that would receive direct funding from the Commission, as well 
as contributions from the founding states. The idea has met resistance in other 
Member States, which advocated in favour of the use of existing (readjusted) 
EU instruments. The Commission, on the other hand, refused to grant funding. 
And the German political foundations did not hesitate to signal its lack of 
interest for possible EU competitor. Eventually, the EPD was founded in April 
2008, without being greeted with great enthusiasm, even from its original 
group of supporters, of which only the Czech Republic and Poland remained, 
and, more importantly without a solution for a sustainable budget. 
 
 

5. THE COMMUNITY METHOD AT WORK 
 
The context that did not favour in 2008 the creation of a flexible instrument for 
rapid European intervention in situations where the EU classical instruments 
could not work, has changed dramatically in the coming years.  
In the aftermath of the Arab Spring, the European External Action Service 
presented to the Political and Security Committee, on November 15, 2011, the 
general coordinates of a new European initiative, the European Endowment 
for Democracy.  The proposal was further discussed within the Council‘s 
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structures, the specialized working groups, Maghreb-Mashreq (MAMA), and 
Eastern Europe (COEST). In parallel, the Polish diplomacy promoted the 
initiative in the capitals of the Member States, with a view to gaining support 
to launch the Endowment as part of the revision of the Neighbourhood Policy.  
The official presentation of the proposal was prefaced by a joint letter of the 
High Representative, Catherine Ashton, and the Polish Foreign Minister, 
Radoslaw Sikorski, which mentioned the creation of an „international fund‖ 
financed by contributions from Member States and, in equal proportion, by EU 
money. It was to remain open to the participation of the EFTA and candidate 
countries. It also was to operate as a private entity, with financial and 
procedural rules set independently by its governing bodies. The initial 
geographical mandate was to cover the European neighbourhood, although it 
was suggested that it should remain open to responding to other pressing 
political priorities arising in various countries. The perspective to achieve a 
global mandate was also mentioned.   
Despite the Polish voluntarism, the idea was not a novelty. The creation of an 
endowment to support political parties, unregistered NGOs, trade unions and 
other social partners had already been introduced by the Joint Communication 
of EEAS and the Commission, of 25 May 2011, a New Response to a Changing 
Neighbourhood, i.e. a strategy to position the EU in relation to the events in 
North Africa and to the Eastern Partners' expectations. The point of departure 
was that the EU support for political reforms in its neighbourhood had so far 
limited results. It advocated, for instance, for an increased flexibility and 
adequate responses to rapid developments in some of the neighbouring 
countries.  
The document specifically referred to the establishment of the European 
Endowment for Democracy, alongside a Facility for Civil Society, which 
became operational in 2012, with a budget of 26.4 million Euros, focused in its 
first year on increasing the capacity of civil society to network, to promote 
reform at the national level and to monitor the actions of the government. For 
the second year it received 45.3 million Euros to support the civil society 
engagement in public policy dialogue.  
The ideas promoted by EEAS and the Commission, including the initiative to 
create in parallel the two new instruments were accepted by the Member 
States and included in the Council conclusions of 20 June 2011. Starting from 
there, EEAS initiated a dialogue within the specialized working groups - 
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COEST and MAMA. It there stated that the proposals were the result of an 
internal reflection both within the Commission and EEAS on how to respond 
to the criticism of its delayed reaction to changes in the Neighbourhood1.   
The positions expressed by the Member States were rather cautious, the initial 
discussions highlighting a number of ambiguities that will mark the EED 
profile. Among them was the geographical mandate, the majority favouring a 
limited scope (at least initially) to the Neighbourhood. One of the technical 
arguments put forward was to correlate the geographical mandate with the 
main EU funding resource, i.e. the European Neighbourhood and Partnership 
Instrument. At that stage, the lack of clarity of the mandate itself, operational 
model, rules of procedure or thematic priorities prompted some of the 
Member State to underline the need to avoid duplication with existing EU 
instruments. One of the most sensitive points of the negotiation was whether 
to include among the beneficiaries of EED activities the political parties or 
opposition movements, being raised the concern that the EU may be accused 
of interference in internal affairs. With regard to the EED budget, the need to 
ensure transparency and compliance with the EU expenditure rules was also 
mentioned. A distinct note emerged during the negotiation of the possible 
participation of the candidate countries. The discussions echoed the political 
stakes of some Member States that wanted to block a hypothetical involvement 
of Turkey.  
These preliminary discussions have highlighted the paradox of using the EU 
institutional framework to define the parameters of a private entity, created by 
components of the Union, states and institutions, but meant to become 
autonomous.  
In December 2011, the foreign ministers approved the ―Declaration on the 
establishment of a European Endowment for Democracy”, a political 
document which listed the elements of a mandate to create a private legal 
entity („an International Trust Fund‖) with the aim to encourage and promote 
democracy in the European neighbourhood. The original mandate required 
that the support to be given through direct grants, in collaboration with 
relevant partners, to a number of beneficiaries – political actors, social or 

                                                             

1 Report of the Romanian delegation after the first joint meeting of MAMA-COEST working 
groups, 18th November 2011.  
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political movements, civil society organizations, youth leaders, independent 
media, NGOs, including in exile. The Fund would be supported by a lean 
executive structure, cost effective, able to implement decisions quickly and in a 
flexible manner. The financing should be transparent, monitored and 
evaluated independently, although taking into consideration the constraints of 
confidentiality where the security of the recipients would be at risk. Another 
central element of that mandate was to ensure the synergy, complementarity 
and added value with respect to other EU instruments such as the EIDHR, IfS 
and ENPI, or instruments of the Member States.  
The statute of the new entity was negotiated during the first half of 2012, in an 
ad hoc group, chaired by the EEAS Deputy Secretary-General. In addition to 
the Member States and the Commission, it included a representative of the 
European Parliament. The initial draft was submitted by the External Service.  
There was a lengthy discussion on the nature of the EED - international 
organization or private foundation. Poland, which distinguished itself by a 
pronounced activism, proposed to negotiate an international agreement 
similar to the EU-LAC Foundation or the Visegrad Fund, but the consensus 
tilted toward the solution of a private entity under Belgian jurisdiction, based 
in Brussels. By that the ad hoc group avoided a long process of ratification that 
would have been necessary for the creation of an international organization. 
The Polish representative also pressed to differentiate between the 
contributing Member States and the rest, which were to be given an observer 
status. Only the contributing Member States were to be represented in the 
governing bodies and have nationals in the Secretariat. The collective wisdom 
inclined the balance towards an inclusive participation, open to all, and thus 
preserved the voluntary nature of national contributions, without any 
condition or limitation.  
During the negotiations, the Parliament sought a share of 30% representation 
in the governing body, with 13 MEPs, invoking the need to ensure a presence 
that reflects the EP political algorithm. The consensus was to have 9.  
Another discussion concerned the duration of the mandate of the elected 
governing bodies, including of the Executive Director. The opinions oscillated 
between a term of two years, renewable once, and one of five years.  
Eventually, it was decided to have an initial three-year cycle of operations.  
During the negotiation, the group of the Southern Member States insisted on a 
balanced geographical approach between East and South, as a horizontal 
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principle for both the composition of the governing bodies and the EED‘s 
activities.  
Eventually, the constitutive meeting was convened on November 13, 2012. It 
adopted the Statute, the Rules of Procedure of the Board of Governors, and a 
procedure for the appointment of the Executive Director. At the same meeting, 
were elected the representatives of the civil society from the candidates 
proposed by the Member States and the Parliament, as well as the members of 
the Executive Committee.  
 
 

6. THE GOVERNANCE MODEL 
 
The organizational and decision-making model comprises three levels: Board 
of Governors, Executive Committee and Executive Director (supported by the 
Secretariat).  
The main stakeholders are primarily the Member States. The EEAS and the 
Commission, have each a representative in the Board. The governmental 
group is numerically dominant, with 29 members, out of a total of 43, but short 
of reaching the 2/3 majority required for adopting decisions. It represents 
collectively the contributors to EED‘s budget. The Endowment has remained 
open to EFTA countries, thus Switzerland joint the EED1. In December 2013, 
Croatia, the newest member of the EU, became also a member of the EED 
Board.  
Beside the governmental group, the Board includes 9 MEPs2 and 3 experts 
from the civil society. This group exercises within the Board the political and 
public control over the EED activities. Together they can reach a blocking 
minority. In practice, however, its heterogeneity makes it unlikely.  
The Board has the overall responsibility for the activities and finances of EED, 
and controls the Executive Committee, who exercises the executive authority, 
including granting the financial assistance. It is composed of seven members: 

                                                             

1Switzerland took part in the constitutive meeting and announced a contribution of 1 million CHF.  
2The Board elected as its first Chair the German conservative MEP, Elmar Brok. Also, the 

representative of the MEPs in the Executive Committee, Alexander von Lambsdorff, was elected as 
Chair. 
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one appointed by the MEPs group, two by the Member States1, the three civil 
society experts, and the Executive Director2.  
 
 

7. THE INCEPTION PHASE 
 
With the first meeting of the Executive Committee in December 2012, the 
inception phase of the EED commenced. The role of the Executive Committee 
was crucial in this early stage. It set the rules of procedure, priorities and the 
operational model, which defines the EED as an alternative to official 
assistance provided by the EU. A second phase was launched in July 2013, 
with the Secretariat fully functional, although the first financing decisions were 
taken later, in September. It is difficult to draw a precise line between the two 
phases, since the Executive Committee continued to draft key EED documents 
that were to be submitted to the Board in its December meeting. Once the 
Secretariat was fully operational, the Executive Committee turned to its main 
function, to examine and decide on the applications for grants. 
The Executive Committee designed the operational and budgetary guidelines, 
the mission statement, and the slogan - Supporting the Unsupported. In 

particular, it established the guiding principles, i.e. flexibility, efficiency, non-
profit character, transparency, pluralism and non-partisanship, as well as the 
geographic balance between allocations to the South and East, or the gender 
perspective. It also introduced a reference to the experience of the transitions 
in Europe.  
During the inception phase, it prepared a budget proposal and set the 
structure of the Secretariat. The Executive Committee was, also, directly 
involved in the selection of the staff. The size of the Secretariat has remained a 

                                                             

1The two representatives from the Member States are from Romania and Spain (thus respecting the 

principle of equilibrium between East and South). 
2One of the first tasks of the Executive Committee was the selection of the Executive Director. 
Originally, the draft Statute as issued from the ad hoc group provided for a vote of the Board on 

proposals of the Members, therefore a political decision. During the constitutive meeting, the 
Board decided in favour of an open selection, with the core of the Executive Committee acting as 

selection panel. The Board then elected the Director from a list of three candidates, Jerzy 
Pomianowski, a former Polish Secretary of State. 
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point of on-going discussions with the Executive Director. So far the Executive 
Committee has resisted the pressure to expand the organigram, advocating 
alternative formulas to increase the operating capacity, such as the secondment 
of staff from Member States, internships or contracting local expertise in 
countries where projects are being implemented.  
In parallel with the preparations for starting its operations, the EED sought to 
position itself within the donor community. In search of visibility, the EED 
Secretariat organized events in Brussels and elsewhere and provided a 
platform for organizations from the Neighbourhood to network with strategic 
partners (such as Freedom House or Carnegie Europe). In cyberspace, EED has 
developed a website in four languages - English, Russian, Arabic and French - 
with information about the Endowment's activities and funding opportunities, 
a newsletter distributed electronically, and blogs of the beneficiaries. The 
applications are being received online, in any of the four languages.  
 
 

8. THE OPERATIONAL MODEL 
 
The EED operational model is based on an open financing cycle, demand-
driven, with applications being submitted without any procedural limitation. 
It nevertheless seeks to identify synergies and complementarity with other 
donors so to ensure the added value of its intervention. The Secretariat might 
also assist the applicants to better their proposal, coaching them in order to 
increase the chances of meritorious ideas (often presented by inexperienced 
beneficiaries in a less elaborated way).  
The decisions to fund a proposal are taken by the Executive Committee, as a 
collective decision-making body, by a majority of 2/3 votes (or 5 votes of 7). 
When deciding, the Executive Committee considers such criteria as the 
urgency, relevance, democratic commitment or the experience of the applicant.  
The monitoring of the approved projects is done on the basis self evaluation 
reports of the beneficiaries and input from local experts contracted by the EED.  
For emergencies, there is a special procedure of rapid online reaction from the 
Executive Committee members. For current activities, administrative and of 
outreach, the EU financial regulations are applied. There is also a specific 
procedure for cases where the operation requires confidentiality, in particular 
when it comes to risks for the personal safety of the beneficiaries. 
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The grants are at the centre of the EED operational model. The working 
procedures seek to ensure a proper balance between flexibility and the 
necessary guarantees for a transparent use of EU funds. These procedures 
were established in a much shorter period of time than other similar EU 
instruments. They simplified as much as possible the access to the assistance 
for those applicants that otherwise may encounter difficulties when applying 
for funding,  
Finally, the applications are thoroughly examined by the Secretariat, and 
screened by the Executive Committee before a financing decision is taken, so 
as to exclude duplication with activities of other donors and to determine 
whether the EED support brings added value.  
 
 

9. THE BUDGET 
 
The EED budget has a hybrid nature, with EU funds for administrative, and 
operational costs, and voluntary contributions from the Member States for 
grants. This structure allows the EED to respond rapidly and in a flexible 
manner to applications from the field. 
The component of the budget allocated to grants is not homogeneous. The 
majority of the contributions by the Member States come from the 
development assistance, or from specific programmes dedicated to the support 
of democracy and human rights. They also may be subject to conditionality. 
For example, some funds, such as those from the European Commission are 
disbursed only after their spending is audited. Other contributions from some 
Member States are intended solely for the Eastern Neighbourhood or may be 
engaged only in certain countries, such as Ukraine or Moldova.  
On the other hand, only 13 of the 28 EU Member States have announced (and 
transferred) their contributions to the EED budget for 2013-2015 triennial 
funding cycle. The most important contributors, so far, are Poland (5 million 
Euros and the free use of the premises of its former embassy in Brussels), the 
Nordic countries - Denmark (4.5 million Euros) and Sweden (30 million SEK or 
approx. 3.6 million Euros) - and the Netherlands (1 million Euros), as well as 
Switzerland (1 million CHF). Other more modest contributions are coming 
from the Central and Eastern Europe: Bulgaria, Estonia and Romania (100 000 
Euros each), Hungary (65 000 Euros), Slovakia (60 000 Euros), and Latvia (20 
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000 Euros). Germany has put aside 1 million Euros, and the Czech Republic 
and Spain announced the intention to bring unspecified contributions. 
Belgium has provided the initial technical assistance and 20 000 Euros to cover 
the registration fees of EED as a private foundation. The European 
Commission has allocated 9.9 million Euros. The overall EED budget is about 
30 million Euros, a rather modest amount when compared to other EU 
instruments, including the Facility for Civil Society.   
There is a differentiated degree of involvement of the Member States, as it 
results from the list of the voluntary contributions. The North and East have 
demonstrated a higher interest for the Eastern Neighbourhood in relation to 
the EED‘s activities. The same type of interest has been expressed by 
Switzerland. Additionally, a grant for EED came from Canada, as part of a 
broader package of assistance allocated to Ukraine.  
On the other hand, for various reasons, from the lack of resources because of 
the slow recovery after the economic crisis in a number of the Southern 
Member States, to a lack of interest or tradition to allocate assistance for 
promoting democracy in North Africa, the EU Southern flank is still in 
expectative. Although these Member States have a comparative advantage in 
terms of regional expertise and are at the forefront of the European interests in 
the Southern Neighbourhood, their attitude toward EED has been rather 
sceptical. Another observation is that there is still less involvement from the 
larger Member States, possibly because they prefer to channel their assistance 
through national programmes. 
The asymmetrical involvement of the Member States with predominant 
interest for the Eastern Neighbourhood is in contradiction with the founding 
principle that calls for a balanced approach towards the two dimensions. Until 
now the EED managed to respect this principle – the assistance provided in the 
East and South was equal in volume, despite the higher number of 
applications from the East. There is, nevertheless, a budgetary pressure to 
differentiate, and it may be increasingly difficult to resist it.   
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10. THE OPERATIONAL PHASE  
 
The EED began its operations in September 2013, when the Executive 
Committee approved the first application. In less than nine months, the EED 
was able to define an operating model to finally be tested in practice.  
From September 2013, until June 2014, the EED received nearly 1 000 
applications, most coming from East (562), and 363 from the South. Of these, 
the most numerous were from Ukraine (171), in particular after the events in 
Kiev. A considerable number of applications came from all of the Eastern 
partners (93, Azerbaijan; 86, Belarus; 80, R. Moldova; 61, Georgia; 59, 
Armenia). Among the partners in the South, Tunisia, Egypt and Palestine had 
the higher number of applications (about 70 in each case), with fewer 
applications received from Libya and Algeria.  
The majority of the applications came from registered organizations (807), but 
there were also 112, from unregistered entities, and 78, from individuals.  
The grants in the East represented 52% of the total (about 3 million Euros), 
while the South was granted approximately 2.8 million Euros. The average size 
of a project approved in the East was 48 000 euro, and 74 225 Euros, in the 
South. The EED approved a total of 63 projects from the East, and 38 from the 
South. 90% of the funds (about 5.2 million Euros) were approved by the 
ordinary procedure, while the emergency procedure was applied for about 
600,000 Euros.  
The grants were awarded in all 15 countries covered by the EED‘s 
geographical mandate, the most significant amounts reaching Azerbaijan (over 
900 000 Euros), Ukraine (over 780 000 Euros), Egypt (750 000 Euros), Syria (500 
000 Euros) and Belarus (about 500,000 Euros).  
Most projects (totalling about 3 million Euros) fall within the funding priority 
no. 1. - Pro-democracy projects to advance pluralism (actors who were 
otherwise non-eligible for funding through EU instruments or other support 
schemes), followed by the priority no. 2 . -  Funding for basic operations 
(approximately 1.2 million Euros). After the thematic area, most funds were 
directed to political movements (about 830 000 Euros), media and democracy 
(about 780 000 Euros), direct support for media (about 750 000 Euros), citizen 
participation (about 530 000 Euros).  
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11. CONCLUSIONS  
 
The first positive element about the EED is its very existence, its success to 
become operational in a short period of time, when compared with other 
similar initiatives of the EU. For this to happen it has been essential the 
political will both of the Commission and the EEAS to equip the Union‘s 
external action with a sui generis instrument that can be used in a flexible 

manner.  
Equally important for the viability of the EED model has been the commitment 
of the Member States, in particular the Nordic and Central and Eastern ones. 
The sustainability of the Endowment depends on this key element of its special 
character, the involvement and contribution of the Member States. Therefore, 
one of the major challenges ahead is to attract the support also from the 
Southern flank. 
It also needs to prove its vocation to become embedded within the EU 
institutional framework in order to secure its survival on the long term. The 
initial support of some of the Member States was influenced by the political 
context that has evolved since 2011, and it might not be there in the future. 
Its governance and operational models were tested in its almost 2 years of 
existence. EED demonstrated that can function well and achieve its objectives. 
In particular, the Executive Committee has played an essential part in the 
success of the inception phase. It managed successfully the process that led to 
the EED‘s conceptual framework and distinctive profile within the 
international donor community. Despite the diversity of its composition 
(diplomats, politicians, civil society activists), the Executive Committee 
functioned from the onset as a coherent group, relying on the complementary 
of the expertise of its members.  
After more than 100 projects have been approved and are underway, it is now 
time for the EED to strengthen its capacity to monitor and evaluate the results 
and to initiate a reflection on ways to measure the impact of its support. 
Moreover, given the geographical area covered by the EED and the variety of 
situations, it needs to establish strategic objectives in the countries of interest, 
taking into account the specific political context.  
Although legally the EED continues to be a private foundation, its profile has 
been rather assimilated to that of an international governmental organization. 
This perception has been reinforced by the composition of its membership, 
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dominantly governmental. This ambiguity is useful as long as the Endowment 
operates in fluid environments and needs flexibility for managing atypical 
situations. Reporting and monitoring methods employed by the Endowment 
are inspired by the governmental ones, and therefore more elaborated and 
stricter than those of a private entity.  
The uniqueness of its profile is emphasised by the hybrid budget, with on the 
one hand, voluntary contributions from Member States, and on the other, 
funds from the Commission for administrative, operational costs.  
One of the specific issues that it must address is the perception of its closeness 
to Poland, the so-called Polish-ness. Its initial success should enable the EED to 
emancipate itself from this paternity. The latest expression of the tension 
between the perceived Polish ownership and the EED need to assert its 
autonomy was the rather abrupt proposal presented in June 2014 by Poland to 
expand the geographical mandate to Russia, as a response to the crisis in 
Ukraine. The proposal was received with caution by the rest of the Board, 
which opted for a further reflection on the political and operational 
implications of such a step. 
The sustainability of the EED depends also on its ability to consolidate itself as 
a new form of expression of the European external action, a more subtle one, 
that rely on the partnership between the Member States and EU institutions, 
and resources from the toolbox of the civil society.  
A distinctive feature of its design is to search for synergies with partners both 
from the donor community and the potential beneficiaries. The hybrid, and to 
some extent ambiguous nature of the EED, as a private entity established by an 
initiative from the governments, and negotiated within the EU framework, is 
consistent with the complex fabric of the post-modern international 
environment.  
Another expression of its novelty is the use of Internet and social media for its 
major operations, in particular for receiving applications for grants, as well as 
for outreach activities.  
Overall, the EED has been well received, and welcomed by the activists in the 
European Neighbourhood. The negative reaction was limited to a few critical 
mentions in the media in Russia or Azerbaijan, and in some official documents 
or statements from Belarus and Egypt. It does not mean though that the EED 
will have not made it on the radar of the neighbouring authoritarian regimes.  
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In response to the Arab Spring, the EU has introduced in the public debate the 
concept of "deep and sustainable democracy", which is at the core of the strategic 
mission of EED. It is a sui generis entity, of a hybrid nature, a new form of 

expression of the EU external action, adapted to a fluid, fragmented 
international environment, and combining the flexibility of its private legal 
character, with its governmental ownership. In order not to be just a short-
lived experiment, it needs to overcome the challenge of sustainability. 
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Abstract 
The article examines the proposal, advanced by a number of Realist authors 
(Mearsheimer, Kissinger, Walt) that a lasting solution to the current crisis in Ukraine 
can be reached by a "grand bargain" between the West (defined as comprising the EU 
and US) and Russia. This settlement would mean that Ukraine gains the status of "a 
bridge between Russia and Europe", pursuing equivalent relationships with both sides 
without formally becoming part of any competing arrangements (NATO, EU or 
Customs Union / Eurasian Economic Union).  
The analysis focuses on three main issues: the arrangement's sustainability, its 
enforceability and its possible role in a broader Eurasian security architecture. It takes 
into account the ongoing dynamics of the Ukrainian society, regional evolutions, as 
well as the wider international environment. It also factors in the interests, perceptions 
and strategy of the current Russian leadership. In context, a brief comparison is made 
with the Finnish model, which is often invoked by the proponents of the "bridge" 
solution.  
The conclusions reached are that, in the current circumstances, a "50%-50%" type of 
arrangement could not be sustained with reasonable political, economic and military 
costs. Its enforceability would also be problematic, given the parties' very different 
commitment to use the capabilities at their disposal. Taking into account the extremely 
high difficulty of reaching a mutually satisfactory settlement in Ukrainian case, which 
must be one of the linchpins of any Eurasian security architecture, it can be concluded 
that such a broad agreement is also extremely unlikely at this time. A more probable 
outcome for the near future would be a policy of "complex containment", where 
economic and political interaction continues at some levels, but is restricted in others 
and where Russia is no longer perceived as a genuine partner of the West. This would 
not be a permanent situation, but only a temporary "point of balance", highly 
dependent on political evolutions, especially those within Russia. 
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Balance, enforceability, identity, security architecture, sustainability 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
The crisis in Ukraine is, quite probably, the key geopolitical challenge of the 
post-Cold War order in Europe. Its settlement will define, to a great extent, a 
number of key parameters of the international order: Russia‘s role in the 
continental security dynamic, as well as its profile on the world stage, the EU‘s 
position vis-à-vis its Eastern Neighbourhood, NATO‘s role, as well as the US‘s 

involvement in European security, the weight of international norms and 
principles and many more.  
Understandably, there is no shortage of proposals for solutions to this crisis, 
both from the states involved and from the academic community. As many 
have heralded the events in Ukraine as a triumphant return of ‗hard‘ Realism 
to the European continent, authors belonging to this current have been 
particularly active. Among these authors, one can distinguish a set of 
‗heavyweights‘ - by virtue of their experience in the field of international 
relations and their academic or policy-making credentials - such as John 
Mearsheimer, Henry Kissinger or Stephen Walt, who have articulated their 
own analyses and prescriptions in this case.  
 
1.1. The Realist perspective 
 
John Mearsheimer assigns all ―the blame‖ for the current crisis to Western 
actors and their ―misguided attempts‖ to ―move Ukraine out of Russia‘s orbit 
and integrate it into the West‖ (Mearsheimer 2014). NATO enlargement, 
coupled with the EU‘s eastward drive, has provoked, in his opinion, an 
entirely justified and expected Russian reaction. The third cardinal sin 
committed by the West is identified as ―democracy promotion‖, which caused 
the Kremlin leadership to fear that it too might find its legitimacy challenged 
soon. While Vladimir Putin earns Mearsheimer‘s praise for being a brilliant 
practitioner of Realism 101, the West is collectively lambasted for clinging to 
―liberal delusions‖ such as ―rule of law, economic interdependence, and 
democracy‖ as the bases for a European order. Consequently, the ―way out‖ 
he advocates is also from the Realist playbook, derived from the lessons of the 
Cold War: ―The United States and its allies should abandon their plan to 
westernize Ukraine and instead aim to make it a neutral buffer between NATO 
and Russia [...]. Western leaders should acknowledge that Ukraine matters so 
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much to Putin that they cannot support an anti-Russian regime there. [...] The 
goal should be a sovereign Ukraine that falls in neither the Russian nor the 
Western camp‖ (Mearsheimer 2014). The ways to achieve this desired end state 
would be: a public statement by NATO ruling out membership for Ukraine 
(and Georgia), an economic rescue plan jointly funded by the EU, US, IMF and 
Russia, as well as a sharp reduction in Western support for democracy in 
Ukraine. The hard Realist approach is further underscored by the admission 
that Ukrainians themselves would have little to no say in their country‘s future 
and should be heartily discouraged from trying to.  
Out of his list of ―Top Ten Questions about the World‘s Biggest Problems‖ 
(2014), Stephen Walt puts ―Will there be a deal on Ukraine?‖ squarely at 
number 1. In shaping his answers, he too lays most of the responsibility for the 
current ―colossal failure of analysis and diplomacy‖ on the US and the West. 
Again, the solution, an ―offer [Vladimir Putin] is unlikely to refuse‖ is ―a deal 
that guarantees Ukraine's status as an independent and neutral buffer state‖, 
supported by ―an iron-clad declaration that Ukraine will not be part of 
NATO‖. This last issue is viewed as the essential ingredient of any such 
proposal. Again, the historical precedents are found in the Cold War era: ―A 
Finlandized Ukraine might not be an ideal outcome, but it is better than 
watching the country get destroyed‖ (Walt 2014d).   
One of the foremost practitioners of Realism in foreign policy, Henry 
Kissinger, presents a more balanced analysis of the crisis, identifying its causes 
in the actions of both Russia and the West (Kissinger 2014). He accurately 
pinpoints the risks inherent to the Kremlin‘s actions: Trying to ―force Ukraine 
into a satellite status, and thereby move Russia‘s borders again, would doom 
Moscow to repeat its history of self-fulfilling cycles of reciprocal pressures 
with Europe and the United States‖ (Kissinger 2014). He also, in stark contrast 
to many American scholars in the field, examines the role of the European 
Union, postulating that its main weakness in external action - ―subordination 
of the strategic element to domestic politics‖ – has contributed to ―turning a 
negotiation into a crisis‖. Crucially, Kissinger identifies Ukrainians themselves 
as ―the decisive element‖, dedicating more space than most to fleshing out the 
numerous complexities and fault lines of Ukrainian society. His prescription is, 
while largely similar to other Realist solutions (―If Ukraine is to survive and 
thrive, it must not be either side‘s outpost against the other — it should 
function as a bridge between them‖) also takes this last issue into account. 
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While excluding NATO membership from the start, he argues that Ukraine 
―should have the right to choose freely its economic and political associations, 
including with Europe‖ and that it ―should be free to create any government 
compatible with the expressed will of its people‖. However, he cautions that 
―wise Ukrainian leaders would then opt for a policy of reconciliation‖ and 
recommends that the country ―pursue a posture comparable to that of Finland, 
cooperate with the West in most fields but carefully avoid institutional 
hostility toward Russia‖ (Kissinger 2014). 
 
1.2. The ‗bridge‘ solution 
 
These, as well as many other Realist works seem to converge on a particular 
set of conclusions. The first is that a lasting solution to the current crisis in 
Ukraine can be reached by a ‗grand bargain‘ between the ‗West‘1 and the 
Russian Federation. The second is that the best settlement for the crisis would 
be one where Ukraine gains the status of ‗a bridge between Russia and 
Europe‘, pursuing equivalent relationships with both sides, without 
challenging the strategic interests of either (what might be called, in 
mathematical terms, the ‗50/50 solution‘). This includes remaining outside any 
bodies or organisations viewed as ‗strategic competition‘ by either side 
(NATO, EU or the Customs Union / Eurasian Economic Union). 
 
1.3. Realist analytical errors 
 
In defining the parameters of such a settlement, however, structural Realist 
thinkers seem to commit two significant errors. One is the excessive emphasis 
put on purely military / ‗hard security‘ aspects. Virtually, all of them insist on 
the exclusion of NATO membership from the equation, a normal stance when 
pursuing the goal of neutrality. Even if not stated, one presumes that this 
would be balanced out by the exclusion of membership in any Russia-led 
collective defence arrangements. By contrast, when approaching the issue of 
economic and political integration, many analysts tend to downplay or 

                                                             

1 The ‗West‘, in this case, is shorthand meant to represent a group comprised of EU Member States 
and the United States. In keeping with this convention, it will be used as such in this article.  
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outright ignore the issue. One practical reason for this can be, of course, that 
the vanguard of Realist thought is largely comprised of American scholars, 
who tend to view the issue in terms of Russo-American relations and, as 
previously shown, draw heavily on the experience of the Cold War.  
However, looking back on more recent history, namely the past two years, we 
must remember that it was not just NATO that ‗spurred‘ Russia into action. In 
fact, the roots of the current crisis lie in Ukraine‘s choice between two different 
integration projects that are political and economical in nature, not military 
alliances – the EU and the Customs Union. To be even more precise, it was 
mainly economic reasons that pro-Russian Ukrainian president Viktor 
Yanukovych invoked for not signing the Association Agreement / Deep and 
Comprehensive Trade Agreement (AA/DCFTA) with the EU in November 
2013, an act which led to his own downfall and subsequent confrontations. The 
same economic issues were repeatedly raised by Moscow as the main reason 
for its opposition to all such Agreements (with a focus on those with Ukraine 
and the Republic of Moldova) and repeated requests that they be renegotiated 
to accommodate its interests. This attitude demonstrates that Russia has a 
more complex view of what ‗neutrality‘ would entail, which exceeds simple 
military non-alignment. Joining the EU, or an EU-centred free trade area that 
excludes Russia, will be seen by Moscow as a breach of neutrality and a move 
against its own interests. It has quite clearly indicated this view in its own 
interpretation of the September 12 agreement to postpone AA/DCFTA 
implementation until December 2015, stating that it will regard any attempts 
by Ukraine to align its national legislation to the EU acquis as breaching the 

terms of the deal. Considering the complexities and interdependences in 
today‘s economic landscape, as well as the massive disparities between the EU 
and CU economies, the difficulty of maintaining neutrality in this area will be 
an order of magnitude higher than staying out of NATO.  
The second major error, endemic to most hard Realist lines of argument is 
downplaying (or dismissing altogether) the influence exercised by evolutions 
inside Ukraine, by the meanders of its complex political landscape. Kissinger 
appears to be one of the very few who does not fall into this trap, but even he 
coyly advises ―wise‖ Ukrainian leaders to pursue a conciliatory policy, 
implicitly admitting that they would have a very narrow margin of 
manoeuvre. Other authors tend to gloss over internal political trends, assume 
Ukrainians will go along with any deal reached by the major actors or, as is 
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Mearsheimer‘s case, cynically state that they will be given no other choice. This 
line of reasoning conveniently ignores the fact that it was Ukrainian internal 
dynamics that toppled president Yanukovich and differences in the domestic 
political landscape that facilitated the Russian takeover of Crimea, but 
frustrated similar attempts in Odessa. The size and shape of their respective 
constituencies define the avenues of action for all major Ukrainian leaders, 
including president Poroshenko, at least as much as external forces do. 
 
 

2. ANALYSIS OF THE „BRIDGE‟ SOLUTION 
 
A large number of factors need to be adequately managed in order to obtain 
the much-desired ‗bridge‘ settlement. For the purpose of this analysis, they 
have been aggregated into two major parameters: (1) enforceability and (2) 
sustainability of the solution. These can be considered essential prerequisites 
of any feasible settlement and correspond to the two types of dynamics acting 
on any such system – external and internal. ‗Enforceability‘ pertains to the 
parties‘ ability to ensure that the deal made is respected by all sides. It includes 
the possible dispute-settlement mechanisms established (be they legal or 
informal), as well as, crucially, the capabilities to enforce one‘s interests and 
the ability to mobilise them. ‗Sustainability‘ covers the interaction between 
internal dynamics in Ukraine and the external guarantors of the agreement. 
The term itself represents, in a simplified definition, the ability of a system to 
maintain its functionality without the costs needed to keep it working 
exceeding the benefits derived (experience clearly shows that no political 
system benefits from ‗absolute inertia‘). In the case examined, a satisfactory 
sustainability factor can be reached only if internal trends in Ukraine largely 
go towards supporting a ‗50/50‘ solution or can be made, with tolerable costs, 
to converge in that direction.  
 
2.1. Enforceability 
2.1.1 Possible legal framework of the agreement  

 
In assessing the question of enforceability, one should first take into account 
the formal shape such an agreement would have. It is difficult to envisage a 
full-fledged international treaty, considering the numerous legal and political 
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issues that would arise. A completely informal ‗gentlemen‘s agreement‘ would 
also be considered unsatisfactory, particularly taking into account Russian 
assertion that such a deal existed with regard to NATO‘s eastward 
enlargement and was subsequently breached by the Alliance. A type of 
protocol or memorandum could be a solution, indeed, we already have both a 
Minsk Protocol (5th of September 2014) and a Minsk Memorandum (19th of 
September 2014) as steps towards what is hoped to be a lasting settlement. 
However, historical precedent, namely the Budapest Memorandum of 1994, 
drawn up precisely to guarantee Ukrainian sovereignty and territorial 
integrity, is dismal. The Memorandum‘s terms were breached by one of its 
signatories and the document itself did not foresee any measures besides 
consultations ―in the event a situation arises which raises a question 
concerning these commitments‖ (Budapest Memorandum, 1994).  
It is hard to imagine a new Memorandum containing stronger penalties for a 
transgressor. Firstly, because the Russian Federation, which would again be a 
signatory and guarantor of the document, would oppose their inclusion (and it 
may not be the only state that does so). Secondly, because it would be almost 
impossible to define the conditions in which the agreed terms can be 
considered breached. An act of military aggression would clearly be the most 
serious transgression, but its definition was shown to be extremely diffuse by 
the very events in Eastern Ukraine. Hybrid warfare, involving ‗self-defence 
units‘, ‗volunteers‘ or the infamous ‗little green men‘, has made traditional 
methods of reaction unfeasible and facilitated deniability. Not necessarily 
plausible deniability, but, for many actors, accepted deniability nonetheless. 
Other forms of coercion are even more difficult to identify and address. 
Reverting to the ill-fated Budapest Memorandum, it too had provisions in this 
regard. Its signatories agree to ―refrain from economic coercion designed to 
subordinate to their own interest the exercise by Ukraine of the rights inherent 
in its sovereignty and thus to secure advantages of any kind‖ (Budapest 
Memorandum, 1994). A narrow interpretation of these terms could have led to 
the assertion that they had been breached long before 2014. However, such a 
narrow interpretation would also have had to answer such intractable 
questions as when does a particular contract become ―economic coercion‖? 
Other aspects are simply impossible to clarify. Does the election of an 
overwhelmingly pro-European (or pro-Russian) government in Kiev threaten 
the agreed status-quo? If so, what ‗balancing measures‘ should be taken? One 
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cannot help but be reminded of the ‗Brezhnev doctrine‘ of limited sovereignty 
when asking such questions. It is clear that defining, monitoring and (micro) 
managing the numerous political and economic parameters of such a 
hypothetical deal is simply impossible.  
 
2.1.2. Prerequisites of effective enforcement 

 
As history has consistently shown, an agreement‘s formal enforcement 
provisions are critically dependant on two factors: capabilities - the necessary 
resources to enforce the treaty - and political will to use the aforementioned 
resources. This is precisely the point where the enforceability of a potential 
‗bridge‘ agreement would meet the greatest difficulties. As far as capabilities 
go, the numbers are overwhelmingly on the West‘s side. On paper, the 
combined economic, political and military resources of the NATO and EU 
Member States dwarf Russian ones. This does not, unfortunately, translate into 
an overwhelming advantage in the field, for a rather simple reason: Russia has 
used its resources to develop and hold a position of strength where it matters. 
This applies to all types of resources: military, economic or otherwise. The 
positioning of its military assets, coupled with the geopolitical characteristics 
of the area, gives it the possibility to conduct military operations (both 
conventional and non-conventional) against Ukraine with relative ease. Its role 
as Europe‘s main energy supplier and source of much-needed business 
(especially in the aftermath of the economic crisis) reduces the EU‘s leverage. 
In addition, state-controlled Russian companies have a dominating presence in 
many Ukrainian economic sectors. Russia has shown it is perfectly willing to 
absorb economic shocks in exchange for strategic gains and has displayed 
quite remarkable resilience in the past. In any case, it sheer size and abundant 
natural resources make isolation impossible. To summarise, the West has 
vastly superior capabilities, but it would take a long time and require 
considerable costs to deploy them where they are needed and use them to their 
fullest extent.  
Political will poses an even bigger problem. This arises from the parties‘ 
substantially different perspectives on the situation and, consequently, the 
attention, political capital and resources they are willing to commit to ensure a 
favourable state of play. For Russia, Ukraine is a core interest, a key national 
security issue, a central cultural symbol which generates strong emotions. 
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Kissinger himself underlines this: ―To Russia, Ukraine can never be just a 
foreign country. Russian history began in what was called Kievan-Rus. The 
Russian religion spread from there. Ukraine has been part of Russia for 
centuries, and their histories were intertwined before then‖ (Kissinger 2014). 
Moscow has every incentive to dedicate its full attention, together with 
considerable resources to keeping Ukraine in its own geopolitical orbit and 
firmly out of the West‘s influence. The Kremlin has no problem mobilising the 
Russian public in its favour or of convincing it that sacrifices made in 
achieving the desired result are worth it. At the same time, Russia holds a 
decisive advantage in terms of speed and manoeuvrability, as applied to the 
processes of political mobilisation and decision making. It is a unitary state 
actor, with clearly defined priorities and interests. The characteristics of its 
political structure (highly hierarchic, significant executive power, single 
dominant political force, no substantial opposition) and tight control of the 
media are additional facilitators.  
By contrast, the EU and NATO states offer a much more fragmented image. 
This, of course, stems from a dramatically different perception of the issue. 
While Member States on the EU‘s Eastern flank rightly perceive the situation 
in Ukraine as a major security issue, the threat perception diminishes as one 
moves towards the West and the South. This is logical, considering the 
geographical distance from Russia and the prevalence of other security 
concerns, such as those related to the North African region. There are countries 
that see it as ‗just another crisis‘ which should be stabilised as swiftly as 
possible, enabling ‗normal‘ relations with Russia to be restored (especially in 
their economic dimension). Under these circumstances, decision-making 
becomes a cumbersome process, the results most often embodying the ‗lowest 
common denominator‘.  
This significant disparity in the political, economic and military resources that 
each side is willing to commit to the protection of its interests with regard to 
Ukraine, stemming from substantially different assessments of said interests, 
makes it practically impossible to maintain the internationally-balanced 
position that a ‗bridge‘-type solution would entail. The West currently appears 
unwilling to extend any ‗hard‘ security guarantees to Ukraine and Russia 
looks undeterred by anything else. Such a situation naturally creates a 
dilemma for any responsible (or ―wise‖) Kiev government, which, in order to 
ensure national security, as well as its own survival, would have to 
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increasingly accommodate Russian interests. As the option to balance them 
with Western help is limited, the logical consequence would be that Ukraine 
would end up once again in its pre-2014 state, i.e. in the Russian sphere of 
influence. However, this result is not necessarily unavoidable and it depends 
significantly on another key factor of any settlement: sustainability. 
 
2.2. Sustainability 
 
The Ukrainian settlement must adequately satisfy the interests of all sides in 
such a way that a stable ‗point of balance‘ is achieved, a state which does not 
require constant intervention or outside micromanagement (the difficulties of 
which were already underlined). From a general perspective, there are three 
major dimensions that need to be examined: security, economic and political. 
They are, of course, intertwined, but each highlights a particular set of issues.  
 
2.2.1. Security aspects 
 
The security dimension is twofold. Firstly, a ‗non-aligned‘ Ukraine would need 
credible guarantees for its national security. This is generally what 
differentiates between a successful neutral country and a much less desirable 
‗grey area‘ and is dependent on factors such as the country‘s own capabilities, 
geographical factors and, the main point of this analysis, international security 
arrangements. Secondly, the other two parties to the arrangement (Russia and 
the West) would need to satisfy their own security interests. On the most basic 
level, this means ensuring that Ukraine cannot become a base, corridor or 
facilitator for military action. From a comprehensive perspective, one needs to 
factor in issues such as energy security or migration.  
The first problem encountered is that Russia‘s actions, particularly those 
undertaken in the course of the past year, have severely, if not completely, 
compromised the chances of a mutually advantageous security settlement in 
the region. The unlawful seizure of the Crimean peninsula (along with a 
substantial quantity of Ukrainian military assets), the occupation of areas in 
Eastern Ukraine by Moscow-aligned forces, as well as Russian military 
presence in the Transdniestrian region, make Ukraine‘s security situation 
extremely difficult, to say the least. Even if a large-scale military build-up 
programme were to be started by the government in Kiev – already a 
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politically and economically unviable decision – it would not be able to 
effectively bridge the massive capabilities gap or mitigate geographical 
vulnerabilities. This means that Ukrainian national security is primarily 
dependent on a broader international security arrangement between Russia 
and the West. In this case, the logical counterpart would be NATO. Other 
arrangements could be envisaged, but, taking into account current capabilities, 
political reasons and historical precedent (the Budapest Memorandum again), 
in is unlikely that any states would be willing to assume the role of individual 
guarantors.  
Currently, the chances of such an agreement are slim. NATO can, of course, 
extend ―iron-clad‖ guarantees that it will not grant Ukraine full membership 
of the Alliance. But this is far from being Russia‘s only point of contention. 
Moscow regards NATO‘s entire eastward enlargement policy as an 
encroachment on its ‗strategic neighbourhood‘ and the presence of Allied 
(NATO or US) military assets in East European states as a direct threat to its 
security (see also Rogozin 2009; Zevelev 2009). Conversely, neighbouring 
countries are unlikely to feel reassured by Russia‘s recent actions and 
statements, which include a significant increase of its military presence in 
occupied Crimea - ―proper and self-sufficient forces‖, according to the Russian 
Defence minister in a statement made on September 16 (Russia Today - 16 
September 2014) - , large scale military exercises on NATO‘s Eastern borders 
and near-constant violations of Allied states‘ airspace.  
The issue of perception comes into play again at this point. For Russian 
strategists, Ukraine is their country‘s ‗soft underbelly‘, an easily exploited 
potential invasion route towards Moscow. World War II was only the most 
recent example that supports this line of argument. Militarily securing this 
space is, therefore, seen as a core national security interest. On the other side, 
Eastern European states are acutely aware that the Ukrainian plain can be 
traversed in both directions and, stimulated by their own historical 
experiences, tend to plan accordingly. Neither party feels that it can afford to 
give way on this issue and there is very little mutual trust, especially after this 
year‘s events. Under these circumstances, a mutually-agreed strategic 
arrangement seems like a distant possibility.  
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2.2.2. Economic aspects 

 
The economic dimension revolves around the two distinct integration projects. 
The one promoted by the EU, in the framework of its Eastern Partnership 
policy, whose main legal instrument is the AA/DCFTA and the one 
championed by Moscow, under the aegis of the Customs Union. 
There is, of course, talk about the so-called ‗common economic space from 
Lisbon to Vladivostok‘ and, indeed, the aspiration towards this goal is 
explicitly stated in official EU documents. Germany, a largely export-driven 
economy and Russia‘s main trading partner in the EU is the idea‘s chief 
promoter. However, this project has yet to move beyond the conceptual / 
declarative phase. The difficulties are massive and obvious and the time to a 
potential completion is numbered in years, if not decades. By contrast, a 
project like the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP) has a 
real chance of materialising in a much-nearer future, further consolidating 
Transatlantic economic ties and, by extension, the EU‘s economic weight.  
As the two economic spaces being defined have little chance of merging in the 
near future (and simultaneous membership in two different free-trade areas is 
out of the question) it is quite obvious that Ukraine must either choose one of 
them or remain outside both. The last option can be considered completely 
unfeasible, considering Ukraine‘s economic weight relative to the two blocs, as 
well as the volume of trade with each. The question of which one to choose is 
both complex and complicated, but any comparison of figures shows the EU 
having a decisive advantage. As the most illustrative example, the EU‘s 
nominal GDP exceeds 13 trillion Euros compared to Russia‘s 1.6 trillion. To put 
it plainly, EU‘s economy dwarfs Russia‘s. Of course, the state of the economy 
cannot be accurately described just by a series of GDP or trade numbers. 
Factors such as resilience and dynamism also come into play and, once again, 
Russia is far from offering an encouraging picture. In 2012, the oil and gas 
sector accounted for 70% of the country‘s total exports, contributing with 52% 
of federal budget revenues and accounting for 16% of state GDP. This sector, 
along with a sizeable part of the entire Russian economy is dominated by large 
state-controlled enterprises. Problems relating to corruption and excessive 
regulation are pervasive. In its 2013 corruption perception index, Transparency 
International ranked Russia in the 127th place, on a par with Pakistan and Mali. 
Government attempts to address these aspects appear to draw heavily on 
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Soviet tradition with senior officials (the president included) directly 
intervening and micromanaging issues (a practice informally known as 
―switching to manual control‖). The small- and medium-sized enterprises 
sector is underdeveloped. Private property rights lack necessary protection 
and are frequently infringed upon by the state. The IMF report of April 2014 
draws some less-than-encouraging conclusions: ―The Russian economy, 
already slowing because of pre-existing structural bottlenecks, has been 
further affected by geopolitical uncertainties arising from conflict between 
Russia and Ukraine [...]. After almost 15 years of growth based on rising oil 
prices, successful macroeconomic stabilization policies, and increasing use of 
spare resources, this growth framework has reached its limits. A new growth 
model needs to emerge to realize the full potential of the economy‖ (IMF 
Report 2014, Concluding Statement). Western sanctions imposed after 
Moscow‘s destabilising actions in Ukraine are also taking their toll. Expected 
growth rates range from 0.5% (OECD estimate), 0.2% (IMF) down to 0% 
(EBRD). By comparison, the rate was 1.3% in 2013, considered the second-
worst out of Vladimir Putin‘s fifteen years in power, comparing favourably 
only with 2009, when the global financial crisis was in full swing. Badly 
needed capital is also leaving Russia with outflow in the first half of 2014 
standing at almost 60 billion Euros, compared with 46.8 billion over the entire 
span of 2013. Sanctions have also cut off Russia‘s access to needed Western 
technology, especially important in the hydrocarbon extraction sector. It has 
also transformed the occupation of Crimea into a significant financial liability 
for the Federation‘s budget.  
European economy is incomparably more diverse and offers opportunities that 
are an order of magnitude above what the Russian market can. This is reflected 
in the current trend of Ukraine‘s foreign trade. In 2012, the EU was still 
Ukraine‘s second largest trading partner, with 24.9% of exports and 30.9% of 
imports, trailing Russia very closely (25.7% of exports and 32.4% of imports). 
The projected data for 2013 puts EU in the top trading spot with 28.7% of 
exports and 39.1% of imports, compared to Russia‘s 25.6% and 32.4%, 
respectively. The EU‘s lead is likely to widen in the context of the current 
conflict and associated sanctions regimes (including the one imposed by 
Russia on Ukrainian goods), as well as the extension of EU autonomous trade 
measures (into force since the 23rd of April 2014) until the entry into force of 
the DCFTA in December 2015. One must also keep in mind that hydrocarbon 
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(mainly natural gas) imports from Russia account for most of Ukraine 
structural trade deficit, a stimulus for seeking diversification of supply rather 
than continued dependence, whose drawbacks are abundantly clear. In fact, 
Moscow‘s behaviour in the three party (Russia-Ukraine-EU) gas supply 
negotiations has galvanised both Brussels and Kiev to reduce their 
dependency on Russian gas as much as possible, rather than consolidate its 
image as a reliable supplier. 
Other Russian current actions have, likewise, done little to constructively 
address this issue but quite a lot to aggravate it. The Donbas region, Ukraine‘s 
industrial heartland and responsible for a high percentage of the Russia-
Ukraine trade volume, has been severely affected by the conflict and is 
unlikely to recover anytime soon. Infrastructure has been destroyed, a 
significant part of the labour force has fled, resource chains and funding have 
been disrupted and much of the region is no longer under the control of the 
country‘s legitimate government, effectively removing it from the normal 
economic flux. Recent reports of the relocation of economic assets from this 
region to the territory of the Russian Federation appear to deepen the problem.  
Moscow‘s behaviour has weakened its hand in the long term. Compared to the 
EU, it is left with remarkably fewer positive incentives. So far, its own 
economic integration project, the Customs Union, appears to have taken quite 
a few pages out of the old COMECON (Council for Mutual Economic 
Assistance) manual. Russia attempts to create and control entire production 
cycles throughout the former Soviet space, locking other states‘ major 
economic actors to its own. The defence industry is a preeminent example, 
particularly relevant in the case of Ukraine. This has multiple negative effects, 
one of which is that an industry‘s evolution becomes far more dependent on 
political decisions rather than genuine market forces. Any decrease in 
profitability will thus have to be compensated, directly or indirectly, by state 
intervention. Plainly speaking, the Russian budget will have to cover the 
losses. One of the main reasons for the collapse of the USSR-centred 
COMECON system was that, at some point, the Soviet Union could simply no 
longer afford the subsidies needed to keep it running. This is a lesson 
dangerously ignored in Russia‘s hydrocarbon export policy where price is 
leveraged as a political instrument and is dependent on regime attitude 
towards Moscow. The Customs Union is clearly aiming for a ‗closed‘ regional 
cooperation model, with tariff and non-tariff barriers erected around it. Such a 
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system is self-limiting and, to a large extent, self-handicapping. Hydrocarbon 
sales can and do provide good revenue, but an economy excessively focused 
on this is extremely vulnerable to price fluctuations.  
This overall picture provides a wealth of reasons for the Ukrainian public and 
policy makers to lean decisively towards economic association with the EU. 
One particularly important ‗economic constituency‘ is the one represented by 
the so-called ‗oligarchs‘ – figures familiar to any observer of post-Communist 
transitions in Eastern Europe and the former Soviet space. Their interests 
appear to align more and more with a pro-European orientation. This happens 
both for purely financial reasons (‗greener pastures‘), but also for the 
opportunity to legitimise their wealth and protect themselves from potential 
predatory actions by Russian and Russian-backed business interests. The 
economic (and, sometimes, personal) safety and stability provided by the EU 
are increasingly valuable commodities and Ukrainian oligarchs have no desire 
to share the experiences of some of their most famous Russian counterparts.  
 
2.2.3. Political aspects 

 
The political dimension of a ‗50/50‘ agreement is probably the most difficult to 
address. This difficulty stems, in part, from the fact that this issue is 
increasingly framed not just in terms of national interest, but in terms of 
national identity.  
There are two key national identities in examining the issue: Ukrainian and 
Russian. In the current context, these should not be taken as separate items, 
but as a closely interconnected tandem, where choices with regard to one 
heavily influence the other. It would be a mistake to relegate them to 
secondary status: from a certain point of view, one of the main causes of the 
Ukrainian conflict lies in this twin ‗identity crisis‘ and the different attempts to 
address it.  
In the aftermath of the Cold War, Russia found itself in the unenviable position 
of having to rebuild both its geopolitical position and its national project. The 
course set by Mikhail Gorbatchev and carried on by his successor, Boris 
Yeltsin, largely focused on Russia becoming a ‗normal‘ (i.e. Western-type) 
country, embracing democracy, free-market capitalism and largely (but not 
entirely) abandoning ‗imperial‘ ambitions. The staggering difficulty of this 
course and its inevitable accompanying phenomena (chaos, corruption, 
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poverty) lead to the moral bankruptcy of the ‗Western model‘ in the eyes of a 
large part of the Russian public. This created a fertile environment for the rise 
of Vladimir Putin and, subsequently, the creation of a new identity. In fact, 
Putin had telegraphed some of the key characteristics of the new Russian 
model he was planning to pursue in his 1999 inaugural speech as Prime 
Minister (BBC News 28 March 2014): ―Russia has been a great power for 
centuries, and remains so [...]. Russia‘s territorial integrity is not subject to 
negotiation‖. The last reference was to the then-ongoing conflict in Chechnya 
which he later would bring to a decisive end, further boosting his popularity. 
He further added that his government would not ―drop our guard [...] nor 
allow our opinion to be ignored‖ when Russia‘s ―legitimate zones of interest‖ 
would be affected. Ironically, the speech itself went largely ignored, as few 
expected the new Prime Minister to outlast his predecessors. Putin‘s 
subsequent speech in 2000, when he assumed his new post as President, drew 
more attention, but, again, his ideas failed to register the appropriate impact 
abroad. He promised that the new administration would ―defend Russian 
citizens everywhere, including both inside and outside our country‖. Russian 
citizens ―must not forget anything. We must know our history, know it as it 
really is, draw lessons from it and always remember those who created the 
Russian state, championed its dignity and made it a great, powerful and 
mighty state‖ (BBC News 7 May 2000). 
Fifteen years from that moment, the ‗Putin paradigm‘ is quite substantially 
fleshed out and enjoys, at least for the moment, broad domestic approval. The 
core of this ideology can be described as ‗Russian exceptionalism‘, a belief 
shared, with various nuances, by all major powers throughout history. This 
belief implies that, more than most other nations, Russia has the right, ability 
and even duty to shape world affairs. The moral bedrock that underscores and 
justifies this belief has been drawn from multiple sources, both pre-Soviet 
(conservatism, orthodox spirituality, Slavic ‗brotherhood‘) and from the ages 
of World War II (the fight against Nazi Germany) and the Cold War (based on 
the positive re-evaluation of the USSR's accomplishments). The dominant 
narrative is that Russia has always been ‗on the right side of history‘. Imperial-
type expansion, be it Czarist or Soviet, is thus cast in a predominantly positive 
light. However, in contrast with Soviet (official) propaganda, Russian 
nationalism holds a preeminent place in this new doctrine. This nationalism is 
defined not just in its ethnic dimension, but also in its broader linguistic one, 
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instrumentalised in the assumed right to ‗protect‘ Russian speakers outside the 
Federation's borders. To summarise, Russia has the right to an ‗empire‘ and, 
beyond reasons of ‗hard‘ national interest, it also has the ethical justification to 
pursue one. The main catalyst in the ‗weaponisation‘ of this ideology is the 
‗historical humiliation‘ narrative. This postulates that, in the aftermath of the 
Cold War, Russia suffered a long series of indignities at the hands of the West, 
being exploited, deceived and ignored in most major international affairs. 
Eastward NATO enlargement is a particular pet peeve of the current Russian 
establishment, frequently used as an example of the West's supposed 
duplicitous attitude. The logical consequence of this discourse is that the West, 
especially the US and its NATO allies, cannot be trusted and are Russia's 
adversaries rather than its potential partners. Moscow's national security 
strategic documents adequately mirror this antagonism with the West (Giles 
2009; Dimitrakopoulou and Liaropoulos 2010), as does the evolution of the 
Kremlin's foreign policy discourse (Trenin 2009; Rumer and Stent 2009; 
Tsygankov 2010). No examination of this doctrine can overlook one of the core 
tenets of Russian foreign policy, which can be easily traced back to the times of 
Peter the Great. It was first stated by Thucydides, the father of political 
realism, in the 5th century BC – ―The strong do what they can and the weak 
suffer what they must‖. This was further completed by famed diplomat and 
Sovietologist George Kennan in the earliest days of the Cold War: ―The jealous 
and intolerant eye of the Kremlin can distinguish, in the end, only vassals and 
enemies, and the neighbours of Russia, if they do not wish to be one, must 
reconcile themselves to being the other‖ (Kennan 2014, 54). 
These ideological elements have been intensely used in the current Ukrainian 
crisis. They have helped shape an overarching image, flanked by two major 
narratives, corresponding to the two possible Russian alternatives for Ukraine: 
the ‗vassal‘ and the ‗enemy‘. The first one emphasises the ethno-linguistic, 
cultural and historical connections between Russia and Ukraine, described in 
‗brotherly‘ terms. In this context, Ukraine is Russia's natural ally and (junior) 
partner, a position it must undoubtedly resume after the crisis. The second 
one, by contrast, describes the modern Ukrainian state as an artificial 
construction, denying it any form of historical legitimacy and ethno-linguistic 
cohesion. Consequently, Russia has the moral and historical right to reclaim its 
‗ancestral territory‘. This claim is not limited to the Crimean Peninsula, but 
includes practically all of South-eastern Ukraine, aggregated into an entity 
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called ‗Novorossiya‘ (a name itself resurrected from Czarist times). This line of 
argument has the inconvenient twin drawbacks of blatantly breaching 
international law and grossly misrepresenting realities on the ground. 
However, it has proven both a popular propaganda tool and a useful 
instrument of pressure. In fact, in the current case, the lines between 
ideological debate and negotiation tactics are blurred. These two narratives can 
be construed as part of Moscow's own ‗carrot and stick‘ approach. The 
‗Novorossiya‘ narrative is clearly not designed to win hearts and minds, but 
rather to threaten Ukrainians into submission and provide Western 
interlocutors with an unpalatable alternative to major concessions for Russia.  
A common key trait of Russia-originated narratives is that they offer distinctly 
‗non-Western‘, or even ‗anti-Western‘ resolutions to the crisis - in the first case, 
the whole of Ukraine would gravitate again towards Moscow‘s orbit and 
abandon Western integration processes (EU as well as NATO), in the second, 
much of today's Ukraine would be incorporated into Russia (or a Russian 
puppet state). The ideological basis for either of these solutions involves an 
attempt – from the Russian point of view and using Russia as the reference 
point – to define Ukrainian identity. Framing Ukraine‘s Western orientation as 
temporary and undertaken as the result of outside interference serves a dual 
purpose. On the one hand, it consolidates pan-Slavic, ‗Russian brotherhood‘ 
rhetoric, giving additional legitimacy to its associated imperial ambitions. On 
the other, it attempts to defuse any danger of pro-Western ‗colour revolutions‘ 
spreading in Russia. This last point is clearly a crucial one for the current 
Kremlin leadership and was all but recognised as one of the factors that 
stimulated Russian intervention in Ukraine. A substantial problem that 
Moscow faces is that it needs more than just generating a positive impression 
or ‗brotherly sentiment‘ in Ukraine. It needs a certain political system to 
function there. From the Kremlin‘s point of view, a Russia-friendly Ukraine 
which is also an example of functional, prosperous democracy would be 
considered a headache rather than a success. Besides the ‗undesirable‘ example 
it would set, genuine, accountable democracy would make it far more difficult 
for Moscow to exert the leverage it had until 2014 on Ukrainian political and 
economic life. For a settlement to be acceptable to Russia, Ukrainians would 
have not just to forego their Western aspirations, but also accept quite a few 
limitations on their political and economic freedom as well.  
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The question of how Ukrainians perceive themselves and their future is thus 
not a perfunctory one. A ‗bridge‘ type solution would need to balance things 
quite carefully if it is to avoid either a repeat of the Maidan demonstrations or 
further separatist provocations. The complex equation of maintaining this 
balance can be simplified into a ‗push-pull‘ system, using resources to draw 
public opinion towards your position and keep it from sliding towards your 
opponent‘s. Baring the purely mathematical example of a society perfectly 
split down the middle, it‘s quite clear that one of the sides – either Russia or 
the West – would have to ‗row against the current‘, that is, against the 
dominant tendencies in Ukrainian society.  
 
2.2.4. Relevant statistics  

 
Current data does not favour Moscow. The most recent indicator is, obviously, 
the result of the 26th of October legislative elections in Ukraine, with the pro-
European parties winning by a landslide over their pro-Russian opponents, 
who remained in the single digits. Likewise, extreme right-wing parties, long 
used by Moscow as a propaganda bête noire, have registered very modest 

scores, disproving the fabricated image of the ‗Nazi junta‘ in Kiev.  
These results tend to reflect the general trends in Ukrainian society registered 
by virtually all opinion polls. Most Ukrainians display a ―warm‖ (46%) or 
―neutral‖ (31%) attitude towards the EU, in contrast with feelings towards 
Russia which are dominantly ―cold‖ (45%). Even the US overtakes Russia in 
favourability ratings - 37% vs. 35% ―warm‖ attitude. Poland is the best-scoring 
foreign country – 50% ―warm‖ and 34% ―neutral‖ (IRI poll, March 2014). 
When asked to choose the one ―international economic union‖ that their 
country should join, Ukrainians have generally favoured the EU over the 
Customs Union (2012 was the only year that the CU gained a small lead over 
the EU). Support for European integration reached 52% in March 2014, 
compared with the CU‘s 27%, the largest margin to date (Pew poll, May 2014). 
These numbers was likely stimulated by Russia‘s actions, actions which were, 
unsurprisingly, viewed in an overwhelmingly negative light. One must also 
take into account that they do not reflect an even situation across the entire 
Ukrainian territory. In Western districts, support for European integration can 
reach 91%, while people in Eastern Ukraine tend to have more favourable 
views of Russia. However, an overwhelming majority (77%) agree that 
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Ukraine should remain a unified state (Pew poll, May 2014). This includes 
inhabitants of Eastern regions (70%) and even the Russian speaking population 
(58% of them support a united Ukraine). The only region where all numbers 
appear reversed is Crimea, but that is arguably a very distinct case.  
Illustrative for the potential viability of a ‗bridge‘ solution, the numbers show 
that, in March 2014, a plurality of Ukrainians (43%) considered it more 
important to have strong ties with the EU rather than Russia (which polled at 
just 18%). 27% of respondents said it was important for Ukraine to have strong 
ties with both (Pew poll, May 2014). Again, these numbers fluctuate between 
Western and Eastern Ukraine, but support for the EU never goes below 21% 
and that for Russia does not rise above 30%. A September 2014 IFES poll 
showed the numbers being at 59% for closer ties with the EU, compared with 
8% for Russia. Due to the situation on the ground, this latest poll excluded the 
Donbas region. A frozen conflict that would effectively place these areas 
outside the Ukrainian political dynamic would, in fact, guarantee a solid pro-
European majority in the rest of the country. This is supported by several other 
poll indicators: 70% percent of Ukrainians outside Donbas have a positive 
opinion of the EU‘s leadership, as opposite the 12% for Russia.  
The question of foreign influence shows Ukrainians sharply critical of Russia, 
with 67% considering that country‘s influence ―bad‖ or ―very bad‖. Just 22% 
view it as positive. Even in the East, opinions on Russia are predominantly 
negative (58%), rather than favourable (26%). Russian speakers themselves 
give Moscow the thumbs-down (44% ―bad‖ to ―41% ―good‖) The EU (45% 
―good‖ / 33% ―bad‖) and the US (38% / 38%) present far more balanced 
images (Pew poll, May 2014).  
Two other aspects are essential for future projection. The first is that support 
for stronger ties with the EU is highest among young Ukrainians (ages 18-29). 
The second is the possible correlation between unfavourable views of Russian 
influence and the desire for a democratic system at home. 60% of Ukrainians 
believe that ―Russia does not respect the personal freedoms of its own 
citizens‖ (Pew polls, May and July 2014). This is about the same number (64%) 
that consider democracy preferable to any other form of government with a 
clear majority across all age groups (IFES poll, September 2014). When asked 
to pick up to five statements they associate most with democracy, a majority 
picks protecting human rights (59%), followed by consistent enforcement of 
the law (53%), and no official corruption (48%). 
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One of the conclusions drawn from these figures is that most Ukrainians 
would like their country to pursue a democratic development path and will 
look to other European countries (rather than Russia) for inspiration. This does 
not, of course, mean the emulation of all specific characteristics of what could 
be generally called ‗the European model‘. As events have shown, there is still 
plenty of distrust and misunderstanding of some aspects - those pertaining to 
minority rights for instance. It does mean however, that the main 
characteristics of the model - democracy, human rights and political freedoms, 
prosperity rooted in a free market economy - are likely those envisaged by 
most Ukrainians when they think about the future of their country. This is 
amplified by the fact that they have a number of ‗success stories‘ literally on 
their doorstep. These are the EU's Eastern members, ranging from the Baltic 
States - formerly part of the Soviet Union, just like Ukraine - to a belt of former 
Warsaw Pact countries stretching from Poland, through Hungary and 
Slovakia, all the way to Romania. In 1989-1990, these states started, in many 
respects, from similar positions. They had all been Communist one-party states 
with centralised economies. Their standards of living were similar. In fact, 
Ukraine was better off than many. But the paths they pursued diverged more 
and more as time passed and, consequently, the differences became stark. A 
comparison with Poland, closest to Ukraine in terms of size and population 
and with strong cultural and historical ties to its Eastern neighbour, is 
emblematic. In 1990, Ukraine had a GDP of 81.46 billion USD. In 2012, that 
figure had little more than doubled, to 176.3 billion. By comparison, Poland 
started out in 1990 with 20 billion less (a GDP of 64.55 billion USD), but 
reached 489.8 billion in 2012. Per capita distribution is 12.707 USD for Poland, 
compared to Ukraine‘s 3.866 USD. Even allowing for differences in population 
size, the disparity is enormous, considering the point of departure. This is the 
kind of contrast that generates frustration, disappointment and revolt. It is safe 
to assume that when the people of Kiev took to the streets in the winter of 2013 
their gesture was not purely out of affection for Brussels' Byzantine 
bureaucracy, but in support of a future that seemed to offer the best choice for 
their country.  
One of the ultimate caveats of opinion polls (and elections) is that they only 
reflect the state of play at a given moment in time. As a matter of fact, the 
history of Ukraine‘s last three elections is one of alternation between pro-
Russian and pro-Western forces. It could be argued that a reversal of the 
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current trend is not impossible, considering the staggering difficulties that the 
current pro-Western government faces and the correspondingly high 
possibility of disappointment. However, as already shown, there is one factor 
that has severely affected the position of pro-Russian forces – Moscow‘s very 
actions over the past year. The unlawful military seizure of Crimea, the 
support for armed separatists in the East, its embargo on Ukrainian goods and 
(not unprecedented) threats to cut off the gas supply in the coldest months of 
the year have done little to endear it to the Ukrainian population, even the 
Russian-speaking one. Consequently, this has discredited its political 
supporters in the Rada, leading to the dismal election results. This was also 
compounded by the fact that the population in Crimea and the Donbas, the 
traditional constituencies of the pro-Russian parties, has been almost 
completely removed from the voters‘ pool. These negative effects are unlikely 
to be erased in the course of a single election cycle. Added to this is the fact 
that the very process of moving towards a genuinely accountable democracy is 
viewed by the current Kremlin leadership as a potential liability, multiplying 
the efforts required to maintain a ‗favourable‘ status-quo. The sustainability of 
such a status-quo would not be impossible but, presuming that current trends 
in Ukrainian society continue, even at a moderate level, may prove far too 
costly for Moscow. The problem of enforceability would also strike back with a 
vengeance. What would happen should Ukrainians consistently elect Western-
leaning governments, which will implement measures designed to move the 
country closer to Europe (even if full EU membership would be off the table)? 
This would certainly alter the 50/50 equilibrium and it is very hard to envisage 
an efficient mechanism that can be constructed to compensate for this.  
 
2.3. The ‗Finlandisation‘ myth 
 
A thorough analysis would not be complete without a brief examination of the 
model quite often invoked: Finland, a country which has given its name to a 
particular concept in political science – ‗Finlandisation‘. A number of voices, 
including Kissinger and Walt have suggested that this can be a viable option 
for Ukraine. However, many arguments in favour of this arrangement use an 
extremely simplified model, often overlooking some of the key aspects of 
Finland‘s experience during the Cold War.  
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The policy known as ‗Finlandisation‘ was legally based on the ―Agreement of 
Friendship, Cooperation, and Mutual Assistance‖, signed between Finland 
and the Soviet Union in 1948. Through this act, Finland assumed the obligation 
to actively resist any attempted armed attacks ―by Germany and its Allies‖, 
against the USSR through its territory, requesting Soviet military assistance if 
needed. In exchange, it was allowed to maintain a certain degree of neutrality 
during the Cold War. This did not come without costs, both in the country‘s 
foreign relations and in its internal political life. Finland had to refuse all 
Marshall Plan aid and strike a balance between commercial agreements with 
the European Economic Community and those with the USSR. Cooperation 
with the other Nordic states was also reduced. There were Finnish proposals in 
the 1960s for ‗Scandinavian neutrality‘, which would have allowed for closer 
regional ties. These proposals included Norway leaving NATO (signing 
instead a defence agreement with the UK and US). No such ideas were 
adopted, or even seriously taken into consideration by the other Scandinavian 
states. However, one can see the amount of effort needed to preserve Finland‘s 
limited degree of autonomy, as well as the impact of the surrounding security 
architecture. Internally, the efforts made and compromises needed were even 
higher. Moscow held a virtual veto on the composition of the Helsinki 
government and the general behaviour of all major Finnish political parties. 
An unprecedented degree of self-censorship was required from Finnish 
society, which included the banning of all books and movies that depicted the 
USSR in a negative light (more than 1700 book titles were banned and 
catalogues of banned books existed in all public libraries). School textbooks 
were adjusted to reflect pro-Soviet views. The Finns themselves internalised 
this attitude, convinced that only neutrality could provide genuine security 
and that no Western states were willing or able to challenge the USSR over 
Finland (one must remember that, at the Yalta conference, the country had 
been assigned to the Soviet sphere of influence).  
This description highlights some of the substantial differences that make a 
‗Finnish path‘ for Ukraine effectively moot. There are key differences in 
Russia‘s attitude towards the situation, in the external environment and, 
crucially, in the internal trends and dynamics of the two countries.  
As previously shown, Ukraine occupies a central historical and cultural place 
in the mind of the Russian public. It is regarded as the birthplace of Russian 
culture. Keeping Ukraine in its orbit reinforces both Russia‘s pride and its 
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national identity. Any ‗imperial‘ project is incomplete, if not meaningless, 
without Ukraine. Russian elites, whoever they are, will always regard Ukraine 
as a core national interest, worth fighting for. The Russian public will be easily 
mobilised in support. By contrast, Finland was only part of the Czarist empire 
for a century (1809-1917) and was governed as an autonomous Grand Duchy, 
not regarded as a Russian heartland. It, therefore, generates no such heated 
emotions.  
From the geopolitical point of view, Ukraine is the key link between Russia 
and the rest of Europe and, if controlled by another power, one of the most 
acute points of vulnerability. The Russians remember the lessons of history 
better than most, including the fact that the great Ukrainian plain has served as 
the route of most major invasions, up to and including World War II. By 
contrast, Finland‘s geographical position, relief and climate make it a much 
less likely or feasible invasion route against Russia. This was underlined by the 
Finnish Foreign Minister, Carl Enckell, after the signature of the 1948 
Agreement, when he attributed the relatively soft terms of the document to the 
"particular geographical position" of Finland, by contrast to ―the East 
European friends of the Soviets‖. The historical contexts for Finland in the late 
1940s and Ukraine in 2014 couldn't be more different. There was no intention 
of creating a ‗Finnish bridge‘ of any sort, an action which would have had 
limited uses and many associated risks in the context of the Cold War, where 
sides were clearly delineated and economic interaction between the two blocs 
was not nearly at today's level. The very nature of the Cold War - the static 
nature of the balance in Europe, the clear demarcation lines and relative 
isolation of the two sides - made ‗Finlandisation‘ possible. Even in such a 
rigorous environment, it was necessary for Finnish leaders to be extremely 
cautious in avoiding any gesture that could trigger a Soviet intervention. 
Equating ‗Finlandisation‘ with neutrality may not necessarily be accurate, if 
one considers that there were, in fact, neither international security guarantees 
of any kind for Finland, nor any ‗counter-guarantors‘ from the West. A Soviet 
invasion would have undoubtedly had costs – and likely push all 
Scandinavian states towards closer relations with NATO – as well as risks of 
escalation in the context of the Cold War. But, if one takes into account the 
terms of the 1948 agreement, Finland‘s status was dependent on the USSR‘s 
benevolence (which is likely why Moscow had no major problems with it). 
This certainly does not resemble the ‗bridge between East and West‘ mantra. 
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Some analysts (Botticelli 1986) circumscribe the regional dynamic to the 
"Northern Balance Theory", which states that the balance between Western 
and Soviet interests was maintained by a USSR-friendly Finland, a neutral 
Sweden and NATO members Norway and Denmark. No such regional 
conditions exist, or are today possible, in Eastern Europe. But the theory does 
underline the fact that maintaining neutrality depends heavily on decisions 
taken by neighbouring countries (not necessarily great powers), as well as on 
the regional power equation. In Ukraine‘s case one should examine the 
possible paths for the Republic of Moldova or Belarus in a possible settlement.  
Maintaining, in today‘s Ukraine, the kind of domestic acquiescence and self-
censorship that can keep the Kremlin reassured would be virtually impossible 
in the age of ‗Twitter revolutions‘. The overwhelmingly negative opinion 
about Russian influence evidenced by the latest polls, as well as the dismal 
showing of pro-Russian parties in the elections, coupled with the young 
generation‘s European aspirations, poor opinion of censorship and 
opportunities to travel abroad and access information, put Ukrainian society in 
2014 a world apart from Finland in the 1960s. There is no way that Moscow (or 
any other major actor, for that matter) could exercise the kind of decisive, 
uncontested influence on the country‘s political life needed to ensure 
unchallenged neutrality. Necessary internal compromises that curtailed the 
exercise of certain rights and limited a democratic government‘s choices were 
more easily justified in the era of mutually accepted destruction. Today's 
political landscape is simply to complex and fast-moving to permit Ukraine 
becoming ‗Finland 2.0‘. 
 
 

3. POTENTIAL ROLE OF THE „BRIDGE‟ SOLUTION IN A 
CONTINENTAL SECURITY ARCHITECTURE 
 
The concept of a ‗Eurasian security architecture‘ has been circulated for a 
number of years, with Russia offering by far the most substantial and 
articulated view in this regard. Its outlines were first drawn in a speech, 
delivered by then-President Medvedev in Berlin in 2008 (Russian Presidency 5 
June 2008). The proposal was further fleshed out in 2009, when a draft 
‗European Security Treaty‘ – EST (Russian Presidency29 November 2009) was 
presented by foreign minister Sergei Lavrov at the December NATO 
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ministerial meeting. It drew on positions consistently expressed by Moscow 
over the previous years and codified them in a set of core principles. The most 
important of these was the so-called ―indivisibility of security‖, which would, 
according to the draft treaty, forbid countries from ―strengthening their own 
security at the expense of other parties to the treaty, member states or 
organisations‖ (draft EST text 2009). At the same time, it would provide a type 
of ‗blanket Article 5‘ to all signatories, by giving any party the right to 
intervene militarily in support of another (―Every party shall be entitled to 
consider an armed attack against any other party an armed attack against 
itself‖). These provisions would make it practically impossible for European 
states bordering Russia to effectively ensure their own security. None can 
match its military capabilities and even attempting to do so would likely fall 
under the ―strengthening own security at the expense of others‖ heading. 
Collective defence organisations would be similarly barred (―indivisible 
security‖). This would be another step towards Moscow‘s goal of the removing 
the US from European security affairs, or, at least the severe diminishing of its 
role to the point where it could no longer serve as an effective ‗offshore 
balancer‘ to Russia.  
More recently, president Putin has also indicated the Kremlin‘s preference for 
an overarching agreement, a "peace treaty" that will formalise the outlook of 
the world after the Cold War. "The Cold War is over. But it did not end with 
peace. [Nor with] a transparent and clear agreement on new rules and 
standards", he stated in a speech delivered on the 24th of October 2014 (Sputnik 
News 24 October 2014). 
However, a comparison between Russian rhetoric and its actions in Ukraine is 
far from reassuring. It's hard to imagine compatibility between brutal, 
militarily-backed realpolitik, guided by the zero sum principle and "indivisible 

security". The Moscow interpretation of the term seems to be that its own 
military forces should be able to ignore such inconvenient ‗divisions‘ as legally 
recognised state borders. And it is unlikely to react in a positive manner 
should other states decide that an armed attack against Ukraine or Georgia ―is 
an armed attack against themselves‖ (draft EST text 2009).  
The truth of the matter is that, within the new ‗security architecture‘, Moscow 
wants to formalise a key role for itself, likely accompanied by the recognition 
of its own sphere of influence, comprising, if not all former Soviet states, at 
least ‗Russian-speaking‘ areas in these countries. Such objectives are hardly 
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inconspicuous (Klein 2009; De Haas and Marcel 2010) and so are their negative 
effects on the proposal's viability (Kramer and Fata 2010; Weitz 2012). 
The difficulty in both sustaining and enforcing such a settlement stems from 
the fact that there is, realistically speaking, no final settlement that would be 
acceptable by all parties. A slide one way or the other would either put an 
untimely end to Russia's regional ambitions or to the EU's Eastern policy. 
Virtually all the actors involved - the EU, NATO, US, Russia and Ukraine itself 
- are currently redefining their strategic priorities and objectives. The EU's 
Eastern Partnership has been a positive initiative, which generated tangible 
results, but it is not enough. It does not have an end state (and cannot be 
considered an end in itself) largely because the EU as a whole has not decided 
what it really wants to achieve in its Eastern Neighbourhood. The new Junker 
Commission has unambiguously stated that no new members will join the 
Union in the following five years and this reflects the mood of most current 
Member States. But enlargement has been the EU's most successful policy and 
‗slamming the door‘ in the face of European states willing and able to fulfil all 
criteria would be not just an admission of failure, but a blow to the very 
founding principles of the Union. However, it is unlikely - given the current 
internal issues the EU struggles with, as well as the broad palette of external 
challenges - that the issue of enlargement will be settled, one way or the other, 
in the near future. Though, it is imperative to keep the option on the table, 
even if it's a long-term one. Equally clear is the fact that the EU must maintain 
a working relationship with Russia.  
This will be difficult, chiefly because Russia itself is struggling to come to 
terms with its place in the world. In fact, a large portion of the blame for the 
Ukrainian crisis can be attributed to Moscow's inability to generate a viable 
integration project for its region of interest. It has utterly failed to match the 
EU's power of attraction and, in fact, still struggles with the concept of ‗soft 
power‘. Its only means of projecting power are the traditional ones (military 
intervention, supporting affiliated regimes via direct and indirect subsidies), 
but those can go only so far in today's world. Its nationalistic streak has done 
much to alienate other post-Soviet states and its Customs Union / Eurasian 
Economic Union integration project seems clumsily handled. Recent 
statements - like the one made on August 29th by president Putin with regard 
to Kazakhstan‘s lack of statehood tradition (immediately followed by a 
suggestion that it is to the Kazakh people's advantage to "remain in the greater 
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Russian world" – see Radio Free Europe 3 September 2014) - have only 
contributed to alienating neighbours. As a metaphorical synthesis of Russian 
efforts and real effects, it seems Moscow has aimed to be the Third Rome, but 
appears more and more like the Second Babylon.  
As for the US, it is still considering its role in Europe and redefining its post-
Cold War relation with Russia (Jensen 2009; Stent 2014). For some 
policymakers, the ‗pivot to Asia‘ is the future and the US should focus on real 
strategic competitors (i.e. China). They relegate the Ukrainian crisis to a 
regional problem, ranking somewhat below the self-proclaimed ‗Islamic State‘ 
and are happy to pass on as much responsibility as possible to Europeans. For 
others, the US never left Europe, nor should they contemplate the option. 
Indeed, one can argue that NATO has been reinvigorated by the Ukrainian 
crisis and has reacted adequately to reassure its members and reinforce the 
security of its Eastern flank. It remains clear that NATO and the Transatlantic 
alliance remain relevant and that most European states view them as 
cornerstones of European security. 
 
 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
 
As is quite often the case, the ‗bridge‘ solution is one that looks good on paper, 
but would struggle to survive contact with reality. Neither enforceability nor 
sustainability of such a deal could be maintained at the necessary levels, a 
result that can be attributed to a broad range of factors.  
Some of these pertain to the current global and regional context. A ‗Finland‘ 
option is derived from the history of the Cold War, a time when the ‗balance of 
terror‘ ensured unprecedented stability in Europe, with static lines of contact 
and rigorously respected rules. Today‘s permanently shifting landscape makes 
a similar balance nearly impossible to maintain. On a macro level, 
globalisation and technological advances multiply the possibilities of 
interaction and influence. ‗Offshore balancers‘ like the US or China can be 
more easily brought into play. On the regional level, the equation is far more 
complicated and conflictual in 2014 Eastern Europe than in Cold War 
Scandinavia. The specific conditions for a ‗Finland scenario‘ are not met. An 
essential aspect is that any solution for the Ukrainian case would impact, one 
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way or the other, the Republic of Moldova, Georgia and, quite likely, Belarus 
and the Central Asian states as well.  
Other factors are associated with intra-state dynamics. On a general level, 
social and technological advances mean that populations are more mobile, 
more informed and have higher expectations. The likelihood of quick and 
decisive socio-political changes is exponentially greater.  
As previously shown, the question of national identity plays a central role in 
this case. Moscow‘s military action has galvanised a sense of separate, non-
Russian identity in much of the Ukrainian population, particularly among the 
younger generations. This identity is increasingly associated with an aspiration 
towards a ‗European‘ (i.e. Western) model of society. Consequently, a new 
pro-European political elite has coalesced in Kiev, with a level of ambition to 
match. Many of the old political figures have been swept away, including 
almost all openly pro-Russian politicians. It will take some time for Russia to 
rebuild its political network in Ukraine and it will never approach its old level 
of influence as long as Crimea and the Eastern regions are removed from the 
political mainstream.  
The occupation of Crimea, the military intervention, the subsequent 
international sanctions, all have created a significant financial liability for the 
Federation‘s budget, adding to the already wide economic gap between Russia 
and the EU. Moscow‘s attempts to reorient east, towards China, have resulted 
in a set of deals which, while heralded as political triumphs, appear rather to 
push Russia towards a losing economic model – supplier of energy and raw 
materials for its neighbouring state. In seeking to become a hegemon in 
Eastern Europe, Moscow may have inadvertently set itself on the path of 
becoming Beijing‘s junior partner in Asia.  
This would be a deadly blow to the authoritarian, ‗neo-imperial‘ and 
nationalistic model of society assiduously promoted by the current Russian 
leadership. In fact, in this model we find the root cause of the Ukrainian 
conflict and the main reason why a genuine ‗50/50‘ solution has little chance 
of working at this time. This main stumbling block could have been 
anticipated simply by looking at the sources for such a proposal. They are 
almost exclusively Western. And the simple reason for this is that this is not a 
solution that Russia can accept in the long term. As shown, Ukraine is part of 
the very core of Russian strategic interests and a key element in defining 
Russian identity. Doubly so if that self-assumed identity is that of a great 
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power, a regional hegemon at the very least. Without Ukraine, Vladimir Putin 
would have little to show for his empire building efforts. Belarus, a few 
increasingly reluctant Central Asian states and a few unrecognised enclaves in 
Georgia or the Republic of Moldova are simply not enough. In fact, most of 
them tend to absorb Russian resources without providing major benefits.  
At the same time, the other international actors are still struggling to define 
their own strategic interests and long term approaches to the region. A final 
settlement at this stage would impact everyone‘s calculations. It is clear that 
Ukraine is, at the moment, at the exact intersection of two major integration 
projects – the EU and a Russia-centred one. Despite their significant age 
difference, both of these projects are ‗works in progress‘ and have not yet 
defined their limits or their aspirational final stages. They also have only 
poorly-defined ideas on how to relate to each other (the ‗common economic 
space from Lisbon to Vladivostok‘ being a very distant goal right now). The 
truth of the matter is that the EU does not know yet what to do with Ukraine 
(or with the other Eastern partners). But it does make a genuine effort to assist 
them and ensure that democracy and prosperity are part of their future. The 
Union may be a ‗work in progress‘, but this has, so far, been its natural state 
and it manages to work quite well. The opportunities it offers Ukraine and its 
people vastly overshadow other options.  
Russia, on the other hand, knows quite well what it wants, but has so far been 
utterly unable to make a palatable offer. Its own Customs Union / Eurasian 
Economic Union seems like a doomed project squeezed in between 
powerhouses EU and China. Politically, many states view it as a transparent 
attempt to recreate a space of Russian hegemony, modelled on the defunct 
Soviet Union (president Putin‘s stated admiration of the USSR doesn‘t help in 
this regard).  
Ukraine can‘t remain a ‗no man‘s land‘ between these two projects and, 
unfortunately, there is little space for real neutrality and little advantage to be 
gained from it. However, the desire to end the active phase of the crisis and 
normalise, at least in part, relations with Russia, make it likely that some sort 
of deal will be made. It may even look, on the surface, like the aforementioned 
‗bridge‘ solution. But it is exceedingly unlikely that any party, least of all 
Russia, would view it as a final settlement.  
A ‗grand bargain‘, defining Russia‘s relations to the West once and for all is 
also unlikely. Without satisfactory resolutions in key cases (chief among these 
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Ukraine, but also the Transdniestrian issue, Georgia and others), an 
overarching agreement is impossible.  
A more probable outcome for the near future would be a policy of ‗complex 
containment‘. This could be aptly described as ‗cooperation at arm‘s length‘. 
Both the EU and NATO have acknowledged that Russia can no longer be 
considered a genuine partner. The fact is, Moscow has positioned itself as, not 
just a competitor, but an outright adversary of the West. Its revisionist stance 
and attempts to undermine the current international system are dangerous 
and should not be downplayed. There are two particularly undesirable end 
results which the West must be careful to avoid. The first is appeasement – 
trying to remodel the European security architecture according to Russia‘s 
wishes would alienate virtually all Eastern member states, discredit the EU 
and destroy its Neighbourhood Policy, weaken international norms and, most 
of all, validate Russia‘s actions as a model of success. The second is alienation – 
completely rejecting any and all Russian concerns and pushing it into a cycle 
of adversity with the West. 
‗Complex containment‘ is based on the fact that the current tensions are 
temporary and are largely based on the outlook of Russian leadership at the 
moment and how it chooses to frame the country‘s options and concerns. 
Some of its actions, in particular those designed to pressure the EU‘s Eastern 
partners, must be contained and mitigated. NATO must adjust to the new 
threat environment and reinforce its Eastern flank. No Russian action must be 
without an adequate response and the West must clearly underline the limits. 
But dialogue must continue and so must economic and political interaction, to 
the highest extent possible. ‗Complex containment‘ will not be a permanent 
situation, but only a temporary point of balance, highly dependent on political 
evolutions, especially those within Russia. The final goal should be an honest 
partnership, based on respect for both the principles of international law and 
the sovereign choices of all states. It is doubtful that any of them will want to 
live under a bridge.  
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Abstract 
This paper is focused on the relationship between the Republic of Moldova 
and the European Union. In a regional climate marked by the crisis in Ukraine, 
Moldova is an interesting case. It is arguably the most committed country in 
the Eastern Partnership to a stronger relationship with the EU. It is also the 
country that registered most progress in adopting EU policies. And, most of 
all, it seems the most likely country to challenge the ―everything but 
institutions‖ principle that has shunned away any hope of EU membership for 
countries in the European Neighbourhood Policy. The paper will try to outline 
how the relationship between the Republic of Moldova and the EU has 
evolved, how the two sides perceive each other, what is the current status and 
what are the perspectives, while also pointing out to the regional and even 
international significance of this relationship. 
 
Keywords 
Association Agreement, Eastern Partnership, European Neighbourhood 
Policy, Republic of Moldova  
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1. INTRODUCTION  
 
In international affairs, there are very few, if any, crises that begin and are 
treated right from the start as global issues. Even issues which are clearly 
transnational, such as global warming, are perceived differently in several 
parts of the world. Most start off as regional problems (such as conflicts 
between two or several states) or even as internal problems (such as what 
happened during the Arab Spring) and afterwards spill-over, affecting an 
increasingly wider region and ultimately some make it on the global agenda, 
depending on their intensity. Therefore, any researcher interested in 
developments on a global scale should have a good understanding on their 
regional, national or even local origin. 
In the past year, undoubtedly one of the regions that took most headlines in 
the area of international affairs was Eastern Europe. Starting with Ukraine‘s 
refusal to sign a long-awaited Association Agreement with the European 
Union and continuing with massive street protests, a change in power, a 
region (Crimea) deciding to join another country via referendum, a tragic crash 
of a commercial airplane and an internal conflict between the government in 
Kiev and soldiers fighting for the independence of two Eastern regions, 
everything was presented in international media. The global consequences 
were evident from the involvement of outside actors such as the EU, NATO, 
the UN, Russia or USA to the very human side of its effects illustrated by the 
airplane crash. 
With all this happening, on several occasions the name of two other countries 
was brought up, being considered of having a rather similar situation to 
Ukraine: the Republic of Moldova and Georgia. All three countries were 
former members of the Soviet Union and all three countries signed Association 
Agreements with the EU in 2014. 
With Ukraine‘s situation being already treated in a variety of articles, this 
paper will focus on the case of the Republic of Moldova, its relationship with 
the EU (since Ukraine‘s relationship with the EU seems to be the source of the 
current crisis) and its relevance in the region in the current international 
context. 
The structure of the paper is the following. The first part will be a brief 
overview of the EU‘s Eastern neighbourhood, its importance and recent 
developments. The second part will show how the relationship between the 
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EU and Moldova has evolved over time. The third part will assess the current 
status, after the signing of the EU-Republic of Moldova Association 
Agreement, of the relationship between the parties. Finally, the last part will 
discuss the perspectives of the Republic of Moldova, of its relationship to the 
EU and why the outcome of this relationship is important for the region and 
even at a global scale. 
 
 

2. THE EU‟S EASTERN BORDER: FROM ENP TO EAP 
 
Admittedly, the European Union‘s eastern border has repeatedly moved over 
time. From the founding six countries to the current twenty-eight, borders 
have continuously changed, but for the purpose of this paper ―Eastern 
neighbourhood‖ refers to the EU‘s Eastern borders after the 2004-2007 
enlargements. Depending on which author is cited, the term can be considered 
to comprise different countries, though generally these are the Republic of 
Moldova, Ukraine, Belarus, Azerbaijan, Georgia, Armenia and Russia. All of 
them share a historical link, as they used to be part of the Soviet Union. 
From the EU‘s perspective, it was only when the 2004 and 2007 waves of 
enlargement were clearly approaching that it started paying particular 
attention to countries in the region, as Chris Patten, EU Commissioner for 
External Affairs in 2004, admitted at the time (Patten 2004, 5). 
This change in priorities was marked by the creation of the European 
Neighbourhood Policy, which was launched in 2003. It was conceived as the 
framework within which the EU would deal with its ―new neighbours‖, once 
the enlargement in 2004 would take place (though countries in North Africa 
were also included in the end). According to the Commission president, 
Romano Prodi, the policy aimed to establish ―a ‘ring of friends‘ surrounding 
the Union and its closest European neighbours, from Morocco to Russia and 
the Black Sea‖ (Prodi 2002), to share ―everything but institutions‖ with the EU 
(which translates into no clear commitment regarding possible membership 
for those countries) and to offer ―a single market, free trade, open investment 
regime, approximation of legislation, interconnection of networks‖ (Prodi 
2002). 
As Stefan Lehne explains, the idea was that ―through long-term engagement, 
the ENP would support the deep structural transformation of the EU‘s partner 
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countries, promoting democratic reforms, the rule of law, and a successful 
market economy, which could be progressively integrated in the EU‘s own 
internal market. The hope was that over time, this would result in a 
partnership with an area founded on the values of the union‖ (Lehne 2014, 5). 
In practice, this was done by agreeing on Action Plans with countries in the 
neighbourhood (Moldova signed its Action Plan in 2005) which listed reforms 
that were to be adopted, while receiving EU funding. Yearly country reports 
were afterwards issued by the Commission in order to assess the progress 
achieved (Gänzle 2009, 168). 
The ENP had its critics, with countries complaining that the EU was ―asking 
too much in terms of adjustments and reforms while offering only modest 
rewards‖ (Lehne 2014, 7).  
In 2008, a specific framework for developing relations with the EU‘s Eastern 
neighbours was set-up within the ENP: the Eastern Partnership (EaP). Besides 
calls from the new member states for an enforced partnership with the ―new 
Eastern neighbours‖, the Russo-Georgian war in 2008 also played a role in the 
EaP set-up (Shapovalova and Boonstra 2012, 59). Following an initiative by 
Poland and Sweden, the EaP was to reinforce the bilateral track of the ENP, 
especially through the possibility of negotiating Association Agreements with 
the countries and offering visa liberalisation. It also added a multilateral track, 
with high-level meetings of Heads of State (summits comprising EU Members 
and partner countries every two years) as well as thematic platforms 
(European Commission 2008, 3-4). 
Finally, in 2011 the ENP was reviewed, and a new principle was introduced, 
known as ―the more for more principle‖. This meant that countries would 
receive extra funding as a reward for their commitment on pursuing reforms 
set by EU conditionality (Lehne 2014, 5). Moldova was seen as a likely country 
to benefit from this opportunity, and it did. 
Though as it can be seen the ENP did change since its launch in 2003, its basic 
objectives stayed the same, and can be summed up in four broad goals. The 
first was fostering economic relations and sector cooperation between the EU 
and its partners, as economic relations are the basis of the whole EU and of all 
its external relations. The second was to promote internal stability in 
neighbouring countries by helping with reforms, which in turn would help 
make the whole neighbourhood safer and better governed (leading to better 
relations and less temptation for third country individuals to migrate to the 
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EU). The third was ensuring border security and managing citizen mobility, 
which meant that the EU had to secure its borders while also fostering people-
to-people contacts. And finally, though less affirmed and certainly not at an 
official level, geopolitics was involved: the EU was keen to affirm itself as a 
power in its neighbourhood, which was necessary if it ever was to be taken 
seriously as a significant global actor (for more on this issue see for example 
Bretherton and Vogler 2006). 
 
 

3. THE REPUBLIC OF MOLDOVA AND THE EUROPEAN UNION 
 
In 2004, Marius Vahl wrote that ―EU-Moldovan relations have been largely 
neglected since the disintegration of the Soviet Union, both among policy-
makers and by academics‖ (Vahl 2004, 171). This was because for a long time 
both sides had been undecided on how to treat each other. On one side, the EU 
was focused on its closer neighbours, and only after the 2007 enlargement did 
Moldova reach its borders. On the other side, there was continued political 
uncertainty in Moldova regarding the country‘s orientation in international 
affairs.  
As other countries which were part of the USSR, Moldova signed a 
Partnership and Cooperation Agreement with the EU in 1994, a document 
focused mostly on trade matters, which entered into force in 1998. Towards the 
end of this decade, the Moldovan authorities tried to take cooperation with the 
EU a step further, asking to start negotiations on an Association Agreement, 
similar to the ones negotiated with Romania or Bulgaria, something that the 
EU didn‘t seem willing to contemplate (Vahl 2004, 175).  
In 2001, the Communist party came to power and the international political 
orientation of the country began to change, focusing on closer ties with Russia. 
Still, this did not last, with President Vladimir Voronin becoming rapidly 
disenchanted with the way relations with Russia were evolving and with no 
visible solution to the Transnistrian conflict in sight once the Kozak 
memorandum was rejected (which was supposed to give extended rights to 
the region) (BBC News 2007). This led to a change in the Communist party‘s 
priorities, which at this point started to also support the goal of EU integration. 
As one author argued, ―this ‗overnight‘ change of direction turned Moldovan 
foreign policy 180 degrees from East to West‖ (Shapovalova and Boonstra 
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2012, 60). It might be interesting to mention at this point that in 2014 the 
Communist party seems to have another change of direction of its own, now 
supporting again closer relations with Russia (as an example it protested 
against Moldova initialling the Association Agreement with the EU in 2013) 
(România Liberă 2014). 
In 2005, four years after the Communist party came to power, a political 
agreement was reached with all parties signing a political declaration 
supporting the country‘s path towards European integration (Korosteleva 
2012, 107). 
EU-Moldova cooperation thus gained a new impetus. In 2005, an Action Plan 
in the framework of the newly created European Neighbourhood Policy was 
agreed, the Moldovan Delegation to the EU was set up in Brussels while the 
EU Delegation to Moldova also opened in Chișinău, alongside the 
appointment of an EU Special Representative for Moldova (Korosteleva 2012, 
107).  Moreover, the EU also joined in the newly created ―Five-plus-two‖ 
format of negotiations for solving the Transnistria conflict, while also 
launching the EU Border Assistance Mission (EUBAM) to Moldova and 
Ukraine. 
The next defining moment in EU-Moldova relations was the year 2009. In 
Moldova, that year marked a change in power. The Communist party was 
declared winner following legislative elections in April. However, this was 
immediately followed by street protests, with people calling the elections 
―fraudulent‖ and demanding a recount of the votes (Shapovalova and 
Boonstra 2012, 61). The civil unrest became known as the ―Twitter revolution‖. 
In the end, new elections were organized in July and the opposition gained 
majority, creating the Alliance for European Integration (AEI), which had „as 
its main objective the implementation of all reforms necessary for Moldova to 
join the EU‖ (Danii and Mascauteanu 2011, 102). 
The year 2009 was also important for the EU: at that time the Eastern 
Partnership was officially launched, and was intended to foster ―a more 
ambitious partnership‖ (European Commission 2008, 2) between the EU and 
its East European partners (Belarus, Ukraine, Moldova, Georgia, Armenia and 
Azerbaijan). 
This context gave the new ruling coalition in Moldova the framework in which 
to pursue the desire for rapprochement with the EU: negotiations on an 
Association Agreement (AA, which included a ―Deep and Comprehensive 
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Free Trade Area‖, answering calls made a decade earlier) were launched in 
2010 and an Action Plan for visa liberalisation was set up in 2011 (Shapovalova 
and Boonstra 2012, 64), listing the reforms necessary before abolition of the 
visa regime. 
Negotiations on the AA and on visas progressed rapidly as they were high on 
the domestic political agenda of the ruling coalition in Moldova. Despite 
internal political turmoil at the beginning of 2013 which made some observers 
wary of the country‘s ability to deliver on its commitments (Rinnert 2014, 1), 
negotiations on the AA (including the DCFTA) were concluded in June 2013 
(Rinnert 2014, 3), the agreement was initialled at the Vilnius summit in 
November 2013 and signed in June 2014 (Deutsche Welle 2014). Also, the 
European Commission officially announced that Moldova fulfilled all the 
criteria set up in the Visa Liberalisation Action Plan and, following its 
recommendation, the Council and the European Parliament agreed in April 
2014 to allow visa-free travel to the EU for Moldovans (Euractiv.com 2014). 
 
 

4. STATUS-QUO: SUCCESS OR DISAPPOINTMENT? 
 
At the moment, Moldova can be seen as a ―success story‖ for the EU and its 
Eastern Partnership framework. It is a country where the four ENP objectives 
have been largely fulfilled, and arguably the ―top of the class‖ in terms of 
comparison with the other countries in the Eastern Partnership. 
On economic and sector cooperation with the EU, the value of trade between 
Moldova and the EU has more than doubled since the launch of the ENP in 
2003 (DG Trade 2014, 4), and trade links are set to expand once the DCFTA 
will be implemented. Also, according to the official impact assessment ordered 
by the European Commission, the DCFTA is set to bring a 5.4% growth to 
Moldova‘s GDP (Ecorys and CASE 2012, B10). Moreover, sector cooperation 
has also progressed, with major steps such as the Republic of Moldova 
becoming a member of the European Energy Community (2010) (Shapovalova 
and Boonstra 2012, 64), the process towards a ―common aviation area‖ 
(European Commission 2012) and the opening of the Romania-Moldova 
natural gas pipeline (Agerpres 2014). 
On internal stability and reforms, the European Integration Index for Eastern 
Partnership Countries (EaP Index) 2013 (an index for countries in the EaP set 
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up by civil society), Moldova was the best performer in the region by far on 
deep and sustainable democracy approximation, scoring at 0.75 (1 being 
maximum) (Kvashuk, Solonenko and Ursu 2013, 63-64). It is also the country 
which received the most funding under the ―more for more‖ principle due to 
its progress with reforms (EuropeAid 2014).  
Regarding border security and citizen mobility, Moldova was the first country 
in the ENP to fulfil all the benchmarks set by the EU and to achieve visa 
liberalisation, completing the process. It has also taken advantage of all 
mobility opportunities set up by the EU, leading some observers to state that, 
out of the EaP countries, ―Moldova is the best at using the opportunities for 
mobility to the EU and ranks highest in people-to-people contracts‖ (Kvashuk, 
Solonenko and Ursu 2013, 85). Also, on border security, the European Union 
was active through the EU Border Assistance Mission (EUBAM) and generally 
successful (European Commission & High Representative of the European 
Union for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy 2014, 9). 
In terms of geopolitics, the EU has played an increasing role in the country 
(visible through the reforms implemented), with the ruling political coalition 
being clearly EU-oriented. Moreover, the EU has an increasing influence in 
dealing with the Transnistria ―frozen conflict‖, as the break-away region is 
now faced with the choice between signing the Association Agreement 
alongside authorities in Chișinău or refusing it, which would lead to the 
interruption of almost all exports to the EU. Currently, Transnistrian exports to 
the EU make up about half of all the exports from the region (Popescu and 
Litra 2014, 8). 
All of this appears to make Moldova the ―success story‖ of the Eastern 
Partnership, although reforms in several areas are still necessary (such as in 
the area of fight against corruption, justice reform, as well as economic sector 
reforms and privatisations as per DCFTA commitments). Undoubtedly a part 
in this successful outcome was played by Romania, whose geographical 
proximity and especially historical ties made it Moldova‘s strongest ally and 
supporter within the EU. This continues even today, when Romanian officials 
are openly speaking about Moldova becoming a member of the EU, something 
rather taboo in other EU member states (Euractiv.com 2014). 
However, the current status of the EU-Moldova relationship might not be 
necessarily seen only as a success from Chișinău. Indeed, some analysts 
picture the current situation as more of a disappointment (Dungaciu 2013). 
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This is because, despite the signing of the Association Agreement, Moldova 
still lacks any form of official perspective of becoming a member of the 
European Union. The ―everything but institutions‖ principle set up by 
Romano Prodi for the ENP back in 2002 still holds. As a comparison, countries 
in the Western Balkans (such as Bosnia and Herzegovina for example) have a 
clear reference in their Stabilisation and Association Agreements with the EU 
to their status as ―potential candidate states‖, something that Moldova (as well 
as Georgia or Ukraine) lacks. 
 
 

4. POSSIBLE DEVELOPMENTS 
 
So what next for Moldova? Authorities seem keen to speak about the steps 
towards becoming EU members, even putting forward the year 2019 as 
possible year of accession to the EU (New Europe Online 2014), though the 
first and most important step would be to at least be recognized as a potential 
candidate. Becoming an official candidate and beginning negotiations would 
come much later. Even without a formal ―potential candidate status‖ as all 
Western Balkan countries received back in 2000 (only Kosovo and Bosnia and 
Herzegovina are still at this stage, while other countries have moved on to 
―candidate status‖ – like Albania, or even began negotiations – like Serbia, 
with Croatia being the only Western Balkan country to date having joined the 
EU), the Republic of Moldova could still submit a formal bid for membership 
(as it fulfils the essential criteria mentioned in the EU Treaties). According to 
procedure, this is followed by an assessment from the Commission and a 
decision by the Council, which grants (or not) the ―candidate status‖ to the 
country (though one could mention that this status does not imply much 
progress in itself, as Turkey for example has been recognized as a candidate 
country since 1999). Still, citing Moldova‘s current positive track record on 
implementing EU reforms and its ―success story‖ status, one could wonder if 
the EU would be able to officially reject an official bid – though a 
postponement of the process citing the Transnistria issue is certainly not out of 
the question. 
With this in mind, this paper advances two possible scenarios regarding 
Moldova‘s status in the near future: a strongly ―pro-Western‖ scenario, or a 
―membership-lite‖ status. 
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The first scenario would mean that a strong pro-EU coalition would be formed 
after the November elections, with the government continuing to actively 
pursue engagement with the European Union. This would now mean 
implementing the Association Agreement in its provisional form (until all EU 
Member States have ratified it, which is needed for it to officially enter into 
force), strengthening efforts towards obtaining an official recognition of a 
―membership perspective‖ (with the first important event being the Riga 
summit in 2015), and even submitting an official membership application as 
soon as 2015 (current PM Iurie Leancă even stated this as an objective for 2015) 
(Euronews 2014). The problem with this scenario is that actively pursuing EU 
integration might trigger problems from both a geopolitical point of view 
(Russia already showed in Ukraine or Armenia that is not happy with former 
Soviet states getting closer to the EU) and from an internal point of view, with 
only 44% of the population being in favour of joining the EU according to a 
recent poll (CIVIS 2014).  
As well, one could hardly see how the EU might accept the prospect of the 
Republic of Moldova becoming a member as long as the Transnistria issue is 
not solved and since EU officials openly speak about not wishing to repeat the 
Cyprus scenario. And, with an openly pro-EU Moldova, it is hard to see how 
Russia, with visible high stakes and influences in Transnistria, might work on 
finding a solution for the conflict, which could in turn lead to an in-or-out 
decision, with Moldova only being able to join the EU if it decides on an 
official break-up with Transnistria. Also, besides Transnistria, another possible 
territorial issue might be Gagauzia, a region which held a local referendum 
this year calling for integration within the Eurasian Customs Union instead of 
the European Union (Chiochina and Grosser 2014). 
The second scenario, which seems more likely at this stage, is of a 
―membership-lite‖ status. Academics specialised on the European Union have 
repeatedly spoken about the trend of increasing differentiation within the EU 
(with only some countries joining on several EU projects – Schengen and the 
Eurozone are the most visible, but more and more situations, such as the 
enhanced cooperation procedure under the Lisbon Treaty are appearing). This 
means that, as being a member of the EU becomes more and more vague, this 
could also help non-members to participate in more and more EU projects and 
policies. The Association Agreement with Moldova has already been described 
as going further than any other such agreements signed by the EU in the past, 
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being comparable in terms of compliance with the EU acquis with the 

European Economic Area, where states that are not EU members have to fully 
comply with EU legislation (Emerson 2014, 22). 
Therefore, as the ENP has indeed been described as ―enlargement lite‖ (Lehne 
2014, 4), it is only foreseeable that Moldova might enjoy something that some 
authors already named ―membership-lite‖ (Raik and Tamminen 2014, 57), 
which means continuing on deepening cooperation with the EU (such as 
working on the implementation of the AA and participating in selected 
policies) but without becoming an official Member state. This is likely, as it 
would mean that Moldova would continue to enjoy various EU benefits 
(technical assistance, more funding, market access, free movement), without 
making a complete on-off choice between East and West and without 
amplifying tensions in Transnistria or angering Russia (which would likely 
happen if Moldova was to become and EU candidate state). 
There are also two further scenarios that can be imagined, though both seem 
unlikely at this stage. One would be another ―180 degrees turn‖, this time from 
West to East, with the country joining the Eurasian Economic Union, which is 
currently only a Customs Union comprising Russia, Kazakhstan and Belarus 
(The Economist 2014), instead of the European Union. This is seen as the 
possible scenario if the Communist Party comes to power following the next 
elections. But, having in memory the 2009 Twitter revolution, it is unlikely that 
that the majority of the population would agree to such a dramatic turn of 
allegiance in foreign policy. According to a recent poll, when asked to choose, 
29% of Moldovans said they would favour the country joining the EU, 22% 
favoured the Eurasian Union, while 33% were undecided (the rest refused to 
state a choice) (Centrul de Analize și Investigații Sociologice Politologice și 
Psihologice CIVIS 2014). 
The other scenario would be ―complete neutrality‖, a sort of ―Swiss model‖, 
with the country not joining any major economic bloc. However, since 
Moldova is indeed the poorest country in Europe, it is almost impossible to 
imagine the country could develop without outside help. Joining either the 
European Union or the Eurasian Union project proposed by Russia would give 
the country access to more resources, and it is highly doubtful that the country 
could balance on the long-run between the two blocks. 
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5. CONCLUSION 
 
This paper aimed at taking a look at the current status of the Republic of 
Moldova as a country situated right between two sides in a very tense 
relationship at the moment (the EU and Russia), in a situation similar to 
Ukraine‘s. It is a country that has an openly pro-EU governing coalition, but 
with also a powerful Communist (and generally pro-Russian) opposition 
party. It has recently signed a far-reaching Association Agreement with the EU 
but its future relationships with the bloc as well as with Russia are uncertain. 
The scenarios mentioned in the paper tried to give a glimpse to how the 
situation might develop.  
Why is Moldova important seen from a global perspective? As the last year 
has shown, events in Eastern Europe have a global impact. The situation in 
Ukraine has ended up involving major actors at a global scale, including 
Russia and the US, the EU, NATO and the UN. It is seen as a proxy Cold War-
style conflict between the West and the East. Moldova is, in some terms, 
similar. It is a country that (currently) appears to choose ―the West‖, with 
officials openly speaking about EU integration, but in which Russia holds 
significant leverage (in terms of Russians living in the country, influence in 
Transnistria, gas supplies and access to its own market for the Moldovan 
population). So the way the situation will develop in Moldova is significant 
not only for the country, but for its neighbours, for the region, and, in the end, 
for the world.  
One should only think about what global consequences EU membership for 
Moldova would have: it would mean another enlargement for the world‘s 
most powerful economic bloc. It would mean that some sort of solution (even 
break-up) would be found for the frozen conflict in Transnistria. This in turn 
would have effects on other similar regions (Georgia, Armenia, even Ukraine). 
It would probably lead to further retaliation from Russia (such as trade 
embargoes). This might also lead to an US response. In the current tense nature 
of the relations between the North-Atlantic community and Russia, Moldova is 
right between the two sides and that is why developments in the country are 
important for the region and for the world. 
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Abstract 
This paper analyzes the future of the EU-Russia strategic partnership in order 
to observe that it is still viable for dealing with the actual regional and global 
challenges. The recent events in Ukraine have revealed the asymmetries 
between the two global players and an antagonism regarding the approaches 
to key political agendas as security, democracy or energy. In this context, the 
European Union‘s relation with Russia seems to have reached a defining 
moment, both of them considering the policies of the other part as threatening 
its own political and economic interests. As this situation is unlikely to change 
in the foreseeable future, it is hard to affirm that the official partnership 
existing between European Union and Russia is also a de facto partnership.  

Moreover, this paper suggests that the European Union and Russia would 
further compete for influencing the common neighbourhood, competition that 
would decline their strategic partnership and would cause a gap in their 
relation. Even if is undeniable that Russia will remain a strategic player at the 
international level, in the current environment, the option of competition 
between EU and Russia seems to be the most viable for both players, fact that 
indicates the inoperability of their strategic partnership.  
However, the end of this paper provides an overview of the possible evolution 
of EU-Russia relationship in the future, stating that the interdependence 
existing between them would avoid a direct confrontation. 
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1. SETTING THE THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK FOR EU-RUSSIA 
STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP: COMPLEX INTERDEPENDENCE  
 
Nowadays, we are living in a globalized world, which is defined as networks 
of interdependence at worldwide distance. The direct implication of 
globalization does not affect only the economy; the environmental, military, 
social and political interdependence have also increased as a direct effect of 
these phenomena (Nye 2004, 201). 
In this chapter we wish to explain the existent partnership between the 
European Union and Russia, out of Nye and Keohane‘s perspective on 
complex interdependence. We have chosen this theory because it allows us to 
have a better understanding of the still existing partnership between these two 
major players at the regional level, in spite of Russia‘s latest actions, which 
may be considered now a revisionist power through its actions in the close 
proximity, contrary to every democratic principle that EU tries to promote in 
its partnerships. 
The defining word of EU-Russia‘s relation is interdependence, as it was 
described by the two authors mentioned above, meaning a situation of 
reciprocal effects or mutual dependence. It is important to mention that the 
reciprocal effects are rarely equal on all parties and degrees of dependence are 
almost always uneven, thus it can become a source of power. The authors 
consider that these aspects are neither good nor bad, but they are a source of 
conflict or cooperation (Keohane and Nye 2001, 191-192). 
To a better understanding of interdependence, it is important to underline its 
two major aspects: sensitivity and vulnerability. By sensitivity, J. Nye refer in its 
book ‘Power in the global information age. From Realism to Globalization‘ to 
the ―liability to costly effects imposed from outside in a given situation‖. 
‖Vulnerability means continued liability to costly effects imposed from outside 
even after efforts have been made to alter or escape the situation. Vulnerability 
is determined by whether we have reasonable alternatives, but is a matter of 
degree and varies with the costs and time developing alternatives‖. Another 
important characteristic of the new interdependence is that they often 
undermine the traditional distinction between domestic and foreign policy 
(Nye 2004, 157). 
As we mentioned above, we have decided to analyze the EU-Russia 
partnership through the framework offered by Joseph Nye and Robert 
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Keohane‘s complex interdependence. This concept that was conceived as a 
critic to realism, describes a globalized world dominated by three 
characteristics: multiple channels between societies, with multiple actors, not 
just states; the existence of multiple issues on the agenda which are not 
arranged in any stable hierarchy; and the irrelevance of the threat or use of 
force among states linked by a complex interdependence.  
The first characteristic, multiple channels between societies can be summarized as 
interstate, trans-governmental (between bureaucracies) and transnational 
relations (NGOs, multinational firms that can affect both domestic and 
interstate relations). The authors consider that these actors act ―as transmission 
belts, making government policies in different countries more sensitive to each 
other‖. Contact between governmental bureaucracies may not only alter their 
perspective but lead to trans-governmental coalitions on particular issues. The 
authors identify that the existence of a trans-governmental policy network 
leads to a different interpretation of state interest. The ambiguity of national 
interest raises serious problems for the top political leaders of government, 
because national interest will be defined differently on different issues at 
different times and by different governmental units. To sum up, it‘s important 
to underline that through this theory of complex interdependence, the authors 
are trying to relax two main realist premises: the unicity and the unitary 
character of the states (Keohane and Nye 2001, 30). 

―Absence of hierarchy among issues means that military security does not 

consistently dominate the foreign affairs agenda and the line between 
domestic and foreign issues is blurred‖. In the world of complex 
interdependence, a variety of state goals must be pursued and due to the 
absence of a stable hierarchy, they will vary by issue and so will the 
distribution of power and the political process. This process transforms power 
resources into power as control of the outcomes. Dominant states may try to 
secure much of the results by using economic power to effect results on other 
issues but in complex interdependence, economic objectives have political 
implications and economic linkage, so the strong state is limited by domestic, 
transnational and trans-governmental actors. Under the effects of complex 
interdependence we can expect the agenda to be affected by the international 
and domestic problems created by the economic growth and increasing 
sensitivity interdependence (Keohane and Nye 2001, 28). 
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The last characteristic, the minor role of military force, refers to the idea that 

―military force is not used by governments toward other governments within 
the region or on the issues when complex interdependence prevails. The 
effects of military force are both costly and uncertain‖ (Keohane and Nye 2001, 
29). This characteristic leads us to expect that states will rely more on other 
instruments in order to wield power. Following this matrix, less vulnerable 
states will try to use asymmetrical interdependence in particular groups of 
issues as a source of power and will try to use international organizations and 
transnational actors and flows. The authors underline that ―mutual awareness 
of potential gains and losses and the danger of worsening each actor‘s position 
through overly rigorous struggle over the distribution of the gains can limit 
the use of asymmetrical interdependence‖ (Keohane and Nye 2001, 27). 
The authors believed that the world would be different because the politics of 
complex interdependence would be one in which levels of economic, 
environmental and social globalism are high and military globalism is low 
(Keohane and Nye 2001, 197). It is important to mention that the authors 
believed that military deterrence is likely to remain a central concern to our 
foreign policy well into the future, but it has become difficult to apply to many 
of the new interdependence issues on the agenda, especially for the military 
states. In other words, we are living in a century in which we are dealing with 
an erosion of the power to control the outcomes in the international system as 
a whole, due to its complexity (more issues, more actors, less hierarchy), so it 
becomes unlikely to choose military action so easily as it was a century ago 
(Keohane and Nye 2001, 197). 
The last aspect we want to underline in this theoretical chapter is the 
significant role of international organizations under the complex 
interdependence. In this world of multiple issues imperfectly linked, in which 
coalition are formed trans-nationally and trans-governmentally, the potential 
role of international organizations in political bargaining greatly increased. 
Moreover, they help in setting the international agenda and act as catalysts for 
coalition-formation and arenas for political initiatives and linkage by weak 
states (Keohane and Nye 2001, 159-160). 
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2. THE HISTORY OF EU- RUSSIA RELATIONSHIP  
2.1. Legal basis for cooperation 
 
Over time, even if Russia and EU has identified several common objectives in 
the fields of energy, freedom, security and justice, external security, research 
and education, they are ―too different to become genuine partners‖ (Barysch 
2004, 61): Russia is a sovereign state meanwhile EU is a `sui generis` 
organization, being, on one hand, an international organization and on the 
other hand a supranational institution (Ungureanu 2012, 15). 
The relationship between them is a dynamic one, experiencing over time a 
significant number of ups and downs. This year, 2014, ushered in a new phase 
in their dialogue. The events in Ukraine revealed that the strategic partnership 
agreed by the two actors is profoundly challenged. This chapter will present 
the stages in EU-Russia relationship, focusing on the official claim that states 
they are strategic partners, having a relation focused on broader ends than a 
bilateral one, especially on issues concerning regional or global aspects. 
Moreover, in the literature their strategic partnership is described as `pivotal` 
because ―they can tip the international balance to the benefit or to the 
detriment of the EU [or Russia] depending on how we approach them‖ 
(Renard 2010, 3-4) 
After the collapse of the URSS in 1991, ―the framework of EU-Russia relations 
(… ) has been dominated by geostrategic changes in their relative power‖ 
(Hughes, 2006, 1), they becoming geographically, over time, more and more 
close due to EU enlargement. Initially, the both parties showed interest in 
developing a strategic partnership, a first step in their cooperation being the 
entering in force of the Partnership and Cooperation Agreement in 1997 
(Agreement on partnership and cooperation, 1997). Built on the principles of 
democratic rules and fundamental freedoms, as well as the commitment to 
promote the peace and security at the international level, it provided the legal 
basis for strengthening the political, economic and socio-cultural ties 
(European Commission 2007, 4). In the early 2000s, the evolution of the EU-
Russia relation has been a positive one, the Summit in Paris acknowledging 
the idea of a strategic partnership between them (Tăbârță and Berbeca 2009, 
16). Even if this approach appeared to be an important step in the 
development of a coherent and cooperative dialogue, the decision of Brussels 
to use the Western European Union as headquarter for the EU military 
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capabilities has disappointed Russia because it was a structure closely related 
to NATO. In this context, to which we add the previous critics about the 
Chechen wars, a new impetus was needed to revive the bilateral cooperation. 
In the Summit in Sankt Petersburg in 2003, Russia and EU have defined a 
common strategic principal aim of their partnership, establishing the Four 
Common Spaces concept that was launched two years later in Moscow. These 
four spheres included the cooperation in economic, freedom, security and 
justice, external security and research and education fields (European 
Commission 2007, 6). Under this framework of dialogue and cooperation, in 
2008 the two parties started to negotiate a new Agreement, for strengthening 
the previous commitments assumed and in 2010, at the Rostov Summit, they 
have established the Partnership for Modernization, covering a wide range of 
issues, from economic modernization to civil society projects and the 
functioning of the judicial systems. At the moment, the EU-Russia relationship 
is under a negative change process, a trade and investment ban being in force 
as a consequence of Crimea crisis (European Union External Action, n.d.). 
 
2.2. Oscillation in EU-Russia Relationship  
 
Started with the Partnership and Cooperation Agreement, the relation between 
EU and Russia was marked over time by events and processes that show more 
a conflictual relation than a cooperative one.  
In the years that followed the collapse of communism, the two actors have 
intensified their dialogue and tried to develop instruments governing their 
interactions. In this first phase of their cooperation both parties have 
emphasized on the idea of a strategic partnership, their relation being a 
cooperative one. Agreements as PCA, the Common Strategy or the Four 
Common Spaces were meant to improve the coordination of their policies 
(Hughes 2006, 2). In the early 2000, even if the strategic partnership was 
established at the theoretical level, EU and Russia have perceived its meaning 
in different ways. Russia considered that the strategic partners cooperate at the 
international level when they have similar purposes, without affecting each 
other's interests, approach that avoided the common values principle, 
fundamental for the EU. In this context, the EU, in the name of the democratic 
values that were the base of its development, prioritizes them in the relation of 
Russia, considering that Russia has to ―play by its rules‖; on the other hand, 
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for Russia, ―the EU‘s approach is to intrusive‖, its aim being to become again a 
strong player, internally and externally (Barysch 2004, 60). 
Once with the enlargements in 1995 and 2004, the EU and Russia have literally 
become neighbours, but this event also has had a negative impact, Poland and 
the Baltic States traditionally manifesting a critic position towards Moscow 
(Samokhvalov V. 2007. Relations in the Russia-Ukraine-EU triangle: „zero-sum 
game‖ or not? European Union Institute for Security Studies, p. 11 apud Tăbârță 
and Berbeca 2009, 17), due to their socialist past.  
In this light, the `first blow` (Delcour and Kostanyan 2014, 2) was represented 
by the creation of the European Neighbourhood Policy in 2004, ―intended to 
contribute to a continuous modernization of neighbouring partner states‖ 
(Mocanu 2013, 38), harsh criticized by Russia due to its conditionally 
provisions. All this was amplified by the Orange Revolution in Ukraine, an 
example that underlined the divergent vision of EU and Russia regarding the 
European security (Tăbârță and Berbeca 2009, 17). But the event that has 
outlined the conflictual relation between them was the launching of the 
Eastern Partnership, because ―for Russia, converging with the acquis also 

means a shift away from what ties these countries [Armenia, Azerbaijan, 
Belarus, Georgia, Moldova and Ukraine] have with Moscow‖ (Delcour and 
Kostanyan 2014, 3). In contrast, in Brussels, the Eastern Partnership is seen as a 
tool to bring closer these countries to the European democratic values (Eastern 
Partnership Community 2014). Besides the different approaches related to EaP, 
Russia being an active `saboteur` (Delcour and Kostanyan 2014, 3) in the 
region, meanwhile EU attempted to de-escalated the tensions with the Eastern 
partners, especially after Vilnius Summit in 2013 (Havlik 2014, 23), the frozen 
conflicts existing in the common neighbourhood represent another points of 
divergence. Last but not least, the energetic issues are a very intense subject on 
their agenda, the gas being an instrument used by Russia to maintain its 
influence in the Eastern Europe region, due to the fact that Russia is the main 
energy supplier for the EU. The current phase of the EU-Russia relations are 
marked by a conflictual situation, Federica Mogherini, the new EU High 
Representative, stated that the EU and Russia are not strategic partners 
anymore due to the situation in Ukraine (EurActiv 2014). Shortly, the actual 
situation shows a conflictual situation between the two actors, they failing to 
make progress in implementing the provisions of the Partnership for 
Modernization, which stated that both partners are committed to work 
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together in order to handle the common challenges, on the basis of democracy 
and of rule of law (Delegation of the European Union to Russia, n.d.). 
 
 

3. EU-RUSSIA RELATIONSHIP: A MODEL OF COMPLEX 
INTERDEPENDENCE  
 
The aim of this chapter is to analyze the so called `strategic partnership` 
between European Union and Russia through the lens of a liberalist approach - 
the complex interdependence theory. In order to fulfil our purpose, we will 
apply all the characteristics identified in the first chapter and see if we are in 
fact facing a complex interdependence in this case. 
Interdependence exists at both economic and political level between these two 
major regional players. Economically because Russia needs EU‘s exports and 
EU needs Russia energy, and politically because in order to achieve stability in 
the common neighbourhood, EU needs Russia‘s help and at the same time 
Russia needs to avoid isolation.  
Moreover, the interdependence between EU and Russia is obvious in the 
energy area. Here is important to highlight that EU is unable to provide 
enough energy from its own sources and that the member states have to 
import oil gas from other sources in the context that most of the supplies come 
from Russia (almost 54% of the necessary supply). In this case the Union 
appears to be extremely vulnerable and dependable and has undertaken a series 

of well calculated alternatives in order to reduce its energetic dependence on 
Russia such as: importing gas from the Middle East or Caspian Sea (solution 
viable only after 2019), the Europe 2020 Strategy, liquefied natural gas, 
importing energy from the US or reducing consumption. As we can see, there 
are some alternatives to Russian gas, but in order to make them possible, the 
EU needs time and financial resources (Eurostat 2012, 29). 
It is important to mention that, even though Russia uses the advantage of the 
energy card as leverage for influence, the EU-Russia relation has a major 
importance for both players, in fact we could say that in overall terms Russia is 
more reliant on the EU than vice versa (Grigore, Corduneanu and Muschei 
2014, 44-45). Russia‘s dependence is based on the fact that energy exports are a 
major part of the country‘s economic growth and the EU continues to be the 
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dominant market for its energy exports, mainly raw materials-over 65% 
(Lenoir 2011, 18-19). 
Despite Russia‘s geostrategic advantage on energy, in terms of commercial 
trade Russia is weak. According to the European Commission, the Union‘s 
exports towards Russia consist of high technological equipments and products 
(agricultural products: food, chemicals, pharmaceutics, machinery and 
transport equipment, telecommunication and electronic data processing 
equipment automotive products and non-electrical machinery). Moreover, the 
EU is the most important investor in Russia, it has been estimated that up to 
75% of the Foreign Direct Investment stocks in the country come from the EU 
member states (European Commission official website, Trade Policy, Russia). 
In other words, a potential closure in the EU-Russia commercial ties could 
cause a severe collapse for Russia‘s economy. Following this idea, we can add 
that the diplomatic and restrictive measures that EU decided to take in order 
to `punish` Russia for its illegal annexation of Crimea came from this very 
asymmetrical dependence in terms of trade, hoping to cause a change in 
Russia‘s further actions. 
The concept of complex interdependence describes a globalized world 
dominated by three characteristics: multiple channels between societies, with 
multiple actors, not just states; the existence of multiple issues on the agenda 
which are not arranged in any hierarchy; and the irrelevance of the threat or 
use of force among states linked by a complex interdependence.  
The first characteristic - the existence of multiple channels between societies - can be 

easily identified in the very construction strategic partnership existing between 
EU and Russia. Firstly, we have the `interstate` level (presidents of European 
Council, European Commission and President of Russia), called EU-Russia 
Summit that takes place twice a year since 1997. Secondly, we have trans-
governmental relations such as: meeting between the Commission and the 

Russian Government (biennial), Permanent Partnership Council (PPC - several 
times per year) and 35 sectorial dialogues (political, human rights, visa-free 
dialogue, migration, trade and investment, intellectual property rights, 
financial and macroeconomic policy, public procurement, industrial and 
enterprise policy, regulatory, environmental, energy, agriculture, customs, 
science and technology cooperation, space cooperation, information society, 
regional policy, fisheries and health). The last aspect of this multiple channels 
refers to trans-national actors (NGOs, multinationals, etc.) and the partnership 
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has also an annual roundtable with business representatives from both sides, 
called EU-Russia Industrialists‘ Round Table (European Strategic Partnership 
Observatory 2013). 
The second characteristic of our concept talks about the existence of multiple 
issues on the agenda and no hierarchy between them. In this respect we must 
mention that the current partnership between EU and Russia encompasses 
various issues like: trade and economic cooperation, energy, climate change 
and environment, freedom, security, justice and human rights, foreign policy 
cooperation and external security, research, education and culture (European 
Commission 2007, 7-18). Also, this agenda has not military priority, so the rest 
of domains cannot be classified in a certain order.  
The last characteristic, the irrelevance of the threat or use of force linked by a 
complex interdependence, can also be discussed in this particular case. We will 
bring in discussion precisely the position of the EU towards the recent events 
that took place in Ukraine. Despite the fact that EU publicly condemned ―the 
clear violation of Ukrainian sovereignty and territorial integrity by acts of 
aggression by the Russian armed forces‖, the member states believed that ―a 
peaceful solution to the crisis should be found through negotiations between 
the Governments of Ukraine and the Russian Federation, including through 
potential multilateral mechanisms‖. In this sense, even if EU as a whole cannot 
be military threatened, the member states can easily become a target for 
Russia‘s aggressive external politics. In order to respond to this vulnerability, 
the EU developed the Common and Foreign Security Policy, using diplomatic 
and economic sanctions in Conflict Prevention and Crisis management 
(European Union External Action, Common Foreign and Security Policy, n.d.). 
To conclude, there has not been any reference to any military action and nor 
will be, due to the fact that if an EU state would be attacked, it would enter 
under the umbrella of NATO, and such a break will be devastating for both 
European and Russian economies and neither of them can afford it at this 
point.  
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4. CONCLUSION: THE FUTURE OF EU-RUSSIA RELATIONSHIP  
 
Even if the actual tensions provoked by the Ukrainian crisis suggest a very 
discouraging image for the future EU-Russia relationship, we consider that the 
dissonances on long term would not be so huge. Both of them would pay 
attention to the degree of competitiveness because a cooperation frozen would 
be a lose-lose situation for both. 
In this context, it could be observed that both Russia and EU ―have their own 
interest, values and terms of references‖(Trenin, Lipman and Malashenko 
2013, 16), but the interdependence existing between them, as we could see 
above, would make Brussels and Moscow stay away from a complete 
breakdown. In this case, the energy and economic spheres would be the 
catalysts of their future framework of interactions. 
Moreover, talking about the sunset of the strategic partnership is based on the 
idea that there was one. But the analysis of the data existing in the sections 2 
and 3 reveals that the EU-Russia partnership developed in 2000s ―was 
underpinned by false premises and misperceptions‖ (Delcour and Kostanyan 
2014, 2). Instead of cooperation aimed in the agreements, the two actors have 
developed their own policies in order to achieve a greater influence in the 
common neighbourhood. EU has grown its attractiveness with its economic 
and political agenda, while Russia has ―‖systematically used these ties [with 
the post-soviet countries] coercively, (…) as a mechanism to block further 
progress in the integration process with the European Union‖ (Delcour and 
Kostanyan 2014, 4). Also, the limit of the strategic partnership is underlined by 
their asymmetrical relation that is ―a considerable obstacle to the emergence of 
a strategic partnership‖ (Vahl 2001, 4).  
Taking into consideration the differences between EU and Russia in terms of 
economic, geopolitical relevance and normative foundation, but also the 
interdependence that characterizes their relationship, we strongly agree that in 
the future the interactions between them could not be ―defined strictly and 
totally as a symbiosis or as a competition‖ (Grigore, Corduneanu and Muschei 
2014, 14). 
Firstly, we state that the main points of divergence cover the ideological issue 
and the strategies chosen by each of them to develop and influence the 
common neighbourhood. In a nutshell, integration and geopolitics different 
approaches make unlikely the option to cooperate. In this context, the EU 
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policy towards Russia, characterized in the past as a policy of integration (Vahl 
2001, 8) is still nowadays orientated through a peaceful approach, even if it 
imposed economic sanctions to Russia in the Crimea crisis. On the contrary, in 
its policy toward the EU, Russia uses the primacy of geopolitics (Vahl 2001, 
12), because it wants to become ―a new geopolitical centre‖ (Russia Direct, 
Debates 2014). 
Secondly, we strongly believe that the economic and energetic dimensions of 
their relationship are the main factors that would obstruct a future direct 
confrontation, making them not strategic partners but maybe strengthening 
their relations of cooperation. Regarding the current uncertain situation rooted 
in their rivalry integration projects amplified by the Crimea crisis, the potential 
of cooperation through a new economic agenda is huge. 
Finally, we want to underline that, in our vision, the future relationship 
between EU and Russia would maintain its specifics, being a competition at 
the ideological level and cooperation in the economic and energy fields. This 
means that, even if the EU leaders have declared the strategic partnership 
invalid, it does not have the self-sufficiency, in terms of energy, to totally 
break-down the relations with Russia. Also, even if ―over the past few months 
Russia has been creating instability in countries of the common 
neighbourhood with a view to (re)gaining long-term control over the region, 
inter alia through Eurasian integration‖ (Delcour and Kostanyan 2014, 3), its 
internal situation in the field of economic and, implicitly, the interdependence, 
would make it to analyze more carefully its way of interaction in the region.  
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Abstract 
2014 can be considered a new turning point in international relations and EU 
studies, as it was overall a very politically engaging year, both for historical 
memory and for present times. First, there was the centenary of the beginning 
of the First World War. Second, it brought a brand new institutional 
reshuffling in Brussels. Following the May parliamentary elections, the EU 
appointed its new leadership for the next 5 years. And third, there was the 
spread of violence, insecurity and political turmoil in Ukraine, Gaza and 
Iraq/Syria. In this intricate context, all eyes are again on the EU and its 
capacity to face these geopolitical challenges. One of the biggest changes 
brought by the newly announced Juncker Commission is the way it has 
restructured the foreign policy component. Before the official announcement, 
when some of the Commission plans leaked the press, many were speaking 
about the possibility for the enlargement portfolio to be completely dropped 
off. In reality it was not, but the message is still not very encouraging for the 
Western Balkans. The aim of the article is to assess the main pros and cons 
referring to a possible disengagement of EU in the already delayed 
Europeanization of the Western Balkans. The main points to be taken in 
consideration are: the reasons for EU to take such a decision based on the 
limited progress of the countries, the foreseen impact of this decision in the 
next 5 years and the risks for a re-emergence of violence and instability in the 
troubled region. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

The year 2014 has brought numerous new challenges on EU agenda, starting 
from historic anniversaries to events that have reopened frozen conflicts. But, 
what is most importantly, 2014 has brought a resurrection of the Cold War 
type of geopolitics. This year marks 100th anniversary of the beginning of the 
First World War in Sarajevo, a quarter of a century since the end of the Cold 
War and a decade since the Big Bang enlargement of the EU. Those are not just 
festive moments, but they can also provide an opportunity to rethink 
contemporary European history and ways to deal with the traces of this 
violent past in present politics. The end of summer 2014has put EU again in 
the international spotlight, with its brand new institutional reshuffling in 
Brussels. Following the May parliamentary elections, the EU appointed its new 
leadership for the next 5 years. After the latest events of this summer - the 
spread of violence, insecurity and political turmoil in Ukraine, Gaza and 
Iraq/Syria - all eyes are now again on the EU and its capacity to face these 
geopolitical challenges. The present analysis aims at reflecting at several EU 
issues at stake in 2014, and especially at their impact over the European 
regional security, the re-enactment of the East versus West divide, assessing 

mainly the ability of the EU to adapt to its troubling neighbourhood in the 
context of the new presidents of the European Commission and of the 
European Council. The article shall focus mainly on the Commission and its 
engagement with the Western Balkans through the new provisions of the 
enlargement policy. The starting point of the analysis is the fact that one of the 
biggest changes brought by the newly announced Juncker Commission is the 
way it has restructured the foreign policy component. Before the official 
announcement, when some of the Commission plans leaked the press, many 
were speaking about the possibility for the enlargement portfolio to be 
completely dropped off. In reality it was not, but the message is still not very 
encouraging for the Western Balkans. As such, the aim of the article is to assess 
the main pros and cons referring to a possible disengagement of EU in the 
already delayed Europeanization of the Western Balkans. The first part will 
contextualize the evolution of EU‘s engagement with the region through the 
Stabilization and Association Process, and the second part will focus on the 
main arguments for a possible future evolution of this process in the Balkans 
taking into consideration the new Commission structure and its changed 
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focus. The concluding part will assess the main points to be taken in 
consideration for the impact of this change for the Western Balkans: the 
reasons for EU to take such a decision based on the limited progress of the 
countries and the risks for a re-emergence of violence and instability in the 
troubled region. 

 
 

2. A DECADE OF “MIXED FEELINGS”? THE EU ENLARGEMENT 
POLICY IN THE WESTERN BALKANS 

―The coherence and consistency of EU approaches to the global 
order will therefore continue to be limited by the very nature of 

the EU as a political entity sui generis.‖ 
(Maull 2005, 778) 

 
The aim of this section is to contextualize and problematize EU‘s role in the 
Western Balkans (WB hereafter)1 in order to better understand the importance 
of the foreseen impact of Juncker‘s Commission on the WB‘s evolution for the 
next 5 years. As we have suggested in previous research (Bărbulescu and 
Troncotă, 2012), the enlargement policy is part of the overall process of 
Europeanization conducted by the EU in candidate and potential candidate 
countries. As such, enlargement must be regarded from the complex 
perspective of affecting policy, politics and polity altogether in the conceptual 

understanding of the Europeanization process (more in Radaelli, 2003). 
Moreover, the case of the WB region is even more challenging as it combines 
both enlargement negotiations, which is a field regulated along the last 20 
years of accession processes in Central and Eastern Europe (CEE) with the EU 
foreign policy towards stabilizing the post-conflict countries after the 
dissolution of Yugoslavia, which is coordinated by the Council. The analysis 
starts with a description of the main features of the Stabilization and 
Association Process (SAP) and its accompanying incentives-based mechanisms 
for inducing change. The last section will address the way they were reflected 

                                                             

1 The concept of ―Western Balkans‖, launched by the Austrian Presidency of the European Council 
in 2001, denominates the following countries that aim at EU membership - Albania, Bosnia and 

Herzegovina, Kosovo under the 1244 UNSC Resolution, the Former Yugoslav Republic of 
Macedonia, Serbia and Montenegro. 
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in the scholarly debates on Europeanization in the particular case of the WB, in 
order to argue that EU had a fluctuant attitude to this region from the 
beginning, and the present redefined policy as shown by the changes made by 
Juncker continues this pattern of discontinuity and ambivalence. Altogether, 
this introductory part of the analysis aims to argue that the last decade has 
shown paradoxical results (more EU engagement, less results) and it provoked 
a series of false expectations and ―mixed feelings‖ to all the actors involved in 
the process.  
Besides Croatia, which is already an EU member since July 2013, which is often 
given as ―the success story‖ of the region, the countries of the WB are at 
various stages on their individual paths towards EU integration. EU did not 
yet set specific target dates for their EU membership. The WB is divided into 2 
main groups of countries – the more advanced which have gained that 
candidate status, and the least developed which have only a potential 
candidate status. In 2014 there are 4 WB candidate countries: 

 The Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia (FYROM), who became a 
candidate country in December 2005, but has not yet entered into accession 
negotiations. The pending name issue with Greece is still of substantial 
importance in this case. In 2012 EC launched High Level Dialogue on 
Accession with Skopje. It is in a difficult position as it was the first country 
to apply for membership and it is still stuck in this process because of 
political issues raised by Greece as an EU Member state, even though 
Macedonia has fulfilled all the conditions and the Commission has 
recommended the Council to start negotiations with this country: 

 Montenegro - in 2006 Montenegro's Parliament declared independence 
from the State Union of Serbia and Montenegro. It applied for accession in 
2008. The accession negotiations started on 29 June 2012. It is one of the 
most advanced countries in the negotiation process: 

 Serbia – applied for membership in 2009, later than other countries but with 
a very fast record of fulfilled conditionalities. In 2010 the SAA was ratified, 
and in March 2012 Serbia was granted EU candidate status. In 2014, as a 
result of the Brussels Agreement, Serbia officially  started its negotiation 
process with the EU: 

 Albania - submitted its application for membership in 2008. In October 
2012, the Commission recommended that Albania be granted EU candidate 
status, subject to completion of key measures in the areas of judicial and 
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public administration reform and revision of the parliamentary rules of 
procedures. Finally in 2014 it became a candidate country. 

Additionally, there are 2 more potential candidate countries: 

 Bosnia-Herzegovina -initiated the SAA negotiations in 2005, signed the 
SAA in 2008 but did not fully implement its provisions and has not yet 
submitted its application for accession. It is at the moment the country 
confronted with the most severe issues, that has stagnated in the process of 
norm transfer for the last 5 years. 

 Kosovo1– after the unilateral declaration of independence, Kosovo started 
to consolidate its international recognition as an independent state and to 
implement EU conditionality. In the summer of 2008, the EU repeated its 
willingness to assist the economic and political development of Kosovo 
through a clear European perspective, even though there are 5 EU member 
states which refused to recognize the independence. In April 2013 after the 
Belgrade-Prishtina Agreement was signed, the High Representative of the 
European Union for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy/Vice President of 
the Commission, Catherine Ashton made the recommendations for EU to 
open negotiations for EU membership with Serbia and to open negotiations 
for an SAA with Kosovo. The process was initiated in June 2014. 

In the Balkans, the ―dark ‗90s‖ were followed by the ―enthusiast 2000‖ period, 
when all actors envisaged a peaceful resolution of conflict in the area, using 
the EU as a ―panacea‖ for all the unsettled issues that affected these unfinished 
states. In the aftermath of the violent conflicts that took place in the Balkans 
between 1991 until late 2001, European leaders acknowledged that the 
troubled region of the WB required a special approach from the EU. In short, I 
divided this period in three main time slots, each characterized by a certain 
tendency from EU to the WB: 

 1992-1999 - ―From Ignorance to timid Engagement‖;  

 2000-2008 - ―From Active Engagement to Enlargement Fatigue‖;  

 2009 -2014 - ―Reactivated Engagement and Stagnation‖.  
As such, the first stage of EU involvement in the Balkan affairs occurred right 
after the start of the violent breakup of Yugoslavia, soon after Bosnia, Croatia 

                                                             

1 Under the 1244 UN Security Council Resolution. The article will use the short form ―Kosovo‖ 
without any reference to the issue of status. 
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and Slovenia declared independence in 1992 and it lasted until the outbreak of 
violence in Kosovo in 1999. Back then EU was not able to react as a unitary 
actor to this conflict that took place near its borders because it was dealing 
with its own institutional redesign (the implementation of the Maastricht 
Treaty and the 3 pillars, one of them being directly connected to the Common 
Defence and Security Policy). EU member states had conducted disjointed 
actions toward stabilizing the conflict, but most of them had a delayed 
intervention and could not manage to stop the conflict until the intervention of 
the US and NATO troops in 1995 that brokered the Dayton Peace Agreement, 
which ended the war in Bosnia. The same situation occurred when the conflict 
between Kosovo and Serbia escalated in 1999, when NATO decided to 
intervene by bombing Belgrade. Most of the analyses conclude that EU was 
unable at that time to get involved with a coherent policy in stabilizing a 
violent conflict (Maull 2005). After the NATO intervention in Kosovo (March 
1999) new approaches for stabilizing the whole region were required. They 
were drafted in the Stability Pact for South-Eastern Europe, which was agreed 
in Cologne on 10 June 1999 between the states of South-Eastern Europe, the 
EU, the US and Russia. The idea was to link improvement of intraregional 
cooperation between the countries, with the perspective of membership to the 
EU – accompanied by political and economic conditionality. As such, EU 
started to take firm action in this sense in 1999 when it became the leading 
actor to coordinate the Stability Pact, as the main post-conflict international 
instrument after the Kosovo war. This decision has ended the period of 
ignorance and disjointed action and marked the first consistent engagement by 
the EU as a regional actor in foreign policy. 
The period from 2000 to 2008 was marked by an intensified engagement of the 
EU in the region which ended with a slowdown of the process due to the 
manifested ―enlargement fatigue‖ related both to EU internal issues (economic 
crisis) and to structural dysfunctional aspects of the candidate countries 
themselves. In the following years the most effective instrument became the 
Stabilization and Association Process (SAP), which should - via a subsequent 
Stabilization and Association Agreement (SAA) - finally pave the way for all 
the countries to full membership. The tipping point of this active engagement 
was the year 2003 when a series of inter-related events showed EU 
coordination and direct implication in stabilizing the Balkans. The year 2003 
marks several important dates in the political calendar of the WB countries. 
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First, on 1st of January 2003 EU deployed its first civilian mission for peace 
keeping in the framework of the European Security and Defence Policy (ESDP) 
- European Police Mission in Bosnia and Herzegovina (EUPM). The EUPM 
was the first operational step forward in the EU‘‘s quest for a common ESDP. 
Second, starting with this year EU opened to the WB the membership offer, 
conditional on democratic criteria. The Thessaloniki Agenda, adopted during 
Greece‘s 2003 EU Presidency, was a landmark in this process which this 
year(in 2013) celebrates a decade of common efforts for stabilization. Third, at 
the end of the same year the EU Security Strategy was launched, with a special 
emphasis on the need for EU to play an important role in stabilizing regional 
conflicts. These two inter-related events alone carry great significance for both 
the EU and the WB region at the same time by defining enlargement as a 
strong foreign policy for EU. 
The last stage of EU‘s approach to the WB took place starting with 2009 and 
the formation of the second Barroso Commission. The track record for this 
period is again mix with ambivalent approaches, containing both the ground 
breaking Brussels Agreement for the normalization of relations between 
Kosovo and Serbia signed in April 2013, but also with the stagnation of 
important reforms in countries like Bosnia or Macedonia. 

 
 

3. THE MAIN EU INSTRUMENTS IN THE BALKANSAND THE 
ROLE OF THE COMMISSION  

 
After the short overview of EU‘s balancing between engagement and 
disengagement in the last 2 decades in the Balkan region, let us come back to 
our main topic – the impact of the new Juncker Commission and its program 
for the next 5 years of the enlargement agenda on the WB. This part tries to 
give a short institutional overview on EU‘s policies in the WB in order to better 
assess the role of the Commission in this entire process. There is a legitimate 
question that one needs to ask in this context: why is a change in the structure 
of the Commission based on a different vision of its new President important? 
How could a simple institutional restructuring affect EU‘s policy in relation to 
its neighbourhood? A quick look into the way EU policies have been designed 
and implemented in the last decade might clarify this aspect.  
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As a starting point, a first observation to make is that the enlargement policy 
developed inside a highly institutionalized process, being the result of intense 
inter-institutional consultations and cooperation not only from the part of 
candidate countries but also at the EU level. As such, the enlargement policy 
has both an inter-governmental and community feature and this dimension 
makes it one of the most debated, complicated and (arguably) most successful 
EU policy from the last decades. The other element which adds more 
complexity to this policy as compared to other EU policies is that it also 
evolved as the main foreign policy instrument, being an integral part of the 
core aim of EU itself – promotion of democracy, human rights and rule of law 
through the instruments of membership conditionality in its neighbourhood.  
The framework of EU conditionality based on Copenhagen criteria is applied 
from the moment a country is first offered the prospect of membership (when 
it officially becomes a potential candidate).The implementation of these 
instruments for the fulfilment of Copenhagen criteria is monitored by the EU 
(the Commission reporting annually to the Council and the Parliament). The 
process is framed as such in order to help the countries concerned build their 
capacity to adopt and implement EU law, as well as European and 
international standards. The progress is assumed to be gradual; therefore the 
Commission assesses the progress made by an acceding country in annual 
progress reports published each autumn. The political guidance and content of 
enlargement strategy is given by the Council usually in its summit in 
December each year. Moreover, the role of Commission is prominent also 
throughout the accession negotiations, when the Commission monitors the 
candidate's progress in applying EU legislation and meeting its other 
commitments, including any benchmark requirements. This gives the 
candidate additional guidance as it assumes the responsibilities of 
membership, as well as an assurance to current members that the candidate is 
meeting the conditions for joining. From membership application to accession, 
EU members have at least 75 veto points at which they have to agree 
unanimously that a country can advance. Member states have to agree 
unanimously on: accepting the country‘s application; granting candidate 
status; starting negotiations; opening and closing each of the 35-plus chapters; 
concluding negotiations formally; the accession treaty; and the date for joining 
(Grabbe, Knaus and Cox 2010, 2).  
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The Enlargement agenda covers a broad range of areas of common interest 
including political reforms, foreign policy dialogue, alignment with the EU 
acquis, visas, mobility and migration, trade, energy, the fight against terrorism 

and participation in EU programs. Comprising the main axis of the 
enlargement agenda, EU conditionality consists of the conditions and timing of 
the candidate's adoption, implementation and enforcement of all current EU 
rules (the acquis). These rules are divided into 35 different policy fields 
(chapters), each of which is negotiated separately. They are not negotiable in 
content but only in the rhythm of implementation - candidates essentially 
agree on how and when to adopt and implement them. The EU obtains 
guarantees on the date and effectiveness of each candidate's measures to do. 
Several exceptions to the rules may appear (transitional arrangements) which 
means that sometimes certain rules are phased in gradually, to give the new 
member or existing members time to adapt. 
In addition to the requirements of the Copenhagen political criteria, the 
enlargement agenda for the WB adds to these criteria also the conditions of the 
SAP which were set out in the conclusions of the General Affairs Council in 
April 1997. The SAP was initiated in parallel with the Stability Pact in 1999, but 
launched in 2000. The main elements of this policy have been proposed in the 
Communication of the European Commission in May 1999, and the process 
has been discussed and launched in 2000 at the Feira and Zagreb Summits. The 
SAP was finally strengthened at the Thessaloniki Summit in June 2003 taking 
over elements of the accession process. The Thessaloniki Agenda introduced 
an array of new instruments to support the reform process in the WB countries 
and to bring them closer to the EU. The most far-reaching of these new 
instruments are the European Partnerships, inspired by the Accession 
Partnerships. Within this framework, WB countries are involved in a 
progressive partnership with a view of stabilizing the region and establishing 
a free-trade area. The SAP sets out common political and economic goals 
although progress evaluation is based on countries' own merits. The Process 
has 3 strategic aims: stabilizing the countries politically and encouraging their 
swift transition to a market economy; promoting regional cooperation and 
eventual membership of the EU. In order to fulfil these aims, the SAP 
combines three main instruments: 
a. Contractual relationships (bilateral Stabilization and Association 

agreements - SAA); 
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b. Trade relations (autonomous trade measures) – Interim agreements; 
c. Financial assistance (the Instrument for Pre-accession Assistance – IPA). 
Looking retrospectively, since the previous enlargement waves from 2004 and 
2007, the accession process has become ever more demanding for the new 
candidate countries. There are now tougher requirements for opening and 
closing any chapter within the accession talks. After the experience with 
Romania and Bulgaria, the European Commission demanded concrete 
implementation, rather than just promises, to declare that a country has met its 
closing benchmarks.  
In order to conclude, as the core element of EU Enlargement policy, 
conditionality was ―customized‖ to meet the needs of the WB region. 
Therefore, EU conditionality for the WB added several more elements to the 
well-known Copenhagen criteria which were applied for the Eastern 
enlargement. In addition, specific issues of relevance to individual countries 
were added, including respect for international obligations such as peace 
agreements and cooperation with the International Criminal Tribunal for the 
former Yugoslavia (ICTY). Issues to be assessed include democratic principles, 
human rights and the rule of law, respect for and protection of minorities, and 
regional cooperation.  
In order to sum up, in their road to membership, the WB countries have to 
fulfil a complex set of conditionality which is formed by 5 types of conditions: 
1. the general Copenhagen criteria – political, economic and acquis-related – 

applied to all candidate and potential candidate countries; 
2. the 1997 Regional Approach and the 1999 SAP;  
3. country-specific conditions to be met before entering the SAA negotiation 

phase and conditions arising out of the SAAs and the CARDS framework;  
4. conditions related to individual projects and the granting of aid, grants or 

loans; 
5. conditions that arise out of peace agreements and political deals (e.g. 

Resolution 1244 of the UN Security Council, and the Dayton, Ohrid, and 
Belgrade agreements). 

In order to conclude this brief recapitulation, the Commission is highly 
involved in shaping policies as defined by the treaties, so any change in its 
structure (and the relocation of topics and directorates general which handle 
these new portfolios) has a great importance in setting the new EU agenda. We 
would underline therefore that the vision that the new leadership of the 
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Commission has on enlargement will directly affect the process of integration 
in the WB. 

 
 

4. THE EUROPEANIZATION OF THE WESTERN BALKANS – THE 
MORE COMPLICATED PUZZLE 

―As a post-modern 'force', rather than as a modern power, the EU 
exercises influence and shapes its environment through what it is, rather 

than through what it does‖.   

(Maull 2005, 779) 

 
This part will refer to a short literature review of the topic, touching upon the 
concept of ―Europeanization‖ as the main target of the enlargement agenda in 
the WB and its specificities. Compared with the previous wave of enlargement 
(the CEE countries), the WB countries are a ―special‖ category of accession 
candidates and the Stabilization and Association Process (SAP) is a ―special‖ 
version of the EU‘s enlargement policy. In contrast to previous enlargement 
rounds, the Western Balkans integration process takes place in a vastly 
different and crucial historical context than previous enlargement rounds.  
The main argument that needs to be underlined in this context is that EU has 
designed a ―special‖ process of integration for the WB (the SAP), with 
strengthened conditionality. In this context, the WB countries could be 
surprised to see that for the next term the EU Commission will not ―favour‖ 
the WB anymore and concentrate on other issues from its neighbourhood. The 
Stabilization and Association Process (SAP) is confirmed as the main EU policy 
for the WB and in our understanding of the subject, as the main ―instrument‖ 
of Europeanization – set of rules that conditions a future accession. The SAP 
prepares countries for a future membership, but the prospects are much more 
distant in time than in the previous wave of enlargement as well as the stricter 
conditionality. The extension of EU enlargement policy to the region has 
generated high expectations that enlargement will regulate democratic 
institution-building and foster reform, much as it did in CEE. Extensive 
researches have showed how the initial top-down focus on peace-building and 
regional political stabilisation has increasingly been superseded by the top-
down drive to meet the requisites of EU membership conditionality (Gordon, 
Sasse and Sebastian 2008). However, there is very little research on whether 
and how unfavourable domestic conditions might mitigate the transformative 
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power of the EU in the WB. This gap in the predominant rationalists models 
(especially Schimmelfennig‘s ‗external governance model‘) applied on the 
region has been filled by several constructivist contributions to the WB region 
stressing at the same time the importance of a more contextualized view on the 
‗peculiarities‘ of the region in contrast with the CEE cases (Jano 2010; 
O‘Brennan 2011; Bieber 2012; Elbasani 2013). By stressing the fact that EU 
conditionality instruments of the SAP were mainly modelled on the experience 
of enlargement to CEE, the challenging question these authors still pose 
maintains the rationalist framing on the issue– what was EU‘s impact in the 
WB? Most of the analyses on the topic confirmed an evident observation – that 
the negotiations with the WB countries have been qualitatively different from 
the accession negotiations that took place in the case of CEE countries between 
1993 and 2007. Studies show that while the effects of ‗European ideas‘ on the 
CEE candidate countries have been immediate and fast, conditionality appears 
to be far less effective with countries that are either not willing or not capable 
of adopting European ideas because they do not resonate with domestic 
structures and identities or they lack the necessary capacities to introduce 
required changes as the WB (Jano 2008; Grabbe 2006; Batt 2009). Surely, even if 
the same policies lead to failure in the Balkans and success in CEE, we still 
need to discuss and understand why the policies failed and how they could be 
adjusted. As previously underlined, rationalist approaches aim to offer 
explanations based on relations of causality that can account for compliant or 
non-compliant behaviour, successes or failures. These valuable contributions 
that include both rationalist and constructivist approaches argue that the 
standardized EU enlargement formula (imported from the CEE countries) is 
not functioning in the case of the WB. The rationalist standards taken from 
public policy apply in this case too, most of these studies pointing to the 
―failures‖ or ―successes‖ of EU driven reforms in WB countries.  
As such, it is important to point the fact that in the case of the WB, the 
accession process has increasingly become more demanding along the years. 
For the time being, negotiations are subjected to much more stringent tests and 
have become more technical than in the case of previous rounds. Evidently, 
there are multiple reasons to consider the WB case as ―special‖. The peculiarity 
and, at the same time, the main difficulty in the analysis of the political 
developments in the WB is the problem of confronting the wounds of the war 
during the disintegration of Yugoslavia. The former Yugoslav republics of the 
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WB that were involved in the secessionist wars of the 1990s not only had a 
delayed transition but also the initial conditions from which they started 
presupposed the resolution of outstanding statehood questions which was not 
the case of CEE countries. ―The EU‘s conditions with respect to these former 
war adversaries intervened in these highly sensitive political matters by 
suggesting a vision for the political map of the region and internal state 
structures against the promise of EU membership‖ (Noutcheva 2006, 3).  
The literature on the subject underlined that during the 1990s in the case of the 
WB the enlargement policy interacts with the EU foreign policy instruments of 
―hard power‖ with security targets (the CFSP/ESDP instruments was 
practically initiated to be applied on BiH, Macedonia and Kosovo as some of 
the first cases where EU exercised its role as a security actor).The WB were as 
much a concern for High Representative Javier Solana, later for the High 
Representative of the Union for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy Catherine 
Ashton as for the European Commissioner on Enlargement Olli Rehn followed 
by Stefan Fulle. Literature in the field has developed in a divided way – either 
focused on EU Enlargement policy and its institutional impact (the SAP and its 
results) or on EU military and civilian capabilities involved in re-stabilizing 
regional security (EUPM, EUFOR, EULEX missions, EU Special 
Representatives etc). Such analyses describe and study the top-down impact of 
the EU/CFSP as a strictly Pillar II (i.e. intergovernmental) phenomenon in 
national foreign policy making according to pre-Lisbon Treaty structure of EU 
competencies. These studies show that in contrast with EU‘s experience with 
CEE countries, EU‘s strategy for the WB occurred as a reaction to conflicts near 
its own borders. As Vachudova clearly stated 10 years ago, this process was a 
foreign policy test vital for EU‘s attempts to become a global actor: ―Only by 
stabilizing the Balkans can the EU hope to make its Common Foreign and 
Security Policy (CFSP) more credible and boost its clout as a geopolitical actor‖ 
(Vachudova 2003, 93). The main idea to be stressed at this point is that the 
contentious aspect of security threats posed at EU‘s ―back yard‖ created 
premises for a multi-layered EU policy in the Balkans, combining various 
instruments complementary to the enlargement policy toolkit. 
Parallel to the advancement of EU enlargement, the Europeanization paradigm 
has turned into the dominant approach to explain the quicker, coincident and 
to some degree convergent reforms in the candidate countries in the East 
(Schimmelfenning and Sedelmeier 2008). Their studies concluded that 
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conditionality fares badly in national contexts marked by poor or fragmented 
policy environments. When political institutions have collapsed - or are in the 
process of collapsing - it should come as no surprise that the incentive ‗magic 
of conditionality‘ is weakened. WB seemed to confirm the same perspective, 
providing a rich set of empirical data for rationalist institutionalist approaches. 
According to these incremental perspective on EU‘s impact through 
enlargement, EU conditions for the WB followed the same CEE rationalist 
strategy of ‗reinforcement by reward‘(sticks and carrots) which can be 
summarized as follows: the EU prescriptions come up with a set of highly 
appreciated rewards for most post-communist candidates - assistance, 
upgrading of contractual relations and the ultimate reward of membership - 
which the EU promises to deliver in case of compliance, but can well withhold 
in case of non-compliance (Elbasani 2008, 5).  
Quite from the contrary, EU designed for the WB a new enlargement policy 
framework which implies various instruments that regulate the relations 
between EU and the candidate and potential countries - the SAP - based on an 
ever-closer partnership, with the EU offering a mixture of: trade concessions 
(duty-free access to EU markets), economic and financial assistance; assistance 
for reconstruction, development and stabilization; stabilization and association 
agreements – a far-reaching contractual relationship with the EU, entailing 
mutual rights and obligations1. In this context, empirically rich and 
comparative researches showed that the traditional incentive based 
conditionality proved to be not adequate for the WB region, not only because 
of the countries path-dependency specificities, but also because of the EU‘s 
own different role and implication in their stabilization.  

 

                                                             

1http://ec.europa.eu/enlargement/policy/conditions-membership/index_en.htm 

http://ec.europa.eu/enlargement/policy/conditions-membership/index_en.htm
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Figure 1. In the queue 

Source: The Economist, 27.09.2014 
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5. BACK TO THE YEAR 2014 AND ITS CHALLENGES. THE 
JUNCKER VISION ON ENLARGEMENT  

―It was a wrong message to the Western Balkans at a wrong time‖. 

Stefan Fulle,  
former Enlargement Commissioner in the Barroso Commission  

(The Economist, 2014). 

 
After this short contextualization of the main developments in EU‘s approach 
towards the integration process with the WB countries, let us come back to 
present days. On 15th of July Jean-Claude Juncker was elected to become the 
next President of the European Commission by a strong majority of 422 votes 
in the European Parliament. On that occasion, Juncker noted his straight-
forward goal: ―The EU needs to take a break from enlargement‖. He argued 
further that ―during my Presidency of the Commission, ongoing negotiations 
will continue, and notably the Western Balkans will need to keep a European 
perspective‖ (Juncker 2014). Such a stance is both strong and ambiguous. This 
approach leaves open the question of whether new negotiations will be started 
and whether the EU will undertake an effort to resolve the issues precluding 
countries from moving towards accession talks. After that statement, some 
feared that he might even completely ―drop‖ the Enlargement portfolio in the 
Commission, which sparked a debate about what the perspectives of the 
Western Balkans would be in this context. This prophecy was not fulfilled, or 
at least not entirely. On 10th September we found out that Enlargement will not 
be given a stand-alone portfolio in the new European Commission. Johannes 
Hahn from Austria (EPP) will be in charge of the restructured portfolio called 
―European neighbourhood policy and enlargement negotiations‖. So actually 
there are not so many reasons for disappointment; enlargement has not 
disappeared, but the second place in the title sends a handful of political 
messages.  For many this may sound as a downgrading, and even as a sign 
that Europe considers its expansion plans, and the Western Balkan region 
itself, where, after all, most of the candidate and potential candidates are, to be 
of lesser importance. 
There are still a lot of reasons to reflect upon concerning the political impact of 
EU‘s reorientation, especially when we refer to the cases of the persisting 
fragile states and unconsolidated democracies in the Western Balkans. As 
Austria‘s Johannes Hahn got the redefined neighbourhood portfolio, this field 
has assumed geostrategic importance in the light of the Ukraine crisis and it 
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has evidently superseded the enlargement package. This leaves out any 
prospect of high-speed accession that has animated reforms in most of the 
former Yugoslav republics in the last 10 years. There are some serious reasons 
for this: first, there is Juncker‘s own anti-enlargement conviction, which points 
to economic reasons for ‗deepening‘ the 28-EU, rather than expanding it; 
second, there has been the harsh rhetoric of political forces within EU member 
states that have associated enlargement with the negative trends of greater 
migration and insecurity of labour markets, which struck a populist chord as 
we have seen during the latest European elections; third, there was also the 
stagnation of the integration process and the lack of progress in several 
countries where the reforms seemed to deteriorate. When taking these 
arguments into consideration, the Juncker formula for leaving enlargement 
behind is not a surprise. 
On 22 October 2014, the European Parliament approved the new EU 
commission led by Jean-Claude Juncker, with 423 votes in favour, 209 against 
and 67 abstentions (European Parliament 2014). It is important to keep in mind 
that the present configuration of the European Parliament is totally different 
compared to 2010, with a much higher number of anti-European MEPs. 
Compared to 2010, when the second Barroso commission was voted, the 
Juncker majority is slightly smaller, even though the overall number of MEPs 
has increased from 736 to 751. Greens, left-wing, eurosceptic and far-right 
MEPs had all announced they would vote against Juncker, while the British 
Conservatives and their Polish and German group allies abstained. The new 
EU commission chief refused to change the name of the enlargement portfolio, 
as some MEPs required before the hearings, showing that he is firm on his 
position. Austrian commissioner Johannes Hahn will still be in charge of 
"neighbourhood policy and enlargement negotiations" because Juncker does 
not want to "delude people that they could become members in [the next] five 
years. There will be no new enlargement during my commission" (Pop 2014)), 
he said. Nevertheless, in all this time he added that talks with Balkan states 
will continue despite his five-year freeze. Will this attitude that opposes future 
enlargement have a detrimental effect in the WB still destabilized region? 
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6. THE POSSIBLE IMPLICATIONS OF NEGLECTING THE 
WESTERN BALKANS  

 
Realistically speaking, even without Junker‘s policy of ‗taking a break‘, there 
was no enlargement foreseen in the coming five years, at least if the current 
approach was kept, as Montenegro and Serbia only recently began talks on 
accession. So, in fact, this decision on enlargement seems only to state the 
obvious, which is not very encouraging for the Balkan states that stay for years 
in EU‘s ―waiting room‖. As such, the problem is that the new Commission 
might not only put aside, but also further slowdown enlargement. And this is 
an aspect that may directly deteriorate engagement in furthering reforms at 
the local level, worsening the prospects for accession. I also join the analysts 
who believe that there is no guarantee that further progress will be made 
without sustained European involvement in the Western Balkans. For that 
reason, a purposeful ―slow down‖ of the process by the Commission will bring 
immediate effects. 
The present analysis argues that we should avoid the extreme opinion stating 
that from now on the enlargement is completely frozen or that the EU 
integration process will stop immediately and all the progress made by the WB 
suddenly becomes irrelevant. It is true, there is no more single portfolio 
focused on enlargement per se, but enlargement negotiations have remained in 

focus. This clearly shows that the process must go on. But the question is how. 
The enlargement process will in all likelihood continue, and the Commission 
will still monitor the progress annually and the main road maps for each 
country will remain in place. What will definitely change is the impetus given 
to the process, which will directly affect the cost-benefit calculations of already 
weakened EU-oriented Balkan reformists. I believe that there is no need for 
alarmist tones, which might suggest that the enlargement process is not a 
priority of the EU‘s foreign policy agenda and that this might lead to an 
outburst of tensions and even a new military conflict. These fears are 
unrealistic about both the EU‘s and the Western Balkans‘ reactions. EU‘s 
engagement in the Balkans had both a symbolic (to bring the Western Balkans 
―back to Europe‖) and a normative nature (to implement the EU conditionality 
and promote democracy, rule of law and regional cooperation). The stakes 
were high from the beginning, when the Thessaloniki agenda was launched 
back in 2003. Neither of those facts will be affected by the composition of the 
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Juncker Commission, but obviously the EU‘s approach is less enthusiastic than 
11 years ago. 
In the midst of this debate provoked by the new Juncker vision on the future of 
EU enlargement, we should be reminded that the enlargement process is 
conducted not just by politics, but also by EU conditionality and the adoption 
of EU norms; it‘s fundamentally a very complex web of multi-level governance 
structures representing both EU and candidate and potential candidate 
countries. Both sides are responsible for the results and for delaying 
integration. I don‘t agree with people who blame the EU for its enlargement 
fatigue and disengagement from the Balkans, but neither do I agree with the 
―Balkan sceptics‖ who put the entire blame on the corrupt political class and 
persistent ethno-nationalist bargaining that did not consider EU accession as a 
priority. I would plead for a more realistic picture that highlights both the EU 
Member-states ‗enlargement fatigue‘ and the Balkans‘ ‗accession fatigue‘. And 
such a Gordian knot needed a change. The Stability and Association 
Agreements took years to be implemented and in most of the cases they were 
delayed and politicized by both potential and candidate countries. But some 
Member states contributed to this process as well by vetoing the continuation 
of the process (the example of Macedonia and the name issue with Greece 
stands as the most striking example). We must also admit that an internally 
divided EU has proven to be powerless to make real changes to Balkan 
political dynamics of polarization, zero-sum games, and toxic nationalism.  
But one should not overlook the possible negative effects. There are the main 
points that one should keep in mind when considering neglecting the Balkans: 
(1) The EU has a symbolic meaning for the Balkans. It should not give up on its 

Europeanization vocation in the Western Balkans as it may lose a large 
amount of effort and money it has already invested. Even in the midst of its 
own internal crisis and the worsening global crises from Ukraine to Iraq, 
Europe cannot afford to neglect the one region in which the EU has 
assumed full leadership as a foreign and security policy actor. We should 
not forget that the conflicts that devastated the Balkans during the 90‘s 
provided the catalyst for the idea of an EU with security responsibilities (as 
comprised in the European Security Strategy in 2003 and which contributed 
to the new Common Security and Defence Policy). This should not just be a 
symbolic and demagogic ambition merely for marketing purposes, but 
rather an assumed long-term project for crisis management based on EU 
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soft power. Even though EU‘s transformative power in the region has been 
limited, the massive EU presence in the Balkans has a geopolitical 
stabilizing purpose and that should not be forgotten. We should be aware 
of the fact that negative developments in the Balkans could reverse all the 
valuable gains in the region, increase instability in other countries on the 
EU‘s immediate borders, and further weaken Europe‘s credibility and 
cohesion.  

(2) An important lesson that we can draw from the past is not to discuss 
Balkan problems only when they become absolutely impossible to ignore. 
The profound problems that keep fragmenting societies in the Western 
Balkans are not going to solve themselves overnight. Keeping them out the 
spotlight might be very dangerous, as unresolved issues may come to the 
surface in the upcoming period. And as Russia continues to use its levers in 
the region, the crisis in Ukraine could have spill-over effects that could 
damage European interests where it hurts most. 

(3) The situation in both Bosnia and Herzegovina (BiH) and the Former 
Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia (FYRoM) is deteriorating, with both 
countries facing challenges from dysfunctional power-sharing frameworks 
that elites use to block the path towards the EU. We already had some 
signals in February, when violent protests broke out in Bosnia and 
Herzegovina, and this summer in FYRoM, too. In Serbia and Kosovo, the 
progress made in recent years is at risk of being reversed. Last year‘s EU-
brokered ―First Agreement of Principles Governing the Normalization of 
Relations between Serbia and Kosovo‖ was at the time hailed as the biggest 
success of EU‘s foreign policy, after the creation of the EEAS. At the 
moment its implementation is largely frozen, with both Prishtina and 
Belgrade blaming each other of lack of responsibility and engagement. As 
the EU is distracted by its own transition, new elections are slated for 
Kosovo, which is in the midst of its biggest political crisis since 
independence, while Serbia strengthens its relation with Russia.  

(4) There is also a ―Russia-effect‖ that needs to be taken more seriously into 
account, connecting various hot spots on EU agenda which need to be 
tackled in the next period of time–the refresh of the European 
Neighbourhood Policy, the failure of European Eastern Partnership and the 
new Russian foreign policy in Eastern Europe. After the security threats 
posed by the Ukrainian crisis, the WB should be also seen as another front 
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for geopolitical tensions with Russia, heavily impacted by the spill-over 
effects of the Ukrainian crisis. In the past, Russia has already fully seized its 
openings to exert pressure and hinder European interests in the region. 
Two cases in point are the non-recognition of Kosovo and the case of 
Bosnia, where Russia is a member of the Peace Implementation Council‘s 
Steering Board. Moscow could use such levers to sow instability and 
jeopardise the countries‘ already difficult paths to Europe. For example, it 
may be trying to do so with its support for Republika Sprska‘s Milorad 
Dodik, who might follow a Crimea-type of scenario. Russia also has an 
important economic leverage especially in the field of energy and the South 
Stream project which directly involves Serbia. Just as a recent ECFR 
analysis argued, ―Moscow can leverage pan-Slavism as an alternative to an 
EU whose fractious politics damage its soft power. If enlargement stagnates 
and the region‘s economies continue to deteriorate, much of the Balkans 
could eventually opt to pivot to other powers that provide short-term 
benefits, with fewer normative strings attached‖ (De Borja Lacheras 2014). 
This is a major security risk which needs to be taken into consideration. In 
very recent analysis it is being drawn attention upon the fact that Russia 
currently is interested to stir animosities in the Balkans as an additional 
challenge against the EU and its ―threatening‖ Association Agreements 
with Georgia, Moldova and Ukraine (Dempsey 2014).  

 
 

7. CONCLUSIONS 
 
To conclude, the main aim of this article was to assess the main pros and cons 
referring to a possible disengagement of EU in the already delayed 
Europeanization of the Western Balkans. The main argument I have stressed 
here is that the present redefined policy towards a future enlargement, as it is 
shown in the changes made by Juncker, actually continues this pattern of 
discontinuity and ambivalence that EU has practiced in the last two decades. 
The first part of the analysis focused on the three main stages of EU‘s 
engagement in the WB which were influenced not only by the internal political 
events that have affected EU‘s coherence, but also the lack of local ownership 
in the fragile new states from the Balkans. The analysis has concentrated on the 
main arguments for a possible future evolution of this ambivalent process of 
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Europeanization in the Balkans, taking into consideration the new 
Commission structure and its changed focus. The last part has assessed the 
main points to be taken in consideration for the impact of this change for the 
WB: the reasons for EU to take such a decision based on the limited progress of 
the countries and the risks for a re-emergence of violence and instability in the 
troubled region. 
The EU is placed for the moment at crossroads for either strengthening or 
weakening its foreign policy component towards the WB. The new geopolitical 
challenges posed by Eastern Europe (and the new developments in Ukraine 
and Moldova) require a more direct engagement of the EU along with NATO 
for preserving regional security. Even so, the EU needs to achieve policy 
success in a European region that is striving for EU membership. As such, it 
cannot afford a failure in the Balkans, especially after its delayed and 
unsuccessful intervention during the dissolution of Yugoslavia. Looking at the 
massive drawbacks in the last years, it seems that the Balkans will 
unfortunately require more rather than less European diplomacy and 
international statecraft. This engagement will need to be taken seriously in 
order to tackle challenges such as real democratization and ethnic 
reconciliation. In this context, whether Juncker‘s solution of redesigning 
portfolios was the best solution remains to be seen. But the impact of this 
decision on the Balkan region is not to be underestimated. Moreover, keeping 
the status quo is clearly not enough. A European policy reset in the WB is 

needed, with intertwined internal and external tracks. A change in this 
direction was already evident in recent practice from the EU‘s previous 
vertical and hierarchical positioning at the helm of international 
protectorates(Bosnia-Herzegovina, Kosovo) towards a more horizontal and 
deliberative approach based on new political partnership instruments (High 
Level Accession Dialogues, HLAD) aimed at fostering ownership and 
legitimacy in low statehood candidate countries (more in Denti 2014). 
Both analysts and policymakers in the Balkan area are faced with tough 
questions: How can the negative perception of EU enlargement be changed in 
key EU member states? Does the EU have to develop a new tool kit to facilitate 
enlargement in the Western Balkans? How can Austria use its EU membership 
to assist the remaining Western Balkan countries on their European path, 
taking into consideration that the new Commissioner responsible for 
neighbourhood and enlargement policies is Austrian? The full cooperation 
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between all the representatives of the new EU leadership, as well as more 
dedication from the part of local elites in the countries with statehood 
problems such as Bosnia and Kosovo will be the key aspects for a positive 
development and a concrete answer to these vital questions of EU agenda. 
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Abstract 
Two decades after the definition of its Common Foreign and Security Policy, 
the European Union could move forward in this field by planning and 
implementing the full integration of Intelligence into the core of its global and 
smart power design. An inception scenario2 could consider and eventually 
overcome Euroskepticism, Eurosklerosis, Eurozone meltdown, Sovereign Opt-
outs or other negative trends. Three questions could be raised on such 
premises: is it a matter of stronger political will to deepen the empowerment 
process in accordance to the official claims for a safer and grander unional 
Europe, capable to foster enhanced understanding and practice of its role in 
contemporary world affairs? Is it a matter of relevance to show that the EU is 
not just a bureaucratic form without content in the complex arena of 
International Security, or a fragile economic powerhouse with almost no 
coercive might? Is it a matter of urgency to validate its string of Treaties 
beyond the optimistic wording of social market economy and mutual 
assistance clause into the reality of preventive diplomacy and just resolution of 
classic or asymmetric risks and threats?  
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1 Revised version of the paper presented at the International Conference "Governance, Intelligence 
and Security in the XXI Century" - May 27, 2011, Babes-Bolyai University, Cluj-Napoca). 
2 Based both on Maieutics and proper evaluation tools (e.g. SWOT Analysis). 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
The undertaking to examine such a dilemma is facing a difficult task when 
considering the relative lack of bibliography on topic.  
Theoretically, the field of Intelligence studies could be tackled using many 
International Relations (IR) perspectives. Recent developments nonetheless 
could hardly be covered other than using open-source documents while a 
regular research would have to wait for the disclosure of the classified files.  
The emergence of Intelligence as a sub-category of the Security Studies has 
become prominently especially after the end of the Cold War in the context of 
analysis and revelations covering the elusive aspects of the KGB-CIA shadow 
confrontation.  
Classic realist theorists like E.H. Carr or Hans Morgenthau had almost no 
reference to Intelligence in their theoretical approaches while the later alliance 
theorists (Stephen Walt, Randall Schweller) placed an emphasis on how to 
redefine or rewrite the famous balance of (hard) power. The influential works 
of some of the Cold War historians (John Gaddis) revealed hidden real front-
like operations, perceived almost daily but not necessarily covered in the 
format of a standard theory. If so, what end goal should such full-fledged 
Intelligence theory serve to?  
With state survival at stake, a defensive structuralist response (Falkenrath 
2001) would focus on the multilateral preparedness to avoid major / critical 
security breaches because only such a theoretical approach could be justified to 
accompany the necessary amount of expertise required by the expensive 
maintenance of a secretive Intelligence ring of institutions.  
At the same time, the offensive neorealist evaluation on the loss of relevance 
by the international institutions (Mearsheimer 1994, 95) doubled by the 
neoconservative pre-emptive approach as reflected by the NSS 2002, placed a 
significant emphasis on state reinvention of its ad-hoc, non-binding coalitions 
in order to forge effective answers to the post-Cold War security environment. 
A dual-track started to be implanted by the Bush Administration based on the 
ideas of Paul Wolfowitz and Donald Rumsfeld of using fast response military 
units (preferably designed for special ops) and Hi-tech (un-manned) weaponry 
in order to reduce to minimum the risks for a second Vietnam, with a high rate 
of casualties especially in urban warfare. A new command has since been 
developed in the US Army linking these two components and helping solve 
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the need for immediate success against the leadership of terrorist networks 
(Robinson 2012). The lapses which were scrutinized in the aftermath of 9/11 
attacks determined the speed up of the unification process for the rather 
competing US Intelligence structures.  
Meanwhile, the EU Security Studies (Hill 1993, 1997; Regelsberger et al. 1996; 
Wallace 2005, 2010; Duke 2000, van Ham 2000, 2002; van Eekelen 1998, 2006; 
Volten 2008, etc.) have covered extensively the transition from conscription-
based to professional armies, the civilian control over the military, the 
transatlantic gap between USA and its European allies, the impact of Eastern-
bound interlocked enlargements of NATO and EU, or the perspectives for a 
common security and defence policy (as prescribed by the Maastricht Treaty).  
The ESS hesitated from draft to finish between copying the American 
approach (pre-emptive engagement – June 2003 version) to keeping a distinct 
and vaguely comprehensive stance in world affairs (effective and multilateral 
engagement – December 2003 version). No mention was made to the role of 
Intelligence and the main course of security affairs was circumvented to be a 
sort of wait and see tactics specific to the typical trend of Eurosklerosis. The 
Madrid and London bombings invalidated the vision of passive Europe and 
outlined the urgency for reaction. Suddenly, the theoretical and analytical 
focus felt on Hamburg-like terrorist cells operating deep inside EU or on the 
sociological traits of European second-generation citizens of Muslim faith 
willing to fight under Jihadist banners worldwide.  
The EU deepening process could be both seen in terms of success and failure. 
Success because one century ago La belle Époque, an age of progress and 
civilization, was destroyed by the nationalistic logic of alliances, and failure 
due to the lack of advance on defining a participatory European identity.  
The functionalist school has been claiming the merits of institutional spillover 
while the federalist camp has constantly searched for a national model on the 
basis of which to aggrandize a European super-state. Both schools have treated 
superficially the issue of galvanizing security at continental level, emphasising 
more the relevance of political will and bureaucratic design. Recent responses 
to non-security crises (the bail-out dilemma) has triggered slow but steady 
positive response towards more transfer of sovereign powers to the Brussels 
centre. The creation of the banking and fiscal unions which seemed 
unimaginable during WWII represents now common scientific knowledge and 
a tangible political process.  
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On the other hand, the analyses based on intergovernmental thesis see an 
intangible limit on the political frontier of security because without the 
sovereign right to coercion no nation state could endure.  
The recent offensive resurgence of Russia in European affairs has been largely 
omitted in terms of scientific prognosis by the main schools of thought. The 
former KGB siloviki circles of power have been documented by the Western 
scholars (Hill and Gaddy 2013) but the main emphasis has fallen on energy 
security as a hard power tool (Gustafson 2012). No revisionist scenarios have 
been really envisaged and no role for EU Intelligence has ever been written on 
such account.  
Preparedness for the future could very much help the advance of the European 
Union. The core values of the integration process are democracy, rule of law 
and social market economy at supranational levels. But for national scientists 
and decision makers, far fetching has always seemed the land of dreamers (e.g. 
Victor Hugo and his United States of Europe) and not of proper empirically-
based science. Therefore, a proper security dilemma should cover practical 
terms like how to better scrutinize the national Intelligence bodies and not 
how to empower them at EU level for the uncertain benefit of a leadership still 
under construction. The Lisbon Treaty has institutionalized the presidency of 
the European Council and a revised definition of the High Representative. 
They are still debutant institutions and they lack the overall profile to claim 
state-like assistance from EU dedicated structures including full-fledged 
Intelligence.  
The concept of Intelligence in itself is tricky and has come to the fore only 
recently. Secret was the standard word applicable to this level of security 
policy and it was similar in scope and coverage to the one of true diplomacy. 
Until Wilson’s 14 points, the real arrangements in the area of European 
security were kept secret and mandatory laws imposed compliance to 
obligations for which ordinary citizens were never consulted democratically.  
The European Union has one the highest levels of democracy in the world in 
terms of accountability, transparency, fight against corruption, promotion of 
human rights and humanitarian aid, etc., and from this perspective the 
emulation of an US-like world power play has constantly been considered 
counter-productive taking at least into consideration the CIA rendition cases 
(European Parliament 2007). Thus, an implicit higher role for Intelligence in 
EU affairs would be detrimental to the very fabric of soft power, which 
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represented the safe bet of acceptability in areas where USA was considered to 
be biased.  
But the geo-strategic shifting sands of reality have always determined scholars 
to respond ex-post and try to calibrate their vision to the developing issue. 
Since the inception of the first EU Intelligence structure at the end of the 90s, 
authors have occasionally shown interest in the shadow existence of such an 
exotic body but never to offer a scenario for the future. It was a slow and 
peripheral developing process with comparisons mainly to be drawn to the US 
levels of integration and proficiency.  
The overall contributions in the field of Transatlantic Security Studies have 
almost never analyzed the alternatives for anti-terrorist intelligence sharing 
beyond state-to-state transfer of sensitive data. The 2002 Security Council 
meeting in which Western diplomacies collided over the issue of Saddam 
Hussein regime’s WMDs has clearly shown the level of fracture between 
NATO allies in terms of trust, joint vision and sharing in the field of 
Intelligence. Moreover, the European Union seemed fractured between Old 
and New Europe leaded by France and United Kingdom respectively.  
Since then, France has fully returned to NATO military structures after a 
successful command bargaining made by President Sarkozy but the rift has 
been shown again in the context of the successive Intelligence scandals 
brought forth by controversial figures like Julien Assange1 and Edward 
Snowden. Germany has similarly oscillated between compliance to NATO 
commitments, thus dependence on US security umbrella, and diplomatic 
conflict in face of disclosure of high-ranking phone tapping by CIA.2 
The scientific scrutiny over the true functions of Intelligence in a nation state 
have constantly been affiliated more or less with the perception that they 
should be products of public diplomacy meant to justify academically the 
reason and expenditure for such structures. The development of graduate 
schools in the field of Intelligence (especially in Eastern Europe) has served 
constantly to the ominous needs of recruitment and less to rigorous analysis of 
performance which could occasionally be disseminated to the vested public,  
 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  

1 See Le Monde series on the sensitive bilateral issues exposed by Wikileaks (nuclear weapons, 
GMOs, French imperialistic goals in its African former colonies, arms exports, etc.) - 
http://www.lemonde.fr/wikileaks-france/. 
2  See Der Spiegel (2013) and The Wall Street Journal (2014). 
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after the mandatory timeframe has passed. The most consistent efforts in terms 
of evaluation have been made in USA by special Presidential and judicial ad-
hoc commissions (9/11 Commission 2004; Webster Commission 2012) or have 
taken place in the traditional format of Congressional hearings in front of the 
Joint House/Senate Intelligence Committee1. Also, in an effort to improve the 
ratings of effectiveness and credibility, the most important American branches 
of Intelligence (USIC, CIA, FBI) have being constantly issuing domestic and 
global security analyses and forecasts.2  
The scope of my paper is to challenge the standard (quantitative) scientific 
view concerning EU enshrined institutions and policies. The topic is valid as 
field of study, the methodology, diverse (including tools of evaluation on 
organisational change – Howard et al. 1994) and the results could be tested 
against the current status of affairs.  

 
 

2. IS THE EUROPEAN UNION IN NEED OF INTELLIGENCE 
(SERVICE)? 
 
Any search for a solution should start with a proper question. The self-
proclaimed global role of the EU would be achieved by soft, hard or smart 
power (according to the fabric of each rhetoric), but is essentially dependant 
on Intelligence. The reason behind this rationale lies with the truism that pre-
eminence, relevance and preservation need foresight, early-warning, shadow 
actions or special operations. 
The EU pattern of integration has seen up and downturns, optimism and 
skepticism, federalism and intergovernmentalism, Euro-centrism and 
nationalism, empowerment and containment of Brussels’ bureaucracy powers.  
At the beginning of the 6th decade of integration, the EU decision-makers 
considered it wise after the September 11 attacks, at the proposal of by-then 
Mr. CFSP Javier Solana, to accelerate the project of its first Intelligence-related  
 
 
 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  

1  See 2002 Congressional Hearings. 
2 See for instance National Intelligence Council (2012), Central Intelligence Agency (2014) and 
Federal Bureau of Investigation (2014). 
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structure (SITCEN)1. In parallel, a military intelligence directorate (EUINTDIR) 
was set up in the Military Staff inherited from the Western European Union 
(WEU). After a decade of existence and in the new framework of the Lisbon 
treaty, a reshuffle was made in 2012 to bolster its credentials. Ambitiously 
renamed as the EU Intelligence Analysis Centre (EUINTCEN), this body was 
included in the newly established European External Action Service (EEAS), 
but mainly with the same mission of monitoring all sources and writing 
intelligence reports. On the other hand, since 2007 and under the formal aegis 
of a Single Intelligence Analysis Capacity (SIAC), Solana tried to increase the 
inter-operability between the civilian and military intelligence components, 
but ended up generating another bureaucratic helm dealing with parallel 
chains of command. 
The very problem with EUINTCEN comes from the fact that it has not quite 
surpassed the initial limitation of SITCEN of having basically only 
understaffed structure with some open-source analytical competencies not 
much over the threshold of a performant mass-media monitoring agency. The 
critics of such a negative assertion would point out to the fact that the good 
practices of intelligence-sharing established by the Club of Berne2 have 
facilitated the transfer of (NB. not raw but already processed) classified data 
from the EU member states to Brussels, especially in the field of counter-
terrorism (with the help of an offspring, the Counter Terrorist Group – CTG).  
The aforementioned EU intelligence bodies have probably served the initial 
scope of inception but now they are being stuck in between the customary 
deepening (in the logic of overall integration) and constant sovereignist 
limitation. The global projection of diplomatic, economic and military 
ambitions faces stiff competition from old-style contenders. Democracy, 
human rights protection, market liberalization and free trade, denuclearisation 
or WMDs control, containment of extremism of all sorts, fight against 
terrorism, organised crime, cyber-risks and threats, all these EU core values, 
require Intelligence in the most aggregated form.  
 
 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  

1 See Report by the Secretary General/High Representative to the Council on Intelligence 
Cooperation (2001), pp. 4-5.  
2 Noteworthy, nonetheless, is the fact that this forum (of the 28 EU member states, plus 
Switzerland and Norway) has no decision-making powers.  
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The end state for the creation of European Union’s full-fledged Intelligence 
Service should be the integration at supra-governmental level of the analytical 
and operative activities of the intelligence services of the member states, 
followed by the emergence of the decision-making and action system at the EU 
level. 
The available options to achieve this could be: a. by contribution of the 
intelligence services of the member states; b. strictly European (by means of 
direct recruitment); c. by mixed approach according to the good practices 
already implemented in other security organizations (see the pattern of 
creating an International Staff in NATO).  
Under any scenario, such a political and security endeavour should fall under 
the principles of pre-eminence, interoperability and autonomy.  
The organisational needs start with headquarters and this should be in 
Belgium (Brussels) in order to link it with the idea of an integrated body at the 
heart of the European Union and to assure the mandatory cohesion with the 
other political bodies, both EU and national, operating there. The model of a 
Tervuren / Mons type of headquarters could be in place. The current premises 
in the Triangle building in Brussels alongside the core of the EEAS could be 
new and well located but they don’t follow the classic and tested pattern of a 
European Langley. 
The other organizational priorities should focus on the already existing good 
practices of the intelligence services of the member states. Taking into account 
the overall European lengthy selecting experience, the sensitive steps would be 
represented by the picking of leadership, especially of the person-in-charge, by 
the filling in of the pyramidal chart of positions, by the division of powers and 
by the definition of subordination to the other European institutions. In 
contrast to the current state of affairs regarding EUINTCEN under the 
leadership of Mr(s). CFSP/FASP, a better prospect would be its subordination 
to the President of the European Council. Such a subordination setup-up 
would facilitate the inclusion of the core business topics on the agenda of the 
European Council’s summits and would facilitate ad-hoc periodical NSC1-like 
meetings for the EU leaders (the President of the European Council, the Troika 
– former, present, next presidents of the EU Councils, the FASP High 
Representative, the President of the Commission and the President of the 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  

1 The United States National Security Council.  
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European Parliament). EUIS could also replicate the model of the Council of 
Ministers and COREPER by the implementation of regular meetings on 
monthly basis at the level of heads of agencies / the official representatives in 
the Permanent Missions in Brussels. EUIS should be subject to annual hearings 
and reports procedure in the European Parliament, similar to the well-
established pattern of national civilian control over the state security sector. 
For budgeting there are two feasible options: primo by national mandatory 
contribution and secundo directly from the EU budget which would give EUIS 
an enhanced autonomy. The EUIS agents should be included in the diplomatic 
staff of EU permanent or ad-hoc missions abroad. 
The prerogatives could be regulated by the means of the EU Security Strategy 
(ESS) and/or of the EU Treaty (TEU) and should cover the action areas 
(overall, domestic or external). Two important question marks should be 
related and addressed on the jurisdiction of the Court of Justice of the 
European Union (on similar issues like Guantanamo renditions or Prism 
monitoring programs) and also on the full inclusion of the military intelligence 
competencies (in accordance with the development of the EU Rapid Reaction 
Force and its global reach). 
Thus, if we apply the framework of a SWOT analysis the results would 
encompass the following aspects: 

 
2.1. Strengths 
 
The institutional innovations of the Lisbon Treaty – The first aspect to be 
underlined under this criterion is the transfer of legal personality from the 
European Community to the EU as a whole. The EU new legal status grants 
upgraded rights of worldwide diplomatic representation assisted by the 
creation of the EU embassies alongside the national ones. Secondly, the 
transformation of ESDP into CSDP which means the acknowledgment of the 
next level designed in the Maastricht Treaty two decades ago, namely the 
achievement of a 'common defence policy' which in time will lead to a 
'common defence'. The latter should be corroborated with the introduction of 
the assistance and solidarity clauses, which define the legal framework for a 
common defence organisation, in other words a military alliance. If we 
compare the wording in the article 5 of the Brussels Treaty and article 42 (7) of  
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the Lisbon Treaty the logical conclusion is synonymy. Last but not least, it 
should be emphasised the extension in scope and range of the Petersberg tasks.  
The proficiency and experience of the national intelligence agencies – The first 
European secret services have been created in the Middle Ages. The network 
of spies Queen Elisabeth I created and used in order to monitor the build-up 
and the movements of the Invincible Armada represented the embryo of the 
future to be Secret Service Bureau with its highly successful two main 
branches: the MI-5 and the MI-6. One of the most solid explanations of the 
British success in the two world wars - as the sole country to start and end 
them victoriously, despite huge human, financial, territorial and other material 
costs - is to be found in the pre-eminence of its intelligence service. The other 
big member states (France and Germany, mainly) have also a long tradition in 
the field of espionage and covert operations. Following the pattern of 
interpretation of the Neo-Liberal school of thought (Keohane and Nye), we can 
consider the informative field as part of both soft and hard power, meaning 
the smart one. The EU newer members, all with the exception of Malta and 
Cyprus former members of the Communist block, have also a long and 
effective experience in domestic and foreign intelligence activities.  
The convergent security interests: In the post-September 11 world, the EU has 
been almost as much of a terrorist target as the United States. The majority of 
the EU member states have participated in the US-led campaigns against 
terrorism, thus becoming targets (Spain – March 11, 2004 / United Kingdom – 
July 7, 2005). Fighting against Islamist terrorism from within or from outside is 
undoubtedly a common cause and neutrality is not applicable in such an 
asymmetrical war. Moreover, the organised crime1 is the other category of 
asymmetric risks and threats which should be regarded as a common priority 
taking into consideration the illicit vectors involved (trafficking of human 
beings, drugs, money, arms, merchandise).  
The absence of political and popular opposition: The implementation of the civilian 
control over the security sector, even in the former Communist countries, has 
generated a higher level of confidence and respect towards the institutions 
involved and their personnel. The principle of the rule of law implies that in  

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  

1 See the dedicated webpage of DG Home Affairs - http://ec.europa.eu/dgs/home-affairs/what-
we-do/policies/organized-crime-and-human-trafficking/index_en.htm.  
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the end regardless of negative practices like the CIA rendition cases, some 
specialised bodies would uncover, analyze and take the appropriate measures 
to restore the democratic environment and valid standards of human rights 
protection. But the most costly from a political point of view is the loss of 
human lives due to the poor management of military operations. The 
involvement of the secret services falls less under the public scrutiny and 
doesn't imply public mobilisations or long-term wars. Their assets are different 
than those used in conventional warfare and their targets are usually 
rigorously predetermined. 
The popular myth of the special forces: The thrillers of the Bond series-like action 
movies based or not on the works of famous authors (Ian Fleming, John le 
Carré, Graham Greene, etc.) have inflated the urban perception over the 
superpowers and influence of the adventurous 00 agents. At the same time, 
historical works or autobiographical writings of “super-spies” have shown to 
the general public the unknown facets of special operations undertaken by 
some of the most combat efficient units in the world which usually are 
branches of the secret services or cooperate closely with them (NKVD-KGB-
GRU-FSB / Mossad-Aman / CIA / MI6 // Spetsnaz – GRU, Alpha, Vympel, 
Special Purpose Service / Kidon, Sayeret Matkal, Shayetet 13, Shaldag / Green 
Berets / SAS, etc.). 
 
2.2. Weaknesses 

 
The ongoing rivalries among national intelligence agencies, the limited interoperability 
and the Moll Syndrome – Regardless of the size of each member state or the 
resolution of their formal disputes, historical or purely bureaucratic reasons 
still fuel the adversity between competing national secret services. Moreover, 
the major downsize between West and East in the EU is represented by the 
level of mistrust that still affects the prospects of integration or enhanced 
cooperation taking into account the levels of penetration succeed by the former 
Soviet satellites in the Cold War days (e.g. the Caraman network1 or the Hernu  

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  

1 Mihai Caraman, a Securitate agent and head of section, active in France between 1958-1968, 
managed to recruit a series of NATO officials for the Romanian Secret Service. The sole Securitate 
officer decorated by the KGB (for exceptional merits in the fight against NATO). After Ceausescu’s  
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case1).  
The rejection per se of the deepening of EU integration and the implicit opposition of 
the national intelligence agencies under the prospect of losing pre-eminence and/or 
personnel – The current financial crisis and the multitude of sovereign opt-outs 
(Euro-zone, Fiscal Pact, Schengen, Charter of Fundamental Rights, Free 
Movement of Services, CSDP, etc.) have cast serious doubts over the future of 
the EU as whole. The new syndrome of a EU integration fatigue (both in terms 
of deepening and enlargement) affects directly the prospects of a new EU 
body, budget-costing and urgent-less. The issues of pre-eminence and 
personnel loss has already been tested by the EU abroad missions which have 
generated the need for supra-national coordination and have attracted job 
applications from very dynamic and young security staff eager to by-pass the 
bureaucratic inertia of their national systems and have a better paid career 
elsewhere.  
The absence of precedent - The Federal Central Intelligence Agency and US 
Intelligence Community are partial examples and non-European. The lack of a 
historical reference in Europe could enhance the resistance to such a fly-high 
project, the incremental progress being hampered by un-know-how.  
The difficulty of defining competencies and line of command - One of the most 
serious weaknesses of the current state of affairs is the limited scope of the 
already established structures. Institutional ambition is essential in pushing 
forward the agenda of such an endeavour; this should also address the need 
for division of labour but under the same umbrella. If not, the bureaucratic 
inertia and the EU style of shared competencies could trigger the failure to 
achieve a core position in the logic of foreign and security affairs deepening. 
The nomination of Mr. / Mrs. Intelligence – Taking into account the practice of 
inter-state bargaining for the leadership of the other EU bodies (e.g. the 
presidency of the EU Commission), the result would be finding the lowest 
common denominator and not necessarily of the best available one. 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  

 
fall in 1989, he became the first director of the Romanian Foreign Intelligence Service. See Pierre 
Accoce and Daniel Pouget (1972).  
1 Charles Hernu, the French Defence Minister in the first term of president Mitterand was for more 
the ten years an agent of the Communist Secret Services (mainly KGB and Securitate). See Jérôme 
Dupuis and Pontaut Jean-Marie (1996); Christopher M. Andrew, Vasili Mitrokhin (1999), pp. 52-53. 
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2.3. Opportunities 
 
The impetus and support for the EU agenda as global player and not only economic 
powerhouse – History irrefutably shows the fact that the quest for pre-eminence 
and endurance in the top category of international actors depends vastly on 
the capacity to gather and exploit effective intelligence. Since the days of 
Elisabeth I’s network of spies (which helped prevent the annihilation of 
England) to the military failures of the Third Reich (due mainly to the breaking 
of the Army and Navy Enigma or Lorenz ciphers by the British Intelligence), the 
need for a proficient secret service has constantly been a must have in order to 
cope with the full range of challenges of facing adverse competition while 
acting regionally or globally.  
The faster and more efficient countering of risks and asymmetrical threats (Madrid 
and London bombings / Kosovo-like organised crime) - Salafism is one of the most 
expansive threats especially for the Western part of the European Union1. 
Targeting mainly the United States and its most important NATO allies, 
Salafism2 is both theoretically and organisationally the adversary of Liberal 
democracies which embrace Globalisation and secular rights or freedoms. The 
increasing Muslim populations of the European Union tend to enclave in the 
suburban slums and to be more open to the radical Islam preached by Salafists, 
Wahhabits and other influential leaders manipulating the disenchantment on 
post-modern standards of life and values. Drawing unsubstantiated parallels 
to the Golden (but not blameless) Age of the “perfect” Rashidun first dynasty 
of the Arab Caliphate, the Salafists and their terrorist off-springs have created 
dangerous operating cells in Western Europe capable of bringing in operatives 
from the Middle East (the Hamburg cell and the one involved in the Madrid 
bombings) or to activate and convert second generation European citizens (the 
London 7/7 bombings, drummer Lee Rigby’s killing or the Charlie Hebdo 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  

1 See for instance the second chapter of the latest Europol Report on Terrorism Situation and Trend 
Report, TE-SAT 2013 (pp. 19-26) or Edwin Bakker’s study (2008) on “Jihadi Terrorists in Europe 
and Global Salafi Jihadis”, in Rik Coolsaet (ed.), Jihadi Terrorism and the Radicalisation Challenge in 
Europe, pp. 69-84. 
2 Alternatively, it is easier to penetrate and fuel conflict and disunion in sensitive hotspots with 
Western vested interests (Afghanistan and Pakistan, Phillipines, Maghreb and Levant, Sahel). See 
the recent DG External Policies’ Study (2013) on The Involvement of Salafism / Wahhabism in the 
support and Supply of Arms to Rebel Groups Around the World.  
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massacre). On the other hand, the growing rejection of Multiculturalism by the 
Western Europeans especially, shown by the polls and elections of the last 
decade, should not lead to Brevik-like acts of individual or collective terrorism. 
Nonetheless, the serious threat to European security made by the organised 
crime originated at its Eastern and Southern borders should be tackled with 
both technical assistance (on border management or fighting corruption) and 
with a higher degree of intelligence gathering, sharing and interventionism (in 
order to monitor, infiltrate, expose, dismantle any kind of illegal trafficking). 
Noteworthy, in the context of legal debates and debacles over defendant’s 
rights (ultimately in front of the European Court of Justice) is the necessity of 
providing key data as evidence for successful prosecution which would make 
the case for EUIS to fill in the empty slots.  
The reduction of the 3D security syndrome in the aria of Intelligence – The strategic 
security relationship between NATO and EU has been characterised by efforts 
to prevent or reduce the negative perspective of doubling, decoupling and 
discriminating, in short the 3D problem. Applying this pattern to the field of 
interaction between the intelligence agencies of the member states, the proper 
solution would be EUIS because only an integrating body, active at the whole 
EU level, could have proper institutional tools to diminish or contain the 3D 
syndrome.  
The prospect of a functionalist spill-over phenomenon in the case of a limited and 
experimental start-up under the aegis of structural cooperation, plus the inhibition of 
the opt-out tendencies (e.g. Denmark – CFSP under the reasoning that the national 
intelligence system is sufficient per se) – The evolution of the security and defence 
dimensions of CFSP have been incremental but based on the functionalist 
approach of lessons learned and gradual achievement of the strategic goal 
outlined in the Maastricht Treaty (art. J.4.1. - “the eventual framing of a 
common defence policy, which might in time lead to a common defence”). 
Without the integration of the Intelligence bodies, which is the case for NATO, 
the EU could still act as a potential military alliance but cannot prospect the 
chance of taking fully benefit of its newly developed legal entity in the quest 
for a truly single voice in world affairs. In the author’s opinion, the Denmark 
case of opting-out of the security and defence affairs of CFSP would not be 
replicable to the field of Intelligence, once the EUIS would be in place, due to 
the very nature of being left out of a very sensitive field of data collecting and 
sharing at the EU level. For instance, the resurgence of asymmetric risks and 
threats within EU are by definition off NATO’s radar, so involvement and 
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sharing is advisable.   
The conception of a superior, integrated and better cost-effective system of early-
warning for the emergent crises in the vicinity – In the context of the global 
financial crisis, the pooling of forces, even in the field of Intelligence is 
advisable taking into account the amount of exposure to the wide range of tail 
events pertaining to the EU vicinity. The need for early-warning is paramount, 
but the (quasi-) independent actions of all 28 member states could mean in the 
end slow response and integration times, leading thus to counterproductive 
ends.   
To achieve the level of interoperability between the Foreign Action Service – EUIS – 
EU Rapid Reaction Force (EURRF) – The EU higher stance in the global security 
issues cannot be achieved but by the sheer combination of its soft and hard 
powers. If the EUIS could prove itself worthy of anything would be the very 
function of filling in the missing link between newly developed EU diplomacy 
and the expanding range of Petersberg tasks in the field, all under the 
umbrella of a smart power.  
The enhancement of the EU border security (Schengen or non-) – The EU Eastern 
and Southern borders are challenged regularly by the organised crime (drugs, 
small weapons, illicit merchandise, human trafficking) and the waves of 
refugees in the aftermath of the Arab Spring (see the case of the Italian island 
of Lampedusa assaulted by tens of thousands of Maghrebian refugees). 
Unfortunately, the level of corruption in the newer member states (Romania, 
Bulgaria) remains high, which could signify the very facilitation and 
endurance of these asymmetrical vectors. In the end, it depends very much on 
the capacity of the EU Core to supervise and advise the member-states about 
the necessity to bolster their anticorruption policies in order to strengthen the 
borders. EUIS should play in this respect a corrective role of preventing the 
dissolution of authority at the EU borders due to the lack of political will and 
impact of corruption of the decision-making bodies (including those in the 
field of security / Intelligence) of member-states in charge of frontier 
securitisation.  
The prevention of the Wikileaks-like phenomena and of infiltrations in the EU 
institutions – The public diplomacy principle introduced at the end of WWI as 
a governing rule of promoting foreign policy should not be mistaken for full 
transparency. The governments still use secrecy in planning and information 
sharing but the degree of public accountability has increased taken into 
account the double scrutiny of (inter)national press and NGOs. The recent 
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Wikileaks scandal has not been generally challenged for its authenticity and 
represents a significant blow for the USA diplomacy, credibility and stance in 
world affairs. The EU shares the same democratic principles as the USA but it 
is of primal importance the preservation of the decision-making process from 
disclosure and infiltrations typical for the Cold War Era.  
The inclusion of the Intelligence chapter in the accession chapters of negotiation – This 
aspect could prove to be very hard to achieve but its institutional benefits 
would bear comparison to the ones of introducing the fiscal union. The 
member states have often pledged in writing their willingness to real-time 
data-exchange, joint planning and operation, but in fact even after major crisis 
(terrorist attacks), the Cold War-like rationale has prevailed. Introducing an 
Intelligence chapter for the candidate countries would secure at least in 
principle their commitment to the higher Brussels-led integration and could 
trigger a functionalist spill-over from newcomers to founding or older 
members, usually countries with higher statute within the EU. Also, the IGCs1 
of the future could easier include in their agenda a deepening of this sector of 
‘’unionalisation’’.  
To assist the European Defence Agency and European armaments producers – A 
perennial vital field, the assistance to the business sector in terms of counter-
industrial espionage should follow the footsteps of speeding up by the 
European Defence Agency of its efforts to aggregate, consolidate and integrate 
the European market. 
The transformation into a unifying institution – This entry would fit into the 
pattern of other EU (security) structures which by the logic of bureaucracy, 
better resource management and response time to tail events have managed to 
become referential and effective despite a slow start or lack of initial 
commitment.  
To increase the effectiveness of the European arrest warrant – Europol has 
succeeded since its inception more than a decade ago to increase its relevance 
and efficiency in the field of justice, liberties and home affairs, but has failed to 
‘’federalize’’ the intelligence related to it. The European arrest warrant 
mechanism works well but the main problem is not the institutional inter-state 
cooperation but the prevention and countering of the most important 
asymmetric threats in the field of cross-border terrorism and organised crime. 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  

1 Intergovernmental Conference (for drafting the EU Treaties). 
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In the end, it is of lesser importance the property-related crimes and of higher 
significance or matter of urgency the preservation of human life. 
To bolster the perception and weight of the EU – The empowerment of the EU in 
this regard should be done in comparison to strategic allies, especially USA 
(e.g. Kissinger’s call dilemma) or to problematic counterparts like Russia (e.g. 
the energy security / diplomacy or the containment of secessionist movements 
in former Soviet satellites).  
 
 

 
2.4. Threats 
 
The creation of a formal thus ineffective EUIS – The EU has a vast experience in 
terms of institutionalisation. Nonetheless, and despite some relevant facts and 
figures shown by the incumbent structures, a full-fledged EUIS would be 
ineffective if formalism would substitute in the end the real need for 
prerogatives at the EU core. A headline goal should be defined on the lessons 
driven from past experiences of institutionalising security structures. 
Otherwise, a formal supra-governmental institution would just add to the bulk 
of EU bureaucracy and increase the democratic deficit of something artificially 
created, unable to serve the EU identity. 
The empty chair-like crisis – Similar to other policies and institutions, such 
incidence in the field of Intelligence could be triggered mainly by the big 
member states. Each of them has long-serving secret services working 
occasionally with one another on the basis of their joint membership in NATO, 
for instance, but the level of mistrust and rivalry has constantly marred the 
alleged cooperation. Eurosklerosis and Euroskepticism are occurring 
constantly due to big powers’ inability to accommodate their domestic 
performance to the EU projections as a global actor. The constant political 
bargaining, especially in the inception phase of EUIS, could trigger extensive 
voting blockages, thus undermining the relevance and operationalisation of 
this undertaking. 
The budget allocation process – An important question mark should address the 
inclusion of this element under the scrutiny or not of the EU Court of Auditors 
and the European Parliament. The secrecy imperative justifies the non-
disclosure of each financial chapter under national regulations but the 
specificity of a similar body at the EU level could trigger higher expectations in 
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terms of transparency, thus affecting the effectiveness of EUIS. One of the main 
reasons for integration and transfer of competencies to Brussels is cost-
sharing/efficiency in times of crisis for a very expensive pillar of the security 
sector. Conjunctly, an improper level of subsidies could block the 
transformation of EUIS into the leading intelligence provider and operator in 
the EU. 
 
 
 
 
3. CONCLUSIONS 
 
The inception of EUIS could be considered as the last frontier of the European 
deepening phenomena. Thus, it is not necessarily a matter of chronological 
succession of institutional events leading to such a bureaucratic or 
functionalist outcome, but it is the last prerogative a modern state would part 
with in the logic of supranational integration.  
The High Representative under the current legal design of the Lisbon Treaty is 
a key decision-maker, higher in rank than the president of the European 
Council, because being the boss of EU Intelligence body, however small that 
unit be momentarily, leaves room for a E.J. Hoover-like pre-eminence over a 
newly established European “presidency” which is still lacking a White House-
like apparatus and the capacity to inspire and drive the ranks to a pan-EU, 
strategic goal.   
In order to be practical, the Mutual Assistance and Solidarity clauses provided 
by the Lisbon Treaty cannot avoid the key aspect of access to the national 
intelligence agencies. This could be in the end the trigger for evolution in this 
field because you cannot plan and commit resources properly and in 
accordance to the best practices for a wannabe military alliance without 
intelligence sharing both horizontally among EU member-states (including the 
neutrals) and vertically to Brussels. The EU as a whole needs early-warning 
from all sources available but also data integration. The EUIS should play 
integrating and preventive role both as an intelligence analyser (which more or 
less is done presently) and operator. The essential attribute of operation 
management could include FBI-like missions within EU and CIA-like missions 
outside EU.  
The institutional design should none the least address the issue of how many 
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intelligence services the EU really requires. In the most decisive moments, the 
turning point could end up as positive outcome especially through integration 
and fast response; in order to achieve this it is advisable to avoid the wrong 
doings of the plural national systems bogged down in domestic rivalries, and 
opt for a single organisational tree with two main branches: the foreign 
intelligence unit (a sort of European MI6) and the MI5-like internal security 
unit (in charge of counter-espionage). The needs for secure communications or 
access to satellite imagery, and the specifics of military intelligence could be 
satisfied by adjacent units, operating under the same hood. Moreover, the very 
existence of a single EUIS would be a facilitator of the deepening scenario of 
integration on the part of the intelligence services of the member states.  
 
 
Post-Scriptum: The e-Cold War and EUIS 
 
Is there a new kind of Cold War in terms of cyber-espionage?  
Taking aside the wide and controversial efforts of the NSA, CIA, FBI and other 
American agencies to curb the terrorist threat, but also to assess the resilience 
of US hegemony / leadership in world affairs by monitoring the web data, 
there is a distinct category of state-sponsored cyber-spying focused on 
industrial patents. The old technique of stealing technological secrets by deep 
routed networks of spies (e.g. nuclear and hydrogen bombs) has been revived 
and upgraded by China or Russia in order to prevent the West to replicate 
continuously the success of Silicon Valley (in securing its upper hand in terms 
of Revolution in Military Affairs, industrial robotics, pharmaceutical 
novelties), etc. The entrepreneurship of Steve Jobs, Bill Gates and other 
inventors, the publicity and reality of the Star Wars programs, the agricultural 
industrialisation, the Hollywood, CNN, MTV, the pop culture of the ‘80s have 
facilitated the triumph of USA in the Cold War, capturing in due course the 
hearts, minds and pockets of the new generations living behind the Iron 
Curtain and Berlin Wall. The legal principal of intellectual (private) property 
has been a pillar of the capitalistic societies but something irrelevant for the 
Communist regimes as long as it belonged to the others.  
Not much has changed in those countries after 25 years in terms of copyright. 
Moreover, in the global village envisaged by McLuhan (1962), it’s far easier now 
to penetrate online and steal the others’ secrets. That’s why it is vital for the EU 
to share US concerns in this respect and fight back diplomatically and 
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electronically to counter1 the new type of e-Cold War. Of course, the recent 
exposure of the American monitoring programs is seriously damaging to the 
overall cause of pre-empting the Chinese (industrial) espionage2 but the EU 
should use its better image to act united against IT strategic threats. To this 
end, an effective EUIS based on the experience already existing in Brussels in 
terms of electronic monitoring should streamline the efforts done distinctly by 
the member states. The existence of dedicated Cyber-crime Centre (within 
Europol), Strategy, Directive and Eurobarometer3 represents positive steps in 
terms of institutionalisation but require integration into a proper EUIS4, if a 
Digital Single Market5 is to be fully created and protected. Individual and 
small-scale cyber-crime is manageable by a European police-like structure, but 
the real threats often are posed by state-related hacking vectors (e.g. the 2007 
Russian-sponsored cyber-warfare against the Estonian state and its main 
economic entities)6. So much is at stake in terms of competitiveness, fair 
competition, exports, personal data protection in an age of EU citizenship, big 
corporate enterprise (including the defence sector), critical infrastructure or 
single space of freedom, liberty and justice.  
In order for the EU to be cyber-protected, these vital interests should also not 
exonerate the United States despite the good functioning7 of the transatlantic 
link. Expanding and securing autonomous lines of IT communications it is 
similar in strategic value to the safe, fast and reliable transportation of troops 
and supplies to the classic battlefields. The United States are not acting exactly 
as an Orwellian-like Big Brother, but the lack of investment (the gap is still 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  

1  See for instance Martin C. Libicki (2009). 
2 Titan Rain cyber-operation against United States during 2003-2006. See Nathan Thornburgh 
(2005). 
3 Special Eurobarometer 404 on Cyber Security. “10% of internet users across the EU have 
experienced online fraud, and 6% have experienced identity theft… Around half of internet users 
in the EU are concerned about experiencing identity theft (52%) and about being the victim of 
online banking fraud (49%)” – pp.4-5.  
4  Or at least coordination. 
5 According to the Copenhagen Economics Report (2010), the full implementation of a Digital 
Single Market could increase the GDP of EU by € 500 billion a year, meaning more than 1,000 per 
person. - p. 35. 
6 Evaluated as the second most important series of cyber-attacks after Titan Rain. See Richards and 
Jason 2009.  
7 The establishment of a EU-US Working Group on Cyber security and Cybercrime (2010) or The 
Cyber Atlantic Exercise (2011). See Cecilia Mallstrom (2013, 2). 
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strategic in terms of satellite systems and networks) or concern could fuel an 
ever-growing reliance on the American assets, hampering implicitly the EU 
identity and impact in world affairs. EUIS could act consequently as the 
European partner but also as a strong deterrent towards the US intelligence 
structures, when needed.  
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Fiona Hill‘s and Clifford G. Gaddy‘s book, Mr. Putin. Operative in the Kremlin, 

is an attempt to explain Russia‘s foreign policy and its transformation during 
the terms of Vladimir Putin. The recent events in Ukraine and Russia‘s 
decision to annex Crimea make the book an even more warranted release, 
given that an important number of accounts of the situation are centred on the 
role the incumbent Russian president plays in the politics of his country. 
Mr. Putin. Operative in the Kremlin walks a fine line between a biography and a 

political explanation of the Russian political system. The book remains centred 
on the life and the personality of Vladimir Putin. Accurately researched, as far 
as the public statements of the incumbent Russian President throughout his 
political career, as well as those of the people who have interacted with him, 
are concerned, the book manages to amaze the reader with its passion for 
details. Mr. Putin is pleasant and entertaining reading.  

The ability of the authors to transcend the cultural barrier and to play the role 
of modern interpreters of contemporary Russian political culture is a 
welcomed addition – the intersubjective references to Soviet humour or the 
elegant distinction between Russkaya ideya and Rossiyskaya ideya (which is in 
fact one of the most prominent ideological underpinnings the text should have 
dwelled upon) show that the analysis can move beyond third-person outside 
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accounts and highlight a genuine interpretative account (Hill and Gaddy 2013, 
45-47).  
The thorough reading of the Russian media, as well as the detailed familiarity 
with Russian popular culture manages to put Vladimir Putin‘s actions and his 
rise to power in a different light. It also important to note the familiarity of the 
authors with Russian history and the domestic ideologies manifested during 
the 19th century. 
The book is structured into 10 chapters, which discuss Putin‘s rise and his 
influence on Russian politics. The first chapter summarizes the author‘s 
perspective on the Russian president‘s manner of conducting politics: his KGB 
background, as well as his background, starting from childhood and 
adolescence, his reaction to Russia‘s crisis during Boris Yeltsin‘s term, are all 
considered formative experiences for the Russian president. The explanatory 
framework rests behind what the authors coin as Putin‘s ―identities‖: 
according to the authors, Putin frequently combines or moves between the 
Statist, History Man, Survivalist, Outsider, Free Marketer and Case Officer 
identities. While the first three identities are ―most generic‖ and applicable ―to 
a larger group of Russians‖, the last three are rather particular to Putin (Hill 
and Gaddy 2013, 7-8). The second chapter analyzes the problems Moscow has 
encountered after the end of the Cold War, during Boris Yeltsin‘s presidency, 
while the next six chapters are dedicated to the six ―identities‖ highlighted by 
the authors. The penultimate chapter describes the political system built by 
Putin, whereas the last part of the book focuses on the future perspectives of 
the Russian president and the leadership system he has built. 
Assessing these identities, Hill and Gaddy conclude that even if Putin has 
managed to maintain his prominence in Russian politics, inevitably this 
juggling of identities showed its limits, as far as the ―stakeholders‖, Russia‘s 
aspiring middle class, is concerned. The conclusion of the book, written before 
the events in Ukraine, which saw Putin‘s popularity rise tremendously, is that 
Putin‘s personal brand of politics might prove unable to deliver on its 
promises and to fulfil the expectations of these ―stakeholders‖. 
The first argument the reader might raise is connected with the utility of 
employing a first-level analysis of Russian politics. On the one hand, the 
authors employ a clearly individualistic methodological outlook. While Marx 
had argued that ―men make their own history, but they do not make it as they 
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please‖, Hill and Gaddy are certain that ―Putin shaped his own fate, in large 
part because of the nature of his six core identities‖ (Hill and Gaddy 2013, 12).  
On the other hand, there is no defence against the arguments seldom brought 
against first-level attempts at explaining politics. In spite of the thorough 
documentation and familiarity with Russian politics, popular culture or 
ideology, the problem of collecting data remains prominent, as the authors 
clearly admit when discussing Putin‘s years in the GDR or his term as FSB 
chief. Even for a staunch individualist, there is a context influencing domestic 
or foreign policy decisions and, while leaving room for the role an assertive 
and decidedly important leader might play, focusing on his biography can 
amount only to offering complementary details to an International Relations 
account (Apahideanu 2006, 64). 
Another thorny issue lies with the ―identities‖ themselves. Firstly, it is not 
clear what the authors mean by identity. There is no reference to a clear 
definition of the concept, in spite of the fact that the scholarly research on this 
issue, especially in social sciences, is ample (Abdelal et al. 2001, 1-6).  
Secondly, the authors use the concept in a manner that resembles rather the 
concept of ―discourse‖: Putin employs in different contexts a socially 
legitimate discourse, in order to achieve a specific political goal. It is not clear 
however for the authors whether Putin genuinely shares the values implicit to 
the discourses or whether these are just of instrumental value for an autocrat 
willing to cement his own rule. Consequently, this leads to an additional 
problem, as far as the explanation of the authors is concerned: if Putin has 
managed to use PR to his ends, how come the same mechanisms seem to be 
failing the leader of a permanent political campaign? Unfortunately, for all the 
efforts of the authors, some of the conclusions they reach seem rather trivial: 
Putin‘s ―firm conviction that his personal destiny is intertwined with that of 
the Russian state and its past‖ (Hill and Gaddy 2013, 63) is rather a run-of-the-
mill argument concerning dictators. 
Thirdly, the line between the ―identities‖ is itself blurry. If ―statism‖ is to 
designate an ideology centred on strengthening the Russian state after the 
―Times of Trouble‖ experienced during Yeltsin‘s time, with the hope of 
restoring Moscow‘s fortunes abroad and at home at the same time, the concept 
of ―sovereign democracy‖ is then artificially prescribed to ―the history man‖ 
section of identity. For the political science scholar reading the book, it is 
somehow ironic that while insisting on Putin‘s emphasis on the need of a 
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strong state, no mention of fascism is ever made. There is no clear line dividing 
the first three generic ―identities‖ of President Putin. The myth of the Russian 
state, the appeal to Imperial Russia‘s ideology, the appeal for a synthesis 
between the views of the Russian émigrés and those of the post-Soviet statists 
(Hill and Gaddy 2013, 105), all point towards a rather unified perspective. 
The lack of references to otherwise useful social or political science concepts is 
disturbing. The literature on nationalism, authoritarianism, transition, 
development or social change might have offered additional clarity to a work 
which undoubtedly has elegant insights into Russian politics. Accounts just as 
controversial, but with a cleared methodological and theoretical outlook, seem 
to offer more generous prospects (see Dawisha 2014).Unfortunately, the 
methodological choice of resorting to ―multiple identities‖ only seems to create 
more problems that it manages to resolve. All in all, Hill and Gaddy‘s book 
remains only a useful complementary instrument for the scholar or reader 
interested in International Relations or Russian politics. 
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CENTRE FOR EUROPEAN STUDIES 
 
The Centre for European Studies (CES), established by Government Decision No. 1082/2003 is a teaching 
and academic research structure within the Department of International Relations and European Integration 

(DIREI) of the National University of Political Studies and Public Administration (NUPSPA).  
CES promotes education and professional training in the European Studies and International Relations 
field, contributing with its research projects, analysis and evaluations to a better understanding of the 
functioning and evolution of the processes and dynamics of world politics. CES supports in-depth 
innovative investigations of the European and international polity, politics and policies, stimulating 
debate and facilitating academic networking of scholars interested in these topics. The members and 
volunteers of CES prepare analytical research papers, offer consultancy on diverse European and 
international themes, organise and participate in national and international programs and projects aimed 
at promoting cooperation and information dissemination in these educational and research areas. The 

sustained and comprehensive dialogue and debates on various aspects regarding the complex dynamics 
on the international arena are promoted by CES through conferences and seminars and the resulted 
expertise is extremely useful not only for researchers and the academic field but it is also significant for 
the civil society, Romanian national institutions contributing in the end to a better understanding of the 
current international system. With the Master programmes it promoted viewed in the wider context of 
the all the other educational programmes of DIREI and together with the analysis of different 
International and European aspects, the expertise offered in the end by CES is able to respond to the 
practical needs of the Romanian society, economy and administration, being thus a way of improving 
them, contributing also to an actual construction of identities at a European level. CES brings together at 
different debates researchers (know-how providers) and actors involved in public policies who represent 
the main beneficiaries, in order to raise the quality standard of the domestic input in the process of 
analysis and policy-making at national, European and international level. Thus, CES is trying to illustrate 
how enhancing the academic, theoretical research is useful in the practical policy-making process and 
how important is to have national experts trained in undertaking research in the European and 
international studies field. At a national level, CES cooperates with Romanian state institutions, public 
administration, private sector, NGO`s in organizing various seminars and debates which promote the 
European participatory democracy in action and European social values contributing to a deepening of 
the European integration process and being a valuable instrument for the global affirmation of the 
significance of the European Union in a broader context of International Relations. 
Initially, the strategic mission of CES was to contribute to improving the teaching supply at post-
graduate level for those willing to form or deepen their professional training in the area of European 
studies in the context of Romania's increasing efforts to complete the accession negotiations, and 
thereafter to smoothly and effectively adapt and work within the institutional and political system of the 
European Union.Therefore, since it was established, the Centre for European Studies contributed to the 
expansion of the educational offer of the Department of International Relations and European Integration by 
initiating the „European Politics and Economics” Master Programme, developed in a new modular format 

involving training for both general and specialized competencies concerning the intersection of analysis 
and dissemination of theories of European integration and public policy. In this regard, the program 
succeeded in co-opting some important names of scientists from the academia of Bucharest; one can refer 
here to professors as Daniel Dăianu, Iordan Bărbulescu, George Voicu and Liviu Voinea. The syllabus 
included for the first time the area and the policies of the migration phenomena in the context of EU 
enlargement, border security and asymmetric risks/threats in the wider neighbourhood. 
In 2010 the second master project was implemented. Called ,,Evaluation of European Public Policies and 

Programmes”, this project was dedicated to a niche specialization absent from the Romanian labour 
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market, but much needed, given the procedural requirements regarding the consistent application of the 
structural funding projects. In the same year, CES has initiated the first MA program in English, ,,Security 

and Diplomacy”, where the involved professors have both a recognized university career and a significant 
public activity: Ioan Mircea Paşcu (MEP, Vice-president of the European Parliament), Vasile Secăreş 
(NUPSPA founding rector, former head of the Presidential Administration), gen. Mihail Ionescu 
(Director of the Institute for Political Studies of Defense and Military History / Director of the Institute 
for Studies of Holocaust Elie Wiesel), Bogdan Aurescu (acting Minister of Foreign Affairs), Constantin 
Buchet (CNCSAS Secretary), George Angliţoiu (Adviser on lobby and communication to the President of 
the Competition Council), etc. A new master programme in English on Development, International 
Cooperation and Humanitarian Aid was launched with the academic year 2013-2014; one year later, it was 
followed by a new Master in Romanian on Social Economy. 
Since 2012, CES is also a partner of the Romanian Association of International Relations and European Studies  

(ARRISE), Romania‘s representative in ECSA World, to edit/permanently coordinate the publication of 
RoJIRES – The Romanian Journal of International Relations and European Studies. Moreover CES started to 

edit a new series of the academic journal Europolity – Continuity and Change in European Governance, a 
biannual peer reviewed open access international academic journal. Designed in 2007, Europolity was 
primarily addressed to young researchers, giving them the opportunity to publish academic papers and 
opinion articles on topics related to European Union study. Nowadays, edited by CES, Europolity is 
mainly oriented towards multi-disciplinary scholarly work in European Studies, supporting therefore 
relevant theoretical, methodological and empirical analyses connected to this field and coming from EU 
Studies or International Relations, but also from International (Political) Economy, Law, Sociological 
Studies, Cultural Studies, etc.  
CES supports excellence in academic research, the development of partnerships, and it tries to increase 
the visibility for its research and analysis results. The academic staff members have conducted research 
projects with impact and had a number of publications in this field. CES has collaborations with other 
prestigious research institutions abroad such as the Jean Monnet Chair within the Political Science 
Department of the Complutense University (Madrid), the European Institute of the London School of 
Economics, and the Romanian-based Altiero Spinelli Center of the Babes-Boylai in Cluj-Napoca. Between 
2014 and 2017, DIREI and CES are hosting a Jean Monnet Chair focused towards ―Bringing European 
Studies to Journalism, Agriculture, Engineering, Philology, Economics, History, Law and Sociology 
students‖, chaired by prof. Iordan Bărbulescu. 
CES also manages research grants for the complex and interdisciplinary field of International Relations 
and European Studies. For example, in the period 2012-2015, CES monitors the implementation of five 
exploratory research projects - "Romania-Russia bilateral relationship: national and European 
perspective", "Implementation of the social market economy in Romania as a way of Europeanizing the 
Romanian society," "Operationalizing an evaluation model for the institutionalization of forms and 

practices of the social market economy in Romania", "The European Union and the Latin America – an 
interregional analysis", "Citizens and MEPs: Representation, Legitimacy and Political Participation" -, 
while actively supporting the involvement of young researchers. From this point of view, an important 
aspect of the CES activity consists in collaborating with NUPSPA‘s undergraduate, post-graduate and 
PhD students; in this regard, since 2009, CES is working closely with the Academic Club of European 
Studies (CASE), organizing events and activities designed to foster excellence in European research 
issues. CASE aims to be a via media, but also a connection point between academia and public 
institutions that can influence Europeanization, which is why CES supports the work of this NGOs 
perceived as the youth component or the nursery for future researchers. 
Through all its activities, CES contributes to enhance the image of the Department of International Relations 

and European Integration as an important research and teaching academic actor. 


